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LIST OF FIGJM~ AND 2=1~

"s report contains a very large rnumer of figures and tables to
suort and clarify the text. In orrir to preserve ready cotinuity of
technical dis-msiion, and for reader ccnvnience, the large detailed list
of figures and tables is placed at the end of the report in Appendix G.

For ccrmmience of referenc, the followir scheme is used to aid
figure/table ready i7tificaticoVlocation.

1. In general, the first character (number or letter) of a
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idwtifies the report section or appendix in which it islocated.
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C ... G) after the numerical diget (e.g., 3C) -wich refer to
figures and/or tables in prior iy prepared
dooz incas used to support this reort text.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Acryonyms (abbreviations)are used throughout the text. They are
defined in most instances when first used. For convenience of reference,
they are listed below.

AE -- Acoustic emmission
BM - Base metal
CCT - Center cracked tension panel R-Curve test specimen
CRES - Corrosion resistant steel
Cryo - Cryoformed
Cryoformed - A plastic deformation forming process at cryogenic (-320"F)

temperature
CT - Compact tension R-Curve test specimen
EDM - Electron discharge machining
Elox - another name for EDM
FPS - Frames per second
GHe - Gaseous helium
HAZ - Heat affected zone (of weld)
Hi Cams - High speed cameras
JR Curve - A plot of J-integral values proportional to the areas under the

load-displacement curves vs. crack growth generated during tests
of pre-cracked material specimens.

LBB - Leak-before-burst (failure mode)
PICES 2D - Physics International Corporation two-dimensional transient

computer program
PC - Chamber pressure
PSC - Prestressed composite
PV - Vessel pressure
R-Curve - A continuous record of toughness development in terms of crack
growth resistance KR plotted against crack extension in the material as a
crack is driven under a continuously increased stress intensity factor, K
SG - Strain gage
SPP - Samples per second
TC - Thermocouple
VHS - Very high speed
WM - Weld metal
2D - Two dimensional
1D - One dimensional
* - Diameter

-viii-
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Key piogram results are briefly summarized below. They are more

fully described in the main text.

1. Fail Safe Demonstrated

"Fail Safe" (leak/fiber rention of liner fragments) has been
demonstrated experimentally at 2500 - 5600 psig gaseous helium (Goo)
operating pressure for 16" and 220 diameter (#) prestressed composite
(PSC) Kevlar overwrapped tanks. The 301 Cryoformed corrosion resistant
steel (CRES) liners were intentionally hydrogen embrittled to achieve a
brittle failure mode at operating pressures. Measured fiber strains
are predicted by "static' structural response for liner global
embrittlement mode. Here, global refers to the entire liner inside
surface less bosses. Significant dynamic structural response (about
1.5 - 1.7 dynamic amplification factors) was noted for the liner local
girth weld heat affected zone (HAZ) embrittlement mode which
experimentally simulated the transient worst case structural model.
Similar dynamic fiber strain amplification was measured for local
boss/head weld HAZ embrittlement of the liner. Girth embrittlement is
considered more critical since the liner fragmented into two pieces at
the girth. The embrittled boss region, although cracked, was still
attached to the rest of the liner (no fragments) and the liner could
still resist some load as an "intact" one piece shell.

A single small fragment metal liner brittle rupture failure mode was
also investigated. Analytic considerations and experimental evidence,
as detailed in Appendices 3.5, 3.6 and F, showed this failure mode to

* be less critical than local girth or boss embrittled failure modes
discussed above.

2. Failure Modes Predicted

Failure pressure and failure mode (metal plus fiber) were predicted and
experimentally verified for 16" # PSC sphere "sure fail" designed unit
with local girth weld embrittled liner and 50% of baseline fiber
thickness. Margin test 16" # vessel (83% fiber thickness and local
girth weld embrittlement) gave experimental results very close to
expected failure/retention mode values. Dynamic amplification at liner
brittle rupture was slightly higher than anticipated. 16" 4 90% fiber
thickness and 22" # PSC tanks demonstrated fail safe behavior, as
predicted.

3. Leak-Before-Burst (LBB) Mode Demonstrated by Test

Operating pressure cycle tests of vessels with Elox (EDM) machined
defects in 301 cryoformed CRES liner walls showed benign leak mode for
GHe and hydraulic pressurants. A globally embrittled PSC vessel
cryoformed 301 CRES liner with hundreds of thru, continuous cracks
showed benigh leak mode for a GHe operating pressure test. R-Curve and
vessel fracture mechanics tests demonstrated that cryoformed 301 CRES

-ix-



is a tough, high strength material that gives LBB mode. Significant
results obtained were a plane stress critical R-Curve stress intensity

of 180 ksi ! in for parent material, weld and HAZ at high tensile
strength (200 - 260 ksi). Metal vessel thru cracks grew in a stabile
manner up to four (4) times the wall thickness before reaching critical
size. This indicated significant LBB safety margin since LBB is
considered demonstrated if thru cracks grow to two (2) times wall
thickness before becoming unstable.

4. Analytic Predictions Verified

Analytic predictions of fiber strains/failure modes were in reasonable
agreement with experimental results. Computer two-dimensional (2D)
structural models and a simplified one-dimensional (0D) analytic model
were thus verified.

5. A "Fail Safe" Tank Design Guide Developed

A guide for the design of Kevlar -49 fiber overwrapped metal composite
tanks that will "fail safe" if the metal liner ruptures suddenly at
operating pressure was developed based on structural theory and test
data. The design guide simply relates fiber operating stress and metal
stress increment (operating stress minus initial stress) to the
required fiber to metal thickness ratio to achieve retention by the
intact fiber shell of any metal fragments generated. Here, fiber
stress refers to the fiber load divided by the fiber less resin cross-
sectional area. The resin is presumed to carry zero load.

6. Key Experimental Techniques Developed

Test procedures/technique/set-up/instrumentation were developed as
required to accomplish successful transient GHe pressure testing of
fiber overwrapped prestressed composite pressure vessels and to
accurately monitor the extremely short time fiber strain
response/pressure/temperatures. In addition, techniques and parameters
required to intentionally hydrogen embrittle the PSC 301 cryoformed
(Cryo) CRES liners in a controlled manner so that they failed in a
predetermined brittle way at predetermined/pressure/stress/time were
developed and experimentally verified.

_X



1.0 ITOUTO

Prestressed composite (PSC) fiber overwrapped metal pressure

vessels 2 ,3 * have wide use for gas storage because of their light weight.
Typical maximum operating pressures are in the range of 3000 - 5000 psig
which could cause catastrophic damage in the event of tank rupture.
Therefore, safety considerations for personnel working in the vicinity of
PSC tanks are very important. PSC tanks because of their two load carrying
members (fiber and metal) have a potential safety advantage. In the event
that the metal component was to fail catastrophically during operation
(metal liner ruptures at operating pressure), the load carried by the liner
could be possibly transferred to the non-failed fibers so that the metal
liner fragments (if any) would be non-hazardously contained and the
pressure vented by leaking gas through the porous outer fiber shell.

Up to the present, no appropriate experimental evidence was available
to prove these potential safety advantages of PSC tankage and no systematic
study had been made to analytically define the pertinent tank parameters
relating to fail safe behavior. The Air Force, therefore, funded a
research and development program to establish and verify the design basis
of PSC pressure vessel construction that can exhibit the desired safety
advantages. ARDE, INC., under Patrick Air Force Base Contract No. FO-8606-
84-C-0029, "Kevlar Overwrap Study", investigated experimentally and
analytically the circumstances under which PSC tankage will "fail safe" at
operating pressure load. The objective being to define a test-verified
"generic" rationale for the design of fail safe PSC tankage consisting of a
metal liner overwrapped with Kevlar -49.

Two sudden metal liner failure modes were investigated; a brittle
liner (unstable, crack growth) failure and a ductile liner (stable, leak-
before-burst) failure. The metal liner failure mode depends to a large
extent upon liner toughness. Fiber toughness is not germain since a basic
groun4 rule of this study is that the fiber wrap has no "initial flaws".
The discussion of toughness in this report, therefore, relates entirely to
the metal liner. The PSC tankage used in the program is Kevlar -49 fiber
overwrapped cryoformed 301 CRES spherical pressure vessels. The cryoformed
301 CRES liner selection was for convenience. The target was to have the
program output relate to any liner material. Both 11 inch diameter
subscale and 16 and 22 inch diameter full scale vessels were tested. The
full scale 16 inch PSC tanks are similar in size and configuration to those
produced for high pressure gas storage on British Aerospace's Olympus
Satellite (Fig. 1-1). The 22 inch full scale PSC tanks are similar to
those built for high pressure helium gas storage on General Dynamics
Centaur vehicle (Fig. 1-2). Fiber thicknesses were modified to suit test
program requirements. The brittle liner failure mode was achieved through
intentional embrittlement of the metal liner by establishing a "battery"
for charging the metal liner with hydrogen gas for an extended period to

* Numbers in superscript refer to references listed in section 4.0.
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Fig. 1-1

Olympus Cryoformed 301 SIS
Kevlar 49 Overwrap Prestressed

Composite Pressure Vessel

0
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assure saturation and then applying operating pressure to the tank. In
addition, the liner inside surface was "sensitized" by pickling and the
hydrogen embrittlement reaction enhanced by the addition of sodium arsenite
to the "battery" electrolyte solution. Subscale all metal vessels were
tested first to develop hydrogen embrittlement parameters, followed by
testing of subscale and full scale PSC tanks. The leak-before-burst (LBB)
stable crack growth mode was induced by ED machining appropriate defects
in the liner wall followed by cycling at operating pressure to produce
crack wall breakthrough. Both subscale and full scale PSC tanks wer
tested. In addition, uniaxial tensile R curve tests of appropriate
cryoformed CRES specimens were conducted to provide additional liner
fracture mechanics data for LBB verification.
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Fig. 1-20

CENTAUR CRYOFORNED 301 S/S KEVLAR, 49 OVERWRAP

PRESTRESSED COMPOSITE PRESSURE VESSEL
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

This section discusses the various technical program tasks and
provides details of analytic and test approaches and results. both
successful and unsuccessful approaches are described since one can learn as
much,,if not more, from failure compared to success. As an aid to
subsequent discussions, Figure 2-1 defines PSC tank components and regions.

2.1 Ovezi

The basic objective of the program was to provide valid data enabling
definition of "fail safe" design criteria for Kevlar -49 fiber overwrapped
metal PSC vessels in the event that the metal liner should fail suddenly at
operating pressure. To accomplish this objective, program effort involved
the tasks outlined below. These tasks and their results are more fully
discussed subsequently in the order listed below.

1. Postulate failure models/modes
2. Verify fiber ultimate strain
3. Define and verify metal liner hydrogen embrittlement

techniques/parameters.
4. Obtain experimental uniaxial R-Curve fracture mechanics data

for the liner and verify its leak-before-burst failure mode
by vessel tests.

5. Obtain "fail safe" data for brittle liner failure mode by
full scale PSC vessel tests for liner global hydrogen
embrittlement, local girth weld heat affected zone and local
boss/head weld heat affected zone hydrogen embrittlement
cases.

6. Correlate test results and refine structural models/failure
modes as required by experiment to facilitate definition of
"fail safe" PSC vessel design criteria.

2.2 Failure Mode Postulation and Analysis

The objective of the analysis is to predict the onset of Kevlar -49
fiber overwrap failure in response to an instantaneous metal liner failure
of a PSC spherical vessel. This PSC tank structural analysis and failure
mode modeling was accomplished by a two-dimensional transient stress

analysis using PISCES 2 DELK computer program4 and a simplified one
dimensional lumped transient model as described in Appendix A. One-

dimensional static calculations based on a prior formulation3 were also
used in the test data correlation, as appropriate.

Fiber failure was presumed at the test verified 2% fiber less resin
ultimate strain value. Two (2) liner failure modes were considered in the
PISCES transient analysis; an instantaneous unstable brittle liner girth
crack and an instantaneous liner stable polar hole.

2
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FIG. 2-1 PRESTRESSED COMPOSITE TANK COMPONENTS AND REGIONS
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0
As subsequently discussed, agreement between PISCES analysis predicted

and measured strains was reasonable. The one-dimensional models also gave
good agreement with test results and failure modes predicted were verified
by test.

2.3 -Fiber Ultimate Strain Verification

A fiber ultimate strain of 2% was verified experimentally, in
agreement with other data5 , by burst pressure tests of strain gage
instrumented 6" 4 fiber wrapped cylinders having small angle helical fibers
in addition to hoop fibers, as sketched on Figure 2-2. The test specimens
were designed to fail in the hoop fibers. The hoop fibers correspond to
the theoretical "isotensoid" great circle fibers of a spherical fiber wrap.
The classical stress/strain transformations6 for fibers at different
orientations and fiber less resin Young's Modulus used in the failure
modeling analysis were also confirmed by these tests. Details of the
experiments and test data correlation are given in ARDE Report EG 42001-1,
contained in Appendix D.

2.4 Liner Hydronen Embrittlement Parameter Definition and Verification

The requirements/objectives of the intentional liner hydrogen
embrittlement were to cause a brittle liner "catastrophic" failure at
typical operating stress levels of 45 - 50% of ultimate (100 - 110 ksi)
within eight minutes of pressurization. This requirement was dictated
by the limited run time of the high speed recording tape or camera film
during the test. To meet these objectives, numerous hydrogen embrittlement
tests of subscale 11" 0 all metal and 16" and 22" 4 PSC spheres were made
to define and confirm the appropriate liner embrittlement processing
parameters. Liner global enbrittlement and local girth and boss weld zone
embrittlement modes were investigated. The basic technique used is
schematically indicated on Figure 2-3. A lead anode is immersed in the
dilute sulphuric acid solution electrolyte contained in the tank interior
with the metal liner functioning as the cathode. A controlled source of
current is used to complete the circuit generating hydrogen gas which
diffuses into the liner wall. These hydrogen embrittlement experiments led
to the parameters given in Appendix B. Details of the all metal subscale
11" 0 vessel and the 16" # and 22" 0 PSC sphere hydrogen embrittlement
tests are given in the Appendices B and E, respectively.

In early experiments, the metal tank (liner) was embrittled in the
horizontal position and rotated about the bosses to preclude boss
embrittlement. This proved to be impractical and the vertical embrittling
mode shown in Figure 2-3 was used for testing. Maskant was utilized to

.protect selected liner regions against embrittlement.

Acoustic emission monitoring was used initially in attempts to define
characteristic acoustic signals indicating sub-critical cracking and onset
of brittle liner failure. No characteristic signal(s) indicating onset of
brittle liner failure could be determined from the acoustic data obtained.

0
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This effort was discontinued because brittle liner failure control had
improved due to better hydrogen embrittlement techniques and, in addition,
the significant work needed to develop appropriate acoustic emission
technology for this application was beyond the scope of the program.

- Different brittle failure modes were noted for the globally embrittled
all metal tanks and the globally embrittled fiber overwrapped PSC metal
tanks. The embrittled all metal tanks fragmented whereas metal liner
fragmentation was suppressed by load transfer of the cracking embrittled
metal liner to the fibers. This highlights the advantage of a structure.
with two members capable of carrying load compared to a structure with a
single load resisting element. Figure 2-4 shows a cut apart intentionally
globally hydrogen embrittled PSC liner after test. The fiber overwrapped
spherical liner was intact in one piece despite the hundreds of continuous
through cracks shown. This is in contrast to the post burst test view of a
similarly intentionally embrittled all metal single load resisting member
tank given on Figure 2-5.

2.5 Fracture Mechanics R-Curve Test Data and Leak-Before-Burst (LBB)

Leak-before-burst (LBB) tests were conducted on 11" 4 .06 thick
prestressed composite (PSC) 301 cryo CRES spherical liners overwrapped with
Kevlar -49 fibers and on 11" 0 and 23" 0 all 301 Cryo CRES spherical
vessels. Elliptical part through thickness flaws were elox machined (EDM)
on the O.D. surface of the all metal vessels and on the I.D. surface of the
PSC tanks. Typical flaw geometry is shown on Figure 2-6 for the 23" 0
tank. Operating pressure cycling tests (3500 - 5000 psig) were performed
with pressurizing media of hydrulic fluid and gaseous helium. Failure mode
was benign leak in all cases with through crack stable growth as long as
four (4) times wall thickness before failure. Since LBB is considered
proven by stable through crack growth of two (2) times wall thickness
before failure, a large LBB safety factor has been demonstrated.

Sustained load tests of all metal 301 Cryo CRES tanks at 4000 psig
pressure level were conducted after pressure cycling experiments for
durations up to 48 hours without any additional crack growth. This result
verified the safe, stable mode of the through cracked tanks under constant
operating load.

Uniaxial R-Curve tests were performed on 301 cryo CRES through center
cracked tension panels and compact tensile specimens. Figures 2-7 and 2-B
show test specimen geometry. The R-Curve test results gave a plane stress

critical stress intensity, Kc of 180 ksi f-• for parent material, weld or

heat affected zone as well as a crack initiation stress intensity, KIE >

100 kis I -i for uniaxial strengths as high as 260 ksi. These uniaxial R-
Curve tests, verified by vessel tests, showed that 301 cryo CRES is a
tough, high strength material that demonstrates leak-before-burst (LBB). o
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Details of the vessel LBB experiments and the uniaxial R-Curve tests

are given in ARDE Report EG 42001-14 contained in Appendix C.

2.6 Full Scale 16" & and 22" 6 PSC Vessel Tests

2.6.1 Overall Test DescriDtion

2.6.1.1 Test Vessel Descriotion

Full scale (16" and 22" 4) PSC operating pressure tests with 2500 -

5600 psig gaseous helium were conducted by AFAL, Edwards AFB, California,
at Area 1-52, D-Pad. The Kevlar overwrapped 301 cryo CRES spherical
composite vessels, Figures 1-1 and 1-2, had intentionally hydrogen
embrittled liners. The 16" 0 tank liner thickness was kept constant at .05
inch, nominal. Kevlar -49 fiber thickness was varied to suit program
needs. The baseline 16" 0 tank fiber (less resin) "average" thickness
(100%) was .154 inch, the same as the flight units delivered to British
Aerospace for their Olympus Satellite high pressure gas tank. The 22" 0
composite tank configuration, Figure 1-2, was the same as the flight high
pressure gas tanks delivered to General Dynamics for their Centaur vehicle.
Average Kevlar fiber (less resin) thickness was .192 inch with a .044 inch
thick 301 cryo CRES liner. The original program plan called for the use of
all 16" 0 full scale test tanks for consistency of data base, but one 16" 0
tank was ruptured in fabrication due to inadvertent damage during the resin
cure operation of the fiber wrapped tank. The failed 16" 0 tank was
replaced by an existing 22" 4 tank asset to minimize schedule and cost
impact.

2.6.1.2 lMeaurments

Pressures, fiber strains, girth diametral displacements and
temperatures were monitored to provide "fail safe" brittle liner failure
mode test data. In some instances, air blast and fragmentation data was
obtained. The 16" and 22" # PSC vessel test matrix is given in Appendix
E.2.

2.6.2 Test Procedure. Set-up. Instrumentation

2.6.2.1 Overvi

Testing and monitoring PSC vessel structural response after sudden
brittle liner failure presented some experimental technique challenges.
Primary areas of concern were the monitoring of the extremely short fiber

strain transient events of interest (the order of 10-4 to 10.6 seconds) and
the mounting of strain gages on the uneven, bumpy, fiber matrix surface to
measure the strains. In addition, gas compression work, due to the
necessary rapid pressurization rate to reach operating pressure before
embrittled liner failure, could raise test tank temperatures to
unacceptable levels. These primary test challenges were successfully met
by development of a suitable strain gage mounting technique and
utilization of high strain response, post yield strain gages coupled to a
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high frequency response recording system. In addition, use of a liquid
nitrogen heat exchanger and properly sequenced pressurization mode provided
sufficiently cool helium gas into the test tank.

2.6.2.2 System Checkout Tests

The instrumentation requirements/test procedure guidelines to achieve
the testing objectives were defined by ARDE document EG 42001-5, given in
Appendix E.l. These requirements/procedures were modified, as required,
based on a series of system checkout tests using various size/configuration
vessels. Initial system checkout utilizing a practice vessel approximating
the size of the actual test articles determined the selection of gaseous
helium in lieu of gaseous nitrogen as a pressurizing agent. Initial
checkout tests shoved that helium reduced cycling time and/or time to
operating pressure by more than 50%. Additionally, many of the vessel
tests required high pressurization rates to obtain 5000 psig test vessel
pressure within 90 seconds, which gaseous nitrogen could not achieve.

Follow-on system checkout tests, described in ARDE letters 52001-KOS-
084 (3 Feb. 1986) contained in Appendix E.1, herein, defined test system
operational parameters and resolved testing problems. As aforementioned
in section 2.6.2.1, test vessel temperatures during pressurization were
expected to exceed the maximum allowed value (140*F). To prevent damage to
the Kevlar fiber overwrap, a heat exchanger was installed to cool the
incoming helium pressurizing gas. Many tests were needed to determine the
required heat exchanger tube length and cooling medium. Only liquit.
nitrogen was found to be able to safely and adequately supercool the
gaseous helium to overcome the compression heating.

Additional problems were encountered during initial pressurization due
to the volume of ambient air trapped in the system and test vessel. Two
vent valves were installed, one to vent warm air from the system and one to
vent incoming gas from the test vessel. When these valves were cycled in
series with the pressurization valve, the test vessel metal boss
temperature could be reduced to 60* F and the test vessel gas temperature
to 20' F. These temperatures were required in order not to exceed the
maximum allowable test vessel temperature of 140* F during final
pressurization.

2.6.2.3 Test System Descriotion/Schematics

Figure 2-9 is a schematic sketch of the instrumentation/test set-up
initial projected. The actual plumbing and component placement used, as
influenced by the system checkout test experiences, are shown on
Figure 2-10.
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2.6.2.3.1 Mechanical System Comoonents

Helium for testing was provided by a dual bank trailer. Bank 1 was
pressurized to 6,000 psi and bank 2 was pressurized to 8,000 psi. Total
trailer volume is 100 cubic feet at 10,000 psi. Gaseous nitrogen for valve
actuation was obtained from a 120 psi source on D-Pad. Valve SV-0-001 is a
20,000 psi remote actuated 3/8 inch valve and is used as a system isolation
valve only. Valves SV-0-002, SV-0-003, and SV-0-004, located in the valve
box, are remote single action valves rated at 10,000 psi. Their port
orifices are 0.125 inch, with seat orifices of 0.093 inch, and have a flow
coefficient of 0.135. Valve SV-0-002 is the vessel pressurization valve,
while SV-0-003 and SV-0-004 are the line and vessel vent valves
respectively. All pressure lines are 3/8 inch outside and 1/8 inch inside
diameters and are rated at 10,000 psi. Total length of line from the
isolation valve to the test article is 280 +/-5 feet. A series of three
complete loops totaling 60 feet is contained in the heat exchanger box.

2.6.2.3.2 Witness Panels

The witness panels, as shown on Figure 2-11, consist of an angle iron
frame measuring 8 x 8 feet. Each panel contains two 4 x 8 foot sheets of 1
inch thick "Celotex* (TM) backed by 0.0940 inch aluminum. This
configuration closely approximates the environment where the vessels to be
tested are currently utilized. Each panel assembly is anchored to hinge
points imbedded in concrete and are mounted approximately one foot above
ground level. They connect at the top to form a 12 sided polygon 30 feet
in diameter with one section deleted to facilitate camera viewing. The
frames are designed to break away and fold back to prevent excessive damage
due to overpressure or for stowage in high winds.

2.6.2.3.3 Photographic Coverage

Pre and post test stills were taken, of each vessel tested. Three Hi-
Cams (1000 FPS) were used in an attempt to record events. The cameras were
activated in series along the pressure curve at points selected by the test
engineer as the most likely to be the start of an event. Early attempts
were not always successful. The unknown behavior of the test article
combined with the short run time of the cameras resulted in many missed
events. The addition of a high speed video monitor connected to a very
high speed (VHS) recorder allowed for more continuous coverage. Exposure
at 1/60th of a second, combined with the slow motion play back capability
provided excellent fragmentation coverage.

0
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2.6.3 16" and 22" 6 PsC Vessel Test Results

The full scale 16" # and 23" # PSC vessel GHe pressure test results
are su marized in Table E-1 of Appendix E.2. The effects of varying
hydrogen embrittlement electrolyte solution charging current density,
pickling the liner I.D. and adding sodium arsenite to enhance the
embrittlement reaction and global versus local girth and boss weld area
embrittlement were investigated in the experiments. The investigation was
limited in nature since hydrogen embrittlement, by itself, was not the
primary research and development issue. Fiber thickness was varied as
required to achieve "fail safe" liner fragment retention/benign pressure
venting mode, "sure failure" of liner plus fibers and "fail safe" margin
data at operating pressure.

As shown in Table E-l, tests RV-4 and RV-5 demonstrated fail safe mode
at operating pressure for the globally embrittled 100% fiber thickness 16"
0 PSC vessel configuration. Test RV-5 showed the enhanced intentional
embrittlement effect due to increased GHe charging time, pickling of liner
I.D. and adding sodium arsentite to the electrolyte solution. Fiber strain
response data was correlated by static structural behavior. A photograph
of prior discussed cut apart RV-5 "fail safe mode" test tank is shown on
Figure 2-4. The enhancement in the intentional hydrogen embrittlement is
evidenced by the multitudes of connected through cracks seen in the
photograph.

Experiments RV-7 and RV-9 with 16" 0 tanks demonstrated the fail
safe/fragmentation retention/benign leak mode at operating pressure with
local girth weld heat affected zone (HAZ) intentionally embrittled liners.
These tests simulated the worst case structural model which assumes an
instantaneous unstable crack of the entire girth weld. The liners broke at
the girth and separated into two halves during the test. The fibers were
intact. Large dynamic fiber strain spikes were observed. Figure 2-12
shows the strain spike monitored by strain gage 12. Tension is negative.

The as designed intended "catastrophic" brittle liner and fiber both
fail mode was demonstrated by test RV-1O of a local girth region 16" # PSC
test sphere at design operating pressure with reduced fiber thickness (50%
of baseline). Liner separation/fragments were as predicted. Large fiber
strain spikes were observed at/near failure. Fragmentation and
overpressure data were obtained. Typical fragments are shown on Figure 2-
13.

Both the fibers and the local girth area embrittled liner failed in
the RV-11 experiment with the 83% of baseline fiber thickness 16" 0 PSC
test vessel. The failure pressure was very close to the predicted value.
The expected large fiber dynamic strain spikes were observed. Overpressure
and fragmentation data were obtained. Strain gage measurements indicate
that the fibers came very close to remaining intact per the no failure
prediction.
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A "fail safe" benign leak failure mode was demonstrated by RV-14A
tests with 90% of baseline fiber thickness 16" 0 test vessels. Based on
RV-7 to RV-ii and RV-14 and 14-A tests, one estimates that the "dividing
line" between "fail safe" fragment retention and catastrophic failure for
the critical girth weld embrittled liner mode 16" 0 test tanks is at a
fiber thickness slightly greater than 83% of baseline (say 85% of
baseline). A more meaningful and proper "fail safe" criterion in terms of
fiber stress and metal stress increment at operating pressure and fiber to
metal thickness ratio is detailed in section 2.7 based on the test data
correlations discussed in section 2.6.4 which follows.

Tests RV-12 and RV-12A demonstrated fail safe modes for local
boss/head weld embrittled liners of the 22" 0 PSC test tanks. Although
significant liner cracking occurred in the local boss/head weld embrittled
region, the boss did not separate from the liner head. Dynamic fiber
strain amplification effects were similar to those measured in the local
girth weld embrittled tests. Girth embrittlement is considered more
critical since the liner fragmented at the girth into two pieces whereas
the boss embrittled liner was still in one piece and could resist load as
an "intact" shell.
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2.6.4 PSC Vessel Test Data Correlation

The full scale PSC test data was correlated utilizing the two-

dimensional finite difference transient computer program PISCES 2 DELK4 and
simplified one-dimensional models as discussed in Appendix A. The test
data was used to refine the models and derive equivalent dynamic
amplification factors that would result in 2% fiber ultimate strain. In
general, agreement between strains calculated from theory and strains
measured during test- was reasonably good. Predicted failure modes were
verified by the experiments. Sample test data correlation calculations and
pressure and strain versus time plots are given in Appendix F.

Agreement between measured strains and values predicted by PISCES
computer program was reasonable. PISCES computed results were conservative
since they were greater than the measured strains. Typical results
obtained were 13505 to 13870 maximum computed meridional micro delta
strains compared to the 10600 to 11900 maximum micro delta meridional
strains measured as detailed in Appendix F. Predicted PICES 2D strains
were thus 22% higher on average compared to measured strains. Improved
strain test data correlation was obtained using a slip boundary condition
at the fiber/metal interface, rather than a completely bonded condition.
The slip condition gave higher strains than the completely bonded case as
shown on Figure 2-15.

The simple one-dimensional (ID) transient model which presumed
instantaneous total liner loss of strength/stiffness gave even better
results. The strains predicted by the simple ID model, while still
generally conservative, were less than the PISCES results (Figure 2-14)
and, therefore, closer to the measured strains. Figures 2-16 to 2-19 show
typical measured transient fiber strains for experiments RV-7, RV-9 and RV-
11. Tensile strain is negative. Superposed on these figures are the
strains computed from the one-dimensional transient model. The quantity
emax is the maximum transient fiber strain after liner failure, e1 the
static fiber strain prior to liner failure and e 2 the static equilibrium

fiber strain presuming liner loss of strength/stiffness. It is seen that
agreement between simple one-dimensional theory and test is quite good.

The one-dimensional equivalent static model constructed, based on
prior developments8 , assumes that the pressure to cause 2% ultimate fiber
strain is composed of the static pressure the fibers were carrying before
liner sudden failure plus a dynamic amplification factor, 0, times the
static pressure the liner was carrying before it failed. Based on the test
data, dynamic amplification factors in the range of I - 1.5 - 1.7 were
derived for the critical local girth weld heat affected zone (HAZ)
embrittlement and the local boss/head weld embrittled liner failure modes.
Measured fiber strains for the liner global embrittled failure mode were
correlated by static structural behavior (4 - 1). This equivalent static
model, together with the test derived 0 values were used to derive the
design guides discussed in section 2.7.
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2.7 Fail Safe Design Guide

2.7.1 Soherical Vessels

A "fail safe" spherical prestressed Kevlar fiber overwrapped tank
design guide, based on test data and structural models obtained/utilized on
this program is derived and defined in Appendix A. The pertinent equation,
given below again for convenience, is plotted on Figure 2-20.

afo - 345- 3.4 &aMO --- (A-24)
tf/t

Here,

afo - maximum allowable fiber (less resin) stress

(ksi) at operating pressure for "fail safe" fiber
retention of liner fragments generated by sudden liner
brittle failure at operating pressure.
" KO - design metal stress at operating pressure (ksi)

" Mi - Metal initial stress (ksi)

AOMO - 7MO - uMi - Metal operating stress increment

tf/tM - fiber (less resin) to metal liner thickness

ratio.

This design guide enables one to check a given prestressed composite
vessel design for fail safe liner fragment retention if the liner fails
suddenly in a brittle manner at operating pressure. Referring to Figure 2-
20 or equation (A-24), if for example, AamO - 100 ksi for tf/tM - 3, the

maximum allowable fiber operating stress, afo, is 231 ksi. Liner fragment

retention by the fibers at operating pressure is thus indicated for fiber
operating stress, afo : 231 ksi. Conversely, one can find the minimum

fiber to metal thickness ratio for "fail safe" mode, given the fiber and
metal operating stresses. if afo - 250 ksi and Aa MO - 100 ksi, the

required minimum fiber (less resin) to metal thickness ratio from equation
A-24 is 3.58.

The fail safe design guide defined by equation (A-24) of Appendix A is
based on test data for Kevlar -49 fibers and cryoformed 301 CRES liners.
Test data for other fibers, especially graphite, are needed in order to
define applicable design guides.

0
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A program objective was to develop a "genericm prestressed composite
vessel design guide, valid for any liner material overWrapped With Kevlar
49 fibers, that would describe the circumstances under which the Kevlar
fibers would retain any fragments generated by sudden liner brittle failure
at operating pressure and permit benign venting to ambient of the contained
gas. Test data generated on the current program indicate that the results
are a function of the specific liner failure mode. Globally embrittled 301
cryo-CRES spherical liners with multitudes of through the thickness cracks
remained in one piece as load carrying shells at operating pressure and the
fiber structural response was essentially static. On the other hand,
locally girth weld heat affected zone embrittled liners separated into two
pieces and there was significant dynamic amplification of fiber static
operating pressure strains. It seems likely, therefore, that liner failure
modes for different liner materials would be a function of their material
properties, particularly toughness, which relate to the number and size of
fragments generated by the sudden liner brittle rupture at operating
pressure, corresponding to different levels of fiber strain dynamic
amplification. Additional tests with different liner materials wrapped
with Kevlar -49 fibers would be required to define/verify the appropriate
structural behavior/fail safe scenario and check the validity of the design
guide presented in this report.

2.7.2 Cylindrical Vessels

A preliminary "first cut" design guide for fail safe liner fragment
containment by the fibers of a prestressed composite cylindrical vessel
whose metal liner fails suddenly in a brittle manner at operating pressure
is derived in Appendix A. It is plotted on Figure 2-22 and set forth
again below for continuity of text in equations A-31 and A-32. The
equation is based on the assumptions that the structural models/test data
generated on this program for spheres and 6" 4 fiber wrapped cylinders are
valid and that the hoop fibers in the cylindrical region fail at .02 hoop
strain subsequent to sudden liner brittle failure at operating pressure.
Test data for Kevlar -49 overwrapped prestressed composite cylindrical
vessels are obviously needed to verify/improve the preliminary design guide
postulated.
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afHO + Li (Ae,)) 345 --- (A-31)

6 n A- --- (A-32)
Lt•

As defined in the nomenclature of Appendix A and Figure 2-21,

AfH - hoop fiber (less resin) cross-sectLonal area per

fiber (in 2 )

L - cylindrical length (in)

no - number of hoop fiber turns

t - metal liner thickness (in)

OfH - hoop fiber (less resin) operating stress (ksi)

MWO - metal liner hoop operating stress (ksi)

EHL - metal liner hoop initial stress (ksi)

AOHHO - (OuM -. oL ) - metal liner hoop operating

stress increment (ksi)
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Conclusions

3.1.1 Fail Safe Demonstrated

-*Fail Safe", benign leak/fiber retention of liner fragments has been
demonstrated experimentally for a range of tank structural and geometric
parameters at 2500 to 5600 psig GHe operating test pressures for PSC Kevlar
fiber overwrapped 301 cryo CRES spherical liners. The liners were
intentionally hydrogen embrittled to achieve sudden brittle failure modes
at operating pressure.

3.1.2 Fail Safe Desizn Guides Defined

Based on structural theory and test data obtained in this program,
"Fail Safe", benign leak/fiber retention of liner fragments at operating
pressure for Kevlar overwrapped metal composite tanks is a function of
fiber operating stress, metal stress increment (operating minus initial)
and fiber to metal thickness ratio. Guides to fail safe composite tank
design are defined in terms of these parameters for both spheres and
cylinders. It is presumed that test data generated for spherical geometry
is valid for cylinders. This hypothesis is based on similarity between
geodesic isotensoid fiber wraps (great circle sphere and hoop cylinder) and
validity of the dynamic amplification factor model. Tests are obviously
required to verify these assumptions.

3.1.3 Leak-Before-Burst (LBB) Mode Demonstrated by Test for 301 Cryoformed

Operating pressure cycle tests of composite tanks with Elox machined
defects in 301 cryoformed CRES liner walls showed benign leak mode for GHe
and hydraulic pressurants. R-Curve and vessel fracture mechanics tests
demonstrated that cryoformed 301 CRES is a tough, high strength material
that gives LBB mode. Significant results obtained were a plane stress

critical R-Curve stress intensity of 180 ksi ý:-i for parent material, weld
and HAZ at high tensile strength (200 - 260 ksi). Metal vessel thru cracks
grew up to four (4) times the wall thickness before reaching critical size,
demonstrating a large LBB safety factor. No further crack growth occurred
after up to 48 hours of sustained operating pressure subsequent to benign
leak. This verified the safe, stable mode of the thru cracked tank under
constant operating load.

3.1.4 Analvtic Predictions/Models Verified

Analytic predictions by 2D transient computer code model and simple 1D
lumped models of fiber strains/failure modes were in reasonable agreement
with experimental results.
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3.1.5 Key Exoerimental Techniques Develoned/Verified

Test procedures/techniques/set-up/instrumentation were developed to
accomplish successful transient high pressure GHe testing of fiber
overwrapped prestressed composite pressure vessels and to accurately
monitor the extremely short time fiber strain response/ pressure/
temperatures. Accurate experimental simulation of sudden metal liner
brittle failure computer model was accomplished. Techniques and parameters
required to intentionally embrittle the PSC Cryo CRES liners in a
controlled manner so that they failed in a predetermined brittle way at
predetermined pressure/stress/time were developed and experimentally
verified.

3.2 RecoMndations

3.2.1 The use of high strength and high modulus graphite fiber overwrap
for PSC vessel construction is becoming more and more prevelant because of
the significant weight reduction possible. Indications are that graphite
fiber behavior may be different from Kevlar. Continuation of the "fail
safe" data base work of this program to encompass graphite fiber
overwrapped PSC vessels appears warranted and mandatory.

3.2.2 Tests of cylindrical fiber overwrapped PSC composite tanks are
recomsended to verify the fail safe design guide for cylindrical geometry
defined herein which was extrapolated from results on spheres.

3.2.3 Test data obtained on the program indicate that fiber dynamic strain
amplification is a function of the failure mode of the liner. Large
dynamic strain amplification occurred when the liner fragmented into two
pieces. On the other hand, essentially static behavior was observed for
the cracked liner which remained intact and capable of resisting load as a
whole shell. It is anticipated that more severe fragmentation would occur,
all else the same, for a less tough liner material compared to a more tough
liner material, it is recommended, therefore, that PSC fiber overwrapped
tanks with different liner materials be tested to evaluate this effect.
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S~ APPRNDXCZS

This section contains the Appendices used to amplify the discussions
given in the main text.

The Appendices consist of newly generated text and reference documents
that were prior generated on the program. For purposes of clarity and ease
of reference, figures/tables in the prior generated reference documents
have letters following the figure or tible number, e.g., Figure IA,
Figure 2B, etc. The newly generated appendices text figures/tables numbers
have letters preceding the algebraic digits (e.g., A-1, B-2, C-2, etc.)
indicating their specific appendix location. A complete list of figures
and tables together with their locations is given in Appendix G, herein.



Anvendix A - Analytic Models

This appendix describes the analytic models used to investigate the

"fail safe' potential of Kevlar fiber overwrapped PSC tanks at operating

pressure and to evaluate and correlate the experimental data obtained in

the program.

The following items are treated in detail herein.

A.1 Nomenclature

A.2 Two-Dimensional Spherical PICKS Computer Model

A.3 One-Dimensional Transient and Static Models and

"Fail Safe' Design Guides
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A.I Nomenclatu

A f = Hoop Fiber Area

Afr = Helical Fiber Area

d - Distance

3 = Composite (fiber + Resin) Young's Modulus in Fiber Direction

2 2 Composite Young's Modulus Perpendicular to Fiber Direction

3f Fiber Less Resin Young's Modulus in Fiber Direction

R= Metal Young's Modulus

• M=l-M - Metal Effective Young's Modulus for Spherical

Membrane

% - Effective Isotropic Composite Young's Modulus

F.S. - Factor of Safety

G - Composite Average Shear Modulus

-= Metal Thickness

hW Composite Thickness

kf = Fiber Less Resin Extensional Stiffness - f tf

2

i = Metal Extensional Stiffness

L Length

n Number of hoop Fiber Turns

n = Number of Helical Fiber Turns
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P -Pressure

P- Initial Stress Pressure

P - Operating Pressurea

Pf - Pressure Carried by Fiber Less Resin

Pro = Operating Pressure Carried by Fiber Less Resin

P M Pressure Carried by Metal

P no- Operating Pressure Carried by Metal

P fo - Portion of Operating Pressure Resisted by Fibers in Hoop

Direction

P -HO Portion of Operating Pressure Resisted by Metal in Hoop

Direction

A -Pressure Hoop Fibers Have to resist Upon Sudden Liner
P O f

Failure

p* Static Fiber Stress Pressure

P N Equivalent Static Pressure Metal Transmits to Fiber Wrap

Q - Average Composite Stiffness in the Principal Directions

R - Radius

t - Time

tf - Fiber Less Resin Thickness

tK = Metal Thickness

u - Radial Displacement
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V - Volume

a - Helix Fiber Winding Angle

%1 - zw/l-yw

pn 8 &
LtM

A - Increment

7 - Shear Strain

e - Strain

di - &Y - prestrain (initial strain)
S3V

e' 1 - Fiber Equilibrium Strain Prior to Liner Failure

42' *2 - Fiber Equilibrium Strain After Liner Failure

I) = Maximum Fiber Strain

A - Effective Static Fiber Less Resin Strain•f

A - Effective Static Hoop Fiber Lees Resin Strain

def

p - Mass Density Per Unit Area

Y, - Poisson's Ratio of Metal

vW - Effective Isotropic Composite Poisson's Ratio

Of = Fiber Less Resin Stress

O - Operating Fiber Less Resin Stress
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I. - Operating Hoop Fiber Less Resin Stress

foo - Operating Helical Fiber Less Resin Stress

fai - Initial Helical Fiber Less Resin Stress

afLi - Initial Fiber Less Resin Stress

aui = Initial Fiber Less Resin Hoop Stress

-=quivalent Static Fiber Loes Resin Stress
f

o 3 - Metal Stress

noN - Operating Metal Stress Before Liner Failure

a•MOO - Operating Metal Hoop Stress Before Liner Failure

o - Composite Fiber Wrap Stress
V

ao m Metal Initial Stress

a=, Metal Hoop Initial Stress

%il - Composite Fiber Wrap Initial Stress

r - Shear Stress

# - Dynamic Amplification Factor

w - Natural Frequency
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A.2£o2 •%0-4mflmuJm naLI ..

The description of the two-dimensional spherical model used for the

brittle liner failure mode analysis is outlined on Figure A-1. It is based

4
on the use of PISCM8 finite difference transient computer program . A

worst case scenario assume an instantaneous complete girth crack in the

brittle liner at zero time. A not of simplified Kevlar/epoxy composite

isotropic material constants used in the calculations are based on the

equations of Tsai and Pagano 6 :

Q- (3 1 2+ U2) ... IA-Z)*

8G-J _(21 + 22 _ ... (A-2)

6 6
For Z, a 2/3 x 19 X 10 in12.67 x 10 psi,

and Z2 - 2/3 (0.95 x 106 - .633 x 106 psi, we obtain7

from A-1 and A-2,

Q - 5.15 x 106 psi

0 - 1.74 x 106 psi

* Refers to equation numbers (typical)
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0 KEVLAR

SGIRTH CRACK

LINER

GAS PRESSURE

S_,AXIS OF SYMMETRY

BOSS BOSS

* TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT STRESS ANALYSIS

USING PISCES 2DELK

0 THIN-SHELL AXISYMMETRIC ELEMENTS

* KEVLAR - SINGLE SHELL

* LINER - ISOTROPIC THIN SHELL

* CRACK CAN BE POSITIONED
TO CONSIDER WORST CASE

FIG. A-1 BRITTLE LINER ANALYSIS
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The equivalent isotropic Young's modulus and Poiuson's ratio are found

from.

_N_- Q ... (A-3)
I-v 2

3

- 0 ... (A-4)
2 (l+v)w

yielding upon substitution of above numerical values,

3 " 4 "4.6 x 106 psi
1-0/Q

w

Y I~aq -0.32
Q

as the effective isotropic constants for Kevlar/epoxy overwrap. Computer

calculations were carried out for the structural model schematically shown

on Figure A-2 using appropriate test PSC vessel pressures, geometries and

materials properties assuming complete slip and complete bonding at the

fiber/metal interface. The complete slip interface condition resulted in

higher fiber strains and better agreement with the strains measured in the

tests.
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LOCATION OF
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FIG. A-2 PISCES SHOCK-RESPONSE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
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A.3.1 Transient Model

A.3.1.1 Static State

For static equilibrium at pressures P and zero (prestress state) we

haver

a oh- PR ... (A-5)

2

°xi h + ai h - 0 ... (A-6)

Assuming linear elasticity, strain compatibility between pressure P

and zero requires,

o._oN.- 3w ... (A-7)

ON a

From (A-5) - (A-7) one obtains for the static composite shell,

2h-i I + h ha ... (A-8)

hbaM

'w--wi -PR/2 = i i... (A-9)

a ho + hwa
w

If the fiber wrap is intact and the liner loses strength (oa - 0), we

determine from (A-S) and the fiber stress/strain relation, the static fiber

strain, e2, referenced to the fiber zero stress state as,

a P Iw....._ -.. (A-10)
2 - 2h
a ww
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A.3.1.2 Transient State

Assuming the entire liner instantly loses strength, the equation of

motion for a spherical shell for rotationally symmetric radial motion, u

and extensional strain, £ - u/R, loaded with time varying pressure can be

written8,

+ W L -- (A-il)

2
with W - 2hw, ... (A-12)

R2A

The mass per unit area, p, contains the liner mass only if the liner

remains attached to the overwrap and participates in the motion.

The solution of (A-11) with the initial condition, e = e at t - 0,

is,

1 -e2 + ( 1- e2) cos wt ... (A-13)

The maximum strain occurs for cos wt - -i and is given by,

I)AX - '2 + (C2 " ) ... (A-14)
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The peak strain is the same regardless of the amount of liner mass

participating in the motion; only the frequency differs.

Test data fiber strain correlation calculations were made using

equations A-9, A-10 and A-14, together with PSC test vessel geometry,

effective fiber wrap isotropic constants, 301 cryo CRES liner material

properties and fiber prestraLn values, i"V Typical results are illustrated

by the e l' 2 and ema£ values given on Figures 2-17, 2-18 and 2-19.

A.3.2 Static One-Dimensional Model - Dynamic Amolification Factor/"Fail

Safe Desian Guide

A.3.2.1 DynamLc Amplification factor

Just prior to composite vessel liner failure at pressure, P, the fiber

stress is af and it resists a pressure Pf, while the metal liner carries

the balance of the pressure, PH - P'Pf* When the liner fails suddenly, the

fibers have to carry an additional pressure, P1, and their stress and

strain are increased to A and A , respectively. It is postulated that the
af Cf

additional fiber pressure P1 is given by a dynamic amplification factor -6

times the static pressure PM that the metal was carrying just before it

failed. If PI is large enough, fiber failure will occur at the test

verified 2% ultimate strain value. This model is formulated analytically

3below using, for convenience, the results of prior work . Terms are

defined in the nomenclature.

A
A - oB op R = Zfef ... (A-1s)
Of a ft+ f fi + JA P+ o tf

tf AP
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with,

Au P R/2t ... (A-16)

P + 1kf/+k

af= If d a If .1 A ... (A-18)
3 V

Correlation of pertinent test data to date, using

A
(f = .02, gave values of dynamic amplification factor 9

range of 1.5 - 1.7 for the local girth and boss weld regions

embrittled liner failure modes. Measured w'er strains for the

spherical liner global embrittled failure mode were correlated by

static structural behavior (0 a 1).

A.3.2.2 OFail Safe" Design Guide

A.3.2.2.1 Spheres

Recasting (A-15) specifically at operating pressure, with subscripts,

o, as defined in the nomenclature and specifying fiber and metal operating

pressures in terms of their static operating stress increments (measured

from the prestressed state) yields,

P - &a t ... (A-19)
fo fo aI

R ...

PNo"- 2Aa°Mo t M... (A-20)
R
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with Pfo + P4 0 - Po ... (A-21)

Here,

fo afo a fi

A•o - - i ... (A-22)

Substituting in (A-15) one obtains,

A
Ef f f a fo + 02 " H°

t o ... (A-23)
R R

Taking for Kevlar -49, Ef - 19000 ksi,

A - .02 fiber less resin ultimate strain and allowing for a design
Cf

factor of safety, F.S., we have from (A-23) the relation between

allowable static fiber operating stress, given metal static operating

rating stress increment and fiber to metal thickness ratio for "fail

safe" liner fragment retention by the fibers as,

afo - 380 - 20A. (A-24
F.S. 

"ttfAM
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Taking now, f - 1.7 (worst case embrittled dynamic amplification

factor) and FS - 1.1, we obtain as a spherical

prestressed composite tank "fail safe" design

guide the allowable static fiber operating

stress,

afo - 345 - LA.v no ... (A-25)
tftt

This relation is plotted on Figure 2-20 of section 2. Values of fiber

operating stress, afr equal to or less than the values shown on the

figure for given metal operating stress increment Au , and specified

fiber to metal thickness ratio, tf/tM, indicate "fail safe" retention

of spherical liner fragments by the Kevlar -49 fibers and benign

pressure venting to ambient. For example, at Av 100 ksi and t f/tK

- 3, values of fiber operating stress, a S 231 ksi indicate "fail

safe" fragment retention behavior for sudden spherical liner failure

at operating pressure.

A.3.2.2.2 Cylinders

Based on the structural models/test data obtained for spheres and

successful test data correlation of 6" 0 fiber wrapped cylinders on the

current program, we derive below a simplified "first cut" liner fragment

retention design guide for cylindrical shapes, assuming a hoop fiber

failure mode in the cylindrical (non-head) region when the metal liner

fails suddenly at operating pressure. Differences in geometry and fiber

wrap pattern between spherical and cylindrical configurations may affect
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the accuracy of the results. Test data are obviously needed to

verify/improve the model.

The cylindrical vessel of radius, R and cylindrical length, L, has a

metal liner of thickness, tH, as sketched on Figure 2-21 of section 2. The

liner is fiber wrapped with hoop fibers with fiber area Afh per fiber,

having n, turns per unit of cylindrical length as well as helical fibers of

L

area Afa per fiber, inclined at an angle, a, with the axial centerline of

the cylinder as shown on the figure. The helical fiber turns per
circumferential length is n a/2*R as noted. The composite tank is

prestressed. At zero pressure, the metal liner is in hoop compression,

XMli, and the hoop and helical fibers are in tensions, afHi and oral

respectively. The composite cylindrical vessel with closed ends is then

loaded with an internal operating pressure, P .
0

Using netting analysis theory and measuring stress increments

(operating minus initial stress) from the zero stress state, we write the

well known hoop equilibrium equation in the form,

AO t + n A Aq + n A sinatanaoa = AP = P
HBO A~ 0 fH fMQ a fa foo 0 0

R LR 2WRR2

... (A-26)
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The first term on the left hand side of (A-26) is the "hoop pressureO

resisted by the metal. The second term represents the hoop pressure

reacted by the combined hoop plus helical fibers. Symbodically, (A-26)

then becomes,

APx#o + APf0o " - - Po ... (A-27)

Assuming, as for spheres, that the pressure, A0f, the fibers have to

resist at sudden liner failure is the sum of the static pressure it carried

before liner failure plus a dynamic amplification factor, 0, times the

pressure the metal was carrying before liner failure, we have,

AOOf - AP 00 + #A.mo ... (A-28)

Noting that the-hoop fiber strain increment is given by,
0A

Acf WA AO Of R ...(A-29)
f f n A

f I fH/L

and using A-26 through A-28, we obtain,

zfAf -fAo + na Af /2R sin a tanoauf 0 ° ... (A-30)

nD AfH/L

For practical designs, no A f/ 2*R is the order of unity,

na AfH/L
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AO fa° AOVf and a is a small angle, 15" or less. The second term

4

on the left hand side of (A-30) is then about 5% or less of the first term

and is conservatively neglected.

Adding now the effect of initial fiber strain, e fH- , Uf~i/3 f to

obtain the total fiber strain, A - AAf + I and noti that

f f f~i '1W0

"fso+ 7fli, we obtain,

f Af a fRo + f t4 M"MO ... (A-31)
n9 AfH/L

A
Taking in A-31 3f - 19000 ksi, ef = .02, 0- 1.7 and allowing for a

factor of safety, 7S - 1.1 yields,

afO + j••'3 A• 5 345 ... (A-32)

with the effective hoop fiber to metal thickness ratio, 8, given by,

n -nAfH ... (A-33)

U-NLt36

Equation (A-32), the preliminary design guide for cylindrical liner

fragment retention by Kevlar fibers is plotted on Figure 2-22 of section 2.

It defines the maximum allowable hoop fiber operating stress for given

metal operating hoop stress increment and effective hoop fiber to metal

thickness ratio, 8. Fragment retention and fail safe behavior is defined

by the region bounded by the applicable • - constant curves.
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APPUElDZ 3 - Hvdroa-n e--/rittl- t Par-T-rs/?est Data

This appendix discusses in detail the derivation of the hydrogen

,embrittlement parameters used in the controlled intentional embrittlement

of the 301 Cryo CRZS liners of the Kevelar fiber overwrapped PSC tanks.

Hydrogen embrittlement was used to provide the sudden brittle line failure

mode at operating pressure required to obtain "fail safe* experimental data

as described in section 2 of the text.

Hydrogen embrittlement parameters and test data are summarized and

they are discussed in detail in ARDE Report BG 42001-3 "Interim Report

Kevlar 49 Overwrap Study Liner Failure Inducement by Hydrogen Umbrittlement

Sub Scale Tests," contained in this appendix.
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K * 1 MIS

Intentional 301 CR38 liner hydrogen ebrittlement parameters

derived from the 110 # and full scale 16" # PSC vessel tests are

listed below.

"* Electrolyte, solution: 20cc H 2304 + 980cc tap water + 500 ug

EaAAW 2* Additional solution volumes in same proportions.

"* Sensitize liner inside surface: cold pickle - nitric/hydrofluoric

acid solution (70*F-90Fr).

"* Charging current: 6 aili amps/in 2of surface to be sebrittled.

"* Charging time: 72 hours

"* Hold time after charging: Pressure test within 3 hours after end

of charging.

"* Mask. of f areas not to

be embritt led: Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant

8.2 110 6 Hydroaten 2mbrittiement Test Data Summary

Subscale (110 0) hydrogen embrittlement test data for 301 cryo

CR38 spheres, P/N D39-. . Figure 8-1, are given in Table B-i.

Hydrogen embrittlement test modes and hydrogen embrittlement vessel

burst test schematic are sketched on Figures B-2 and 3-3,

respectively. Additional test details are given in ARDE Interim

Report XG 42001-3 contained in this Appendix.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The "catastrophic" failure mode testing program

of the Kevlar Overwrap Study requires that the vessel

liner fail in a brittle, unstable manner at a stress

range of 35% to 50% of metal liner UTS, which is the

liner operating pressure stress range for practical

composite vessel designs. For controlled testing, it

is desired that gas pressure cycling requirements be

minimized in order to be at the desired stress when

the vessel fails. The approach for achieving this is

to intentionally charge a cryoformed Cres liner with

hydrogen such that gas can be charged during a single

cycle to the desired pressure a:id that this pressure

cause rupture of the hydrogen embrittled structure. A

second aspect of the test program is to istablish the

appropriate vessel signature which indicates onset of

failure. This interim report describes the results of

testing three (3) sub-scale all metal vessels and the

readout obtained by acoustic emission equipment. This

testing effort is part f contract Task II, Liner Failure

Inducement Study (subscale validation tests).

A difficult aspect of the test program was the

need to:

a) Not embrittle the boss area so as to

insure membrane failure.

b) Balance time between post charging and

test such that hydrogen does not leave the

vessel during test set-up.
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c) Pick up acoustic emission signals

with probes attached to the boss

extensions only.

1.2 Approach and Summary of Results

1.2.1 Tank Embrittlement

In order not to embrittle the boss area,

Arde intentionally partially filled and rotated

the tank on a continuous basis. It was, however,

determined that metal membrane exposure to

hydrogen gas was not sufficient to balance out

the rate of gas escape from the unexposed area.

The solution to the problem was to apply a common

strippable coating to the desired area on the tank

inside surface. All vessels were held 24 hours

prior to pressure test.

1.2.2 Acoustic Emission Testing and Summary of Results

Utilizing Arde equipment, AET Model - 5000,

hydrogen embrittled tanks were monitored to try

and discern onset of failure. Initial difficulties

were associated with efforts to establish correct

gain settings and to find the best locations for

"taping" off the equipment circuitry. Results to

date indicate that meaningful signals can be

generated from the acoustic emission equipment.
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1.3 sumary of Conclusions to Date and Continuation

of Testing

All tanks tested to date indicate achievement

of rapid crack growth within the stress range of

interest while Acoustic Emission equipment

demonstrates an ability to discern the onset of

failure, but not without problems.

With the exception of the pre-proposal test

vessel, which had no 24 hour hold period after

charging, all vessels were charged and pressurized

twice before operating stress rupture occurred.

It has become apparent that a more reliable

approach to virgin vessel rupture can only occur

by an over-kill set of parameters. This will

result in shorter pressurization periods which

AF/RPL must consider in their pneumatic system

while assuring that pressurization rate will not

result in vessel over heating. This could well

require a heat exchanger. It is suggested that

set-up vessels be used in the program for the

pneumatic and other instrumentation shake downs.

Final resolution of the charging parameters

will be achieved by additional sub-scale testing.

The thrust of further testing will hinge on the

following aspects:

1. more charging and less hold time with virgin

(one pressurization) rupture as an objective.
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2. further development of Acoustic Emission

techniques to reliably detect sub-critical

crack growth so that rupture prediction

can be definitized.

A summary of test results follows in Table 1A.

2.0 Test Set-Up

2.1 Test Articles

Arde's standard material evaluation spheres P/N D3912

(Figure 1 were used for hydrogen induced failure

demonstration. Existing vessels used to evaluate

specific heats of material were electrolytically

charged with hydrogen and hydrostatically pressurized

to failure. Arde's pre-proposal test was heat #88470,

annealed for this investigation, and tested as

described in Appendix .. Three (3) post award

subscale vessels were fabricated from Heat #88019.

2.2 Test Equipment:

2.2.1 Flasks capable of mixing electrolyte, .1 molar

solution of sulphuric acid. Add 10 ml. of conc.

H2 So 4 to make 1000 ml. solution.

2.2.2 Power Supply: Lambda LA-200

2.2.3 Lead Anode: 3 in. long x 3/8" diameter, approx. dimensions.

It is important that anode current densities remain constant

from test to test. Full scale vessels will require

larger anodes.
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2.2.4 Maskant: Adcoat AC-818-T

2.2.5 Acoustic Emission Monitor System: AET 5000

2.2.6 Appropriate pre-cautionary measures for hydrogen

generation.

2.3 Baseline Parameters

2.3.1 Current densities: Anode (lead) density varied

depending on amount of electrolyte, but,

cathodic (vessel) density remained constant.

Two (2) cases of tests were performed. One in

which a 3½" electrolyte level was used; another

where 9-1/8" level was used. The vessels are

eleven (11) inch diameter and the current was

0.6 amps at the 3½" level/1.6 amps at 9-1/8 level.

2.3.2 Electrolyte concentration: Same for all tests,

10 ml. of conc. H2 S04 to make 1000 ml. of solution.

3.0 Specific Tests and Results

After hydrogen charging, all vessels were

subjected to burst testing as shown in Figure 2RA

Wit'i the exception of the pre-proposal test

article, all tests utilized Acoustic Emission

monitoring techniques. Hydrogen charging fell

into two basic categories as shown in Figure 3A.

Discussion as to the reason for each mode is

presented under the specifics below.
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3.1 Heat #88470 S/N 008

Pro-proposal test article; results of which are

contained in Appendix 2. Basically, current

densities were very high. Vessel was charged in

vertical mode and immediately hydrostatic burst

tested after charging. The vessel burst 5 seconds

after achieving 110 ksi or 46% of burst.

Acoustic Emission monitoring techniques were not

used for this vessel. Post test examination

revealed approximately 50% through-wall embrittle-

ment. Vessel remained in one piece.

3.2 Heat #F"019 S/N 004

This is the first subscale test of a series of

three performed under contract. This test article

took two (2) separate chargings and pressurizations to cause

"operating pressure failure". The first charging

was in the horizontal mode shown in Fig. 3Aand

Photo #1. An attempt was made to zero in on an

appropriate charging time by manually rotating the

vessel over a 28 hour period. The vessel was

rotated three times (1200 apart) for 8 hours, 16 hours,

and finally 4 hours to provide over-lap chargings of

4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 hours duration. The

cathodic (vessel) current density was such that the

11" diamete- vessel was filled with 3h" of electrolyte

and charged with 0.4 amps. The vessel was then given
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a 24 hour hold period before pressurization.

Pressurization occurred on December 5, 1984. The

vessel was pressurized to a maximum pressure of

3000 psig or 60% of calculated burst. The test set-up

is shown in Fig. 2Aand Photo #2. The vessel did not

rupture after approximately 50 minutes under

pressurization.

Acoustic Emission monitoring was attempted with

a single transducer mounted on the inlet pole. Gain

settings were such that too high a sensitivity was

achieved where false events due to background noise

were a problem.

Since the vessel did not rupture, a second

charging and test was initiated. The hcrizontal

charging mode was used again, but, no rotation and

current level increased to 0.6 amps for 48 hours.

The 24 hour hold period was maintained and vessel

pressurization/rupture occurred on December 10, 1984.

The rupture pressure was 2240 psig which is approximately

45% of burst. The pressurization time to failure was

approximately 2h minutes. This is cumulative time from

0 to 2240 psig, including a 12 second hold at 2240 psig.

The single probe, high sensitivity, Acoustic Emission

technique was used. Again, many noise level events

were recorded so that in arriving at a reasonable data

presentation, all events with "ring-down"counts less than
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10 were discriminated. "Ring-down" count is a measure-
ment of how many times the decaying sinusoid crosses
the threshold voltage. Strong AE signals have many
"ring-down" counts, whereas syste- noise will have few.
See Fig. 4Afor Acoustic signature.

3.3 -Heat #88019 S/N 006

Since the previous vessel indicated that a

24 hour hold period was feasible, this vessel's

first charging was done in a configuration that

would embrittle the entire vessel membrane less

bosses. The vessel was rotated during charging.

See Photo # 4. The cathodic current density

remained at 0.6 amps at the 3½ electrolyte level,

but, the time was increased to 90 hours to adjust

for approximately 3 times surface area. Normalized

to the prior test, this represented 30 hours effective

versus the 48 hours used in the successful test of S/N 004.

The vessel was pressurized on 16 January 1985 to the

pressure profile shown in Fig. 5A.

The set-up and Acoustic Mission sensor location is

shown in Photo #5. The Acoustic Emission sensitivity

level was decreased for this test to be above noise.

The vessel did not rupture. There was no acoustic

activity recorded.

A second charging was initiated where the vertical

mode of charging was used. (Same position as pre-proposal

article) In this case, the bottom of the vessel was

protected from electrolyte/hydrogen via Adcoat Maskant

AC 818-T. The vessel was filled to a 9-1/8" electrolyte
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level and the cathodic current density remained the

same, i.e., 0.6 amps: 3h" as 1.6 amps: 9-1/8".

Charging time 48 hours with 24 hour hold before rupture

test.

- Vessel pressurization/rupture occurred on 21 January

1985. Test set-up is shown in Photo #6. The ruptured

vessel is shown in Photos #7 and #8. There is an

extensive network of sub-critical crack growth at the

vessel I.D. The vessel broke into three pieces even

under hydrostatic pressure. The pressure profile is

shown in Figure 6A;rupture occurred at 2760 psig

or approximately 49% of burst after 85 seconds of

pressurization.

Figures 7Aand BAshow the acoustic signature of

this test. The same decreased sensitivity level was

used as above. A linear type two sensor test was set up.

Figure 8Ashows a distribution of acoustic activity,

0 represents port boss sensor and 98 represents the

opposite dome. Significant acoustic activity initiated

at 2000 psig or 30 seconds prior to rupture.

3.4 Heat #88019 S/N 003

This vessel was first charged to the 1.6 amp/9-1/8"

electrolyte level in the vertical mode. Maskant of

apex again used. 48 hour charging with 24 hour dwell

before pressurization. This test was a duplicate of the

prior test with S/N 006.
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Pressurization occurred on 28 January 1985 to

the profile shown in Figure 9A. The maximum pressure

achieved was 2810 psig or 52 % of estimated burst for

approximately 6 minutes. No failure; no Acoustic signals.

Acoustic Emission technique was a two sensor

linear type test at low sensitivity. The same

test as S/N 006 failure.

Post test examination via borescope and

radiography revealed some sub-critical crack growth.

The vessel was then recharged in a similar manner

as the first charging. Two acoustic emission techniques,

high (Test #2) and low (Test #1) sensitivity were used

during pressurization/rupture test. Sensor location

is shown in Photo #9. The pressurization profile is

shown in Figure 10A. Failure occurred after approximately

35 seconds from start of pressurization. Rupture occurred

at 2260 psig or 42% of ultimate. See Photo #10 and Figure 10.

Figures 11A, 124 1 3 A and l4Ashow the acoustic

signatures and distribution of events by the two sensor

linear location software. It is noted that this data

discriminates ring-down counts less than 10.
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PHOTO #1
Heat #88019 S/N 004

PHOTO #2
Heat #88019 S/N 004
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PHOTO #3

Heat #88019 S/N 004
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PHOTO #4
Heat #88019 S/N 006

PHOTO #5
Heat #88019 SIN 006
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PHOTO #6
Heat #88019 SIN 006
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PHOTO #7
Heat #88019 S/N 006

PHOTO #8
Heat #88019 S/N 006
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PHOTO #9
Heat #88019 S/N 003 0

PHOTO #10
Heat #88019 S/N 003
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D3912 MOD Voltage
Test Tank Voltage Regulator
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Cathode

Boss Area
Masked

H2 SO4 + TAP H20
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Mode
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* SUB-SCALE HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT TEST

DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY

(+) (-)

CAN HYDROGEN EMBRITTLE CRYOFORMED NOT ENOUGH HYDROGEN IN VESSEL
301 CRES LINER TO CAUSE SUDDEN WALL TO CAUSE BRITTLE RUPTURE
BRITTLE RUPTURE AT P/Pultz .4 ->.5) IN A TIMELY FASHION AT
(REQUIRED P/PuIt = .35 -i .55) REASONABLE PRESSURE LEVELS

AFTER FIRST CHARGING CYCLE
CRACK GROWTH/RUPTURE READILY AND 24 HR. HOLD (HYDROGEN
DETECTED BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION LEAK RATE OVERPOWERED
SIGNALS. HYDROGEN CHARGED),

JUST STABLE SUB-CRITICAL
CAN PREVENT HYDROGEN EMBRITTLE- CRACKS FORMED.
MENT OF LOCAL REGIONS (E.G.
BOSSES) BY USE OF MASKING. TANK AFTER SECOND CHARGE CYCLE AND
ROTATION NOT REQUIRED. 24 HR. HOLD, BRITTLE RUPTURE

MOST OFTEN OCCURRED IN A
SHORT TIME ON THE WAY UP TO
DESIRED TEST "BURST" PRESSURE. ,

PROJECTED CORRECTIVE ACTION

ADDITIONAL TESTS REQUIRED TO REFINE BURST PRESSURE PREDICTION

, OBJECTIVE: PREDICT BURST PRESSURE REASONABLY CLOSE AND
REPEATABLY.

a HAVE RELEASED THREE (3) MORE SUB-SCALE
VESSELS FOR FABRICATION.

a CHARGING PARAMETER OPTIONS

, LONGER CHARGING TIMES ( Ž>48 HOURS)

. HIGHER CHARGING AMPS ( >.6 AMPS)

, LESS HOLD TIME (< 24 HOURS)
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APPENDIX B-1

Hydrogen Concentration in the Wall

of the Pressure Vessel During

Charging, Hold and Test

0

0
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NORMAN S. FEIGE ASSOC. ARDE, INC.

TO: DAVE GLEICH & STEVE BERKO

FROM: NORMAN FEIGE

SUBJECT HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION IN THE WAL OF THE PRESSURE
VESWEL DURING THE CHARSINS, HOLD CYCLE AD TEST
CYCLE.

The hydrogen diffusion reaction rates are defined by
Fick s Law for the concentration of hydrogen through the
steel wall of the vessel. The rate reaction is an
exponential function. Equilibrium or constant hydrogen
levels are never established' because the hydrogen is charged
from the inside diameter surface only and the gas readily
leaks out of the vessel wall at the outside diameter surface.
The net effect is a very high concentration of hydrogen at
the inside surface which readily embrittles the metal and a
outside surface which is highly ductile. Based on very
limited experimental data combined with the rate reaction
equations the best guess as to the shape and concentration of
hydrogen in the vessel wall is as follows:

Q,

aV

-al

With the rather dilute acid used in the experiment the
charging time must exceed 24 hours to obtain a sufficient
hydrogen gradient to initiate the cracking of the vessel near
the inside diameter surface. As the bottle is stored in air
the hydrogen continues to diffuse out or leak out from both
the inside and outside surfaces and no hydrogen effects are
observed. Fick's Law also controls the loss of hydrogen with
time. The predicted shape of the hydrogen concentration
curve verses wall thickness and time is shown as f'3llows:
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0

'.44

"Z.• i ' '0.0

As the bottle is pressurized the region of the bottle
exceeding 9 ppm hydrogen will rupture almost immediately at
approximately 35% of the predicted burst pressure. The flaws
created are subcritical in size for bottle burst and the
flaws blunt with the observed crazed pattern on the bottle
inside diameter surface and the latat-al contraction of the
outside diameter of the surface of the shell wall. Of the
bottles burst to date the region exceeding 9 ppm hydrogen
represents between 40 to 60% of the vessel wall thickness.

Based upon very limited test data it appears that the
sonic indications initially increase in intensity as the
bottle breaks up into platelets supported by an outer ductile
surface. As the strain is redistributed the sonic
indications decrease with increasing pressure. The burst
pressure of the bottle is now dependent upon the ductile
ligaments between the platelets to support the load. If the
critical hydrogen level has exceeded 50% of the wall the
burst pressure will be reduced accordingly.

The rate controlling reaction to failure with a
subcritical flaw now becomes dependent upon the rate of
diffusion of the hydrogen in the lattice diffusing to the
crack tip, and the stress intensity of the crack tip which
lowers the critical hydrogen level to cause rupture. One has
the following three options to reduce the rate of the
reactions

1. Lower the hold pressure to reduce the stress
intensity at the crack tip to increase the time to
failure.
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2. Attempt to reduce the size of the high hydrogen
region to reduce the initial flaw size.

3. Pressurize the bottle quickly to override hydrogen
diffusion which extends the flaw length and reduces

- the section thickness supporting the load.

In the first case the frequency of cracking should
slowly increase with time at the lower hold pressure as the
increasing stress intensity at the crack tip lowers the
required hydrogen level at the tip to extend the flaw. In
the second case the initial number of sonic indications
should be lower with the time to failure extended. The
limiting factor is the control of the amount of hydrogen
charged. If the hydrogen level is below 5 ppm, no initial
flaw is created at the inside diameter surface. In the third
case the ability to reach the desired burst pressure of 50%
of design burst may not be achieved.

It would appear that through wall tank embrittlement can
only be obtained by simultaneously charging hydrogen on both
the inside diameter and outside diameter surfaces of the
vessel. The time to failure will be abrupt at 35% of the
design burst pressure if the hydrogen level exceeds 9 ppm at
the surfaces. The experiment in a practical sense is
difficult with a fiber wound bottle.

Increasing the hold time after charging does not
establish an equilibrium hydrogen level throughout the vessel
wall. Plating the vessel with copper, aluminum or silver to
prevent hydrogen adsorption has been reported successful.
However, the technique does not work in the reverse as the
hydrogen either diffuses through the coating or comes out at
defects forming gas blisters under the plate. Therefore,
plating the outside diameter surface of the vessel to prevent
the loss of hydrogen does not appear feasible.

If bottle fragmentation is desired in the bottle burst
experiment the most pragmatic approach is to craze the inside
diameter wall surface with brittle hydrogen cracks and obtain
burst between 357. to 50% of predicted burst by rapid
pressurization.

Of the options available the most reliable appears to be
the rapid pressurization of the vessel above 35% of the
design burst pressure of the vessel or just after the first
sonic indication is recorded. Lowering the hold pressure to
increase the time to failure has no technical advantages
other than guaranteeing a lower gas temperature in the bottle
at burst. Lowering the hydrogen level runs the risk that no
failure occurs, requiring recharging with hydrogen.
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APPENDIX B-2

PRE-PROPOSAL TEST

OF

HYDROGEN ENDUCED FAILURE

ARDE AMR #279

0
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AMR #279

HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT TEST

OF

CRYOFORMED VESSEL

Prepared by:
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1.0 SCOPE

To demonstrate the effect of hydrogen contamination

to cryoformed vessel.

2.0 DISCUSSION

A cryoformed, unaged spherical vessel per P/N 3912,

S/N 008 of Heat No. 88470 was charged with hydrogen

from its internal surface per procedure defined in

Appendix 3. This vessel was leftover from the

material evaluation where it was cryostrained at 8.36%

and hydrotested at room temperature to a maximum

yielding pressure of 7160 psi and vented when it dropped

to 7060 psi. The vessel did not break and its computed

burst strength was 238 ksi. See Appendix 4 , Heat 88470

Material Evaluation Test Report.

Hydrogen was then charged to the vessel as outlined in

Appendix 3 and hydrotested at 3300 psi to simulate the

working pressure stress of 110 ksi when used as a liner

in Prestress Composite Assembly. The vessel burst in a

brittle manner after holding for about five (5) seconds.

The brittle fracture surface was clearly evident and it

extended about 50% of the wall thickness around the

electolyte/air interface. The vessel did not break into

pieces (See Figure l5as compared to the normal material

evaluation failure where it usually breaks into 2 or 3

pieces. The fracture line followed the hydrogen

0
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penetration at the electrolyte/air interface with

secondary fracture beyond this hydrogen attack.

There was no indication of stress corrosion or

prior damage of the vessel wall prior to brittle

fracture. The burst at 3300 psi was about 47% of

the estimated strength indicating a 53% deterioration

of strength which coincided with the degree of hydrogen

attack through the wall.

3.0 CONCLUSION

Hydrogen contamination of the cryoformed vessel promotes

a brittle manner of failure. The procedure of hydrogen

introduction to the vessel is defined in Appendix A.

S
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APPENDIX B-3

HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE
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HOFFMANN & FEIGE, INC.
MATERIALS &MD M)ETALLUROICAL ZINGOIRINO

QUALITY ASSURAN'CE

123 KATO.%*A AVTUZ, KAYTONA. NEW YORK 13036

RICIARD A. NHOVrrA•A TNWU@Lw

NORMAIN 0. molt3 (91.0 231.3733
101,41 23-7773

July 13, 1984
435-LTR-25

Mr. Tony Orsini
Arde, Inc.
19 Industrial Avenue
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430

RE: HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT OF SMALL TAI?"

Dear Tony:

To document the experimental procedures, the following
conditions were established:

1. ELECTROLYTE

The established standards are sufficient sulfuric acid
must be added to obtain electrical conductivity. The
concentration must also be sufficiently diluted so
that one's finger may be dunked in the solution with-
out an acid burn. Dilute sulfuric acid, the initial
concentration was 20 cc. concentrated sulfuric acid
in 1000 cc. water. The concentration after the
initial charge was highly variable depending upon
dilution and concentration of electrolyte during
operation.

2. POWER SOURCE

Inexpensive battery charger, 4 amp. max. capacity.
The vessel was the cathode (black wire), and the anode
was lead and connected to the red wire. Place the
anode 2" from the bottom surface and immerse the anode
approximately 2" in the initial electrolyte.

3. CURRENT DENSITY AND TIME OF CHARGE

The cathodic current density for the first 24 hrs. was
8 milliamps/in.sq. The second half of the charge cycle
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HOFFMANN & FEIGE, INC. -2- 435-LTR-25

for 29 hrs. was at 16 milliamps/in.sq. The anodic
current density for the first 24 hrs. was l/2-amp/sq.in.
and the balance of the 29 hrs. varied from 1 amp/in.sq.
to 1.2 amps/in.sq. as the anode slowly dissolved. The
anode was being operated somewhat beyond its maximum
current density. The usual accepted figure would be
less than 1 amp/in.sq.

4. MODE OF BOTTLE FAILURE WAS BY HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

Brittle fracture extended approximately 50% of the wall
thickness for an extended length at the electrolyte/air
interface. There was no indication of stress corrcsion
or prior perforation of the vessel wall prior to brittle
fracture. Analysis of the brittle fracture length
indicates that the time and current density of charging
was way in excess of that required and will result in
short term fracture at less than 50% of the designed
burst strength of the vessel.

Yours uly,

HOF FEIGE, INC.

NGF: ird n G. eige

B-5 3
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APPENDIX 4

MATERIAL EVALUATION OF HEAT 88470
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UM Interim tmeprt W 42001-14, which details the leak-before-

buret (Li) vessel ezperiments and the uniaxial A-Curve tests of

cryoformed 301 C016, is contained in this section. This report

includes Appendices C-I and C-XX described on page C-3, herein.
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E£G 42001-14I
Date of Original
Issue: 9/19/86

INTERIM REPORT

R-CURVE TESTING AND

LEAK-BEFORE-BURST DATA

FOR CRYOFORMED 301 CRES

Submitted to:

Patrick Air Force Base, FLA
Contract No. FO 8606-84-C-0029

Prepared by: Approved by:

D; -Gleich •Program Management
Principal Investigator

Interim Report of CCN P00002 Effort Under Contract F08606-84-C-0029

ARDE, INC.
Norvood, N. J.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

This report describes R-Curve and other fracture mechanics experi-

ments and presents test and analytic fracture mechanics data for

cryoformed 301 CRES. Unaged cryoformed 301 CRES is used as the metal

liner for the Kevlar- 4 9 fiber overwrapped composite prestressed spheres

utilized on the Kevlar Overwrap Study under Contract No. F08606-84-C-

0029, Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. Fracture mechanics data was,

therefore, needed to characterize 301 CRES toughness and leak-before-

burst failure mode potential as an aid In defining a "fail safe"

composite vessel configuration required under the Kevlar Overwrap Study

contract.

Both tensile coupon and vessel test data are analyzed and reported.

Aged as well as unaged cryoformed 301 CRES base metal, heat affected zone

(HAD) and weld metal results are presented for completeness. R-Curve

experiments were performed using through cracked center tension panels

(CCT) and compact tension specimens (CT) of unaged and aged 301 CRES.

Vessel leak-before-burst (LBB) tests were conducted on 11"# aged and

unaged all metal 301 CRES spheres, ll0 prestressed Kevlar-49 overwrapped

unaged 301 CRES spherical liners and a 23"# aged 301 CRES spherical tank.

Elliptical-shaped part through defects were EDH machined in the 301 CRES

liner surfaces and the vessels were cycle tested at operating pressure

using oil or oil followed by gaseous helium (MHe). Sustained load and

overpressure experiments were also included in the test program.
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Unaged 301 CRES CCT panel experiments and 11"# unaged 301 CRES all

metal and omaposite vessel tests were funded by the Air Force under PAFB

Contract No. F08606-84-C-0029 with ARDE, INC. while the aged CCT and aged

and unaged CT tensile specimens as well as the llu" and 23"# aged vessel

experiments were funded by ARDE. For omupleteness, all test data are

presented and discussed in this report written in fulfillment of a PAFB

Contract No. FOU06-84-C-0029 (CCN P00002) task requirement.

R-Curve fracture mechanics test panel data are discussed ir detail

in the final report, "R-Curve Testing of 301 CRES Material," prepared for

ARDE by D. E. McCabe of Materials Engineering Associates. This report

is included herein as Appendix I. Part through and through the thickness

tensile and vessel 301 CRES fracture mechanics data, together with

analytic assessments of leak-before-burst (LBB) mode and experimental

verification of LBB by vessel tests, are given In Appendix II in an AIMA-

86-1503 paper by Dr. K. H. Cotter of Fracture Proof Design Corporation.
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2.0 SUIMIA

2.1 301 Cryostretched *CRES R-Curve Tests

Fifteen (15) center cracked tensile (CCT) panels and six (6)
compact specimens were tested with cracks machined in base metal
(BM), weld heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal (WM). Test
samples were strengthened by cryostretching only as well as by
oryostretching and ageing, thus covering an ultimate strength
tange from 204 ksi to 265 ksi.

JR f urve development was made by recording load versus dis-

placement of the test specimens. Stable crack growth initiation
toughness, K(J 1 0 ), and crack instability toughness, Kc, were

calculated from the R-curve data. The test results summarized
in Table 16and 2Son the following pages show retention of equiv-
alent toughness in BM, HAZ, WM with approximate equivalence of
K(j c) over the total strength range and some improvement of Kc

for the higher strength levels as enhanced by the ageing
process. The test matrix is shown in Table 38while the test
samples are'shown in Figure 18and 2B. Complete test data are
given in Appendix I.

* Work hardened at -320eF to achieve high strength
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Table 18 Summary Data Comparing CCT and CT Results

Power Law, K(JI.) &ap Kc Yield Strength

(kNl in.) (in.) (ksi in.) (ksi)

Base Metal Aged
CCT Avg. 96.1 0.036 180 261
cr 162.3 0.247 224

Weld Metal Aged
CC? Avg. 98.8 0.040 190 229
C? 133 0.210 187
C? 102.2 0.216 219

Weld Metal Unaged
CC? Avg. 101.4 0.036 177 198
C? 114.7 0.237 171
CT 116.2 0.240 1is

Base Metal Unaged
CCT 108.2 0.032 163 207
C? 132.'9 0.247 169
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Table 31 Test Matrix - Specimen Identification

Conditions - Specimen Base Metal Weld Metal HAZ
Type

Aged CC? 40-006 40W-006 40W-009
CCT 40-007 40W1-007
¢Cr 40-006 40W--008

CT WM-O08 1d 13A
CT WK 14A

Unaged CCT 40-001 40W1-001 40W-004
CC? 40-002 40W1-002 40W-005
CCT 40-003 - 40W-003

CT BM-003 l 11
CT WKH 12
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1.00 DIA. (2 HOLES)

DUBLIERS ATT-A(IIEI) KY
WELIM.DI( A1.1. AROUJND.,, 1/8"TYPRI

i-i4  SECT. A-A

575 304-L CRES5.75 3•.c

'r" GL= 6.0 14.0(REF.)
/-0.30

I.GR 11.50

5.75
- °

VIEW B
1.20

-- TVlRU SLOT PER
ASTM E561-81

1.5

3.0

Fig. I Center cracked tension panel. Dimensions in inches.
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2.2 Part Through and Through Crack Tensile and Vessel Data and Leak-

Before-Burst Assessment

Part through and through thickness crack 301 CRES tensile

fracture mechanics data obtained by various investigators(1)0(?)

(Table 40was reviewed and analyzed. Based on this data, crack

stability and LBB predictions were made for ll"n and 23"9

cryoformed 301 CRES spherical vessels and LBS tests were run to

confirm the analytical results. Figures 31,• q5show ll"# all 301

CRES, Ill$ Kevler-49 overwrapped 301 CRES composite and 23"# all

301 CRES spherical test vessels. Elliptical surface flaws (part

through defects) were ODN machined in the tank walls and the tanks

were cycle and sustained load tested at operating pressures.

Figure EdepIcts a typical EDM initial flaw geometry.

The analytic LBO predictions were verified by these vessel 0
tests. The test data/results are given in Tables %86. The stable

LBB mode was maintained for wall break-through surface crack

lengths 2Ceff, 2.83 to 4.30 times wall thickness. This is con-

trasted with an expected length at breakthrough for in-service

defects of 2 times the wall thickness. Figure 7, a plot of the

analytic prediction for the 23"# aged 301 CRES vessel with an 3DM

flaw in the weld shows that the stable crack growth length after

wall breakthrough is more than 5 wall thicknesses (5t0. The test

points at stable crack breakthrough length 4.3t are shown on the

figure. Magnified views of the I.D. weld crack and fracture sur-

face after crack breakthrough and LBS demonstration are given on

Figures 8band 90S respectively. Note the EDM flaw (Figure 96), showing the
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fatigue crack growth and the shear lips associated with a tough

material, that were generated at crack breakthrough.

Stable crack growth Initiation toughness and crack in-

stability toughness values obtained ranged from 96 to 108 ksA /T--

and 163 to 190 ksi [T-in, respectively, In reasonable agreament with

R-Curve test results. Figures l(Oand 116show typical cryoformed

base and weld metal mlcroetructures at 500X. The weld and base

metal mlcrostructures are similar, consisting of a tough austenitic

matrix with Interlocking platelets of high strength martensite.

The high touJghnes exhibited by cryofarmed 301 CBES results from

this favorable nicroetructure configuration.
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DESIGN BURST PRESSURE : 9800 PSI MINIMUM

DESIGN MEOP : 4900 PSI
SERVICE MEOP : < 3800 PSI
MINIMUM WALL : 0.215 INCH THICK

TYPE OF WELD : TIG, MODIFIED U-PREP
(0.215 INCH TH0cQ

PRESSURANT TANK, 23" DIA.

Fig. 5B
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*.825
J02

".314 
*J63 1

WELD ••

. L002
R"ACTUAL NOTCH SHAPE. .001

InitiaW Flaw

Geomtry

PRESSURANT TANK, 23" DIA.

Fig. 6B
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9 I.D. CRACK AFTER LEAK BEFORE BURST DEMONSTRATION

o MAX PRESSURE : 4850 PSI

o CRACK LENGTH : 0.71 INCH

* LOCATION :WELD

PRESSURANT TANK, 23" DIA.

Fig. 8B
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LEAK BEFORE BURST TEST

"* EDM FLAW ON VESSEL O.D.

"* FATIGUE REGION IN CENTER

"* SHEAR LIPS ON VESSEL I.D.
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BASE METAL
(SoxW-EWlstytic Oxac Acd Etch)

"* ORIGINAL AUSTENITIC GRAIN BOUNDARIES ARE CLEARFLY RETAINED
"* NO VISIBLE PRECIPIATES ALONG GRAIN BOUNDARIES
"• UNIFORM TRANSFORMATION THROUGHOUT STRUCTURE
"* AUSTENITIC MATRIX WITH INTERLOCKING PLATELETS

OF HIGH STRENGTH MARTENSITE

Fig. 10B
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0

SINGLE PASS SQUARE BUTT WELD MULTI PASS MODIFIED U-PREP WELD
P= kBC* 0&CA Et~h)

"* WELDS TRANSFORM IN UNIFORM MANNER
"* NO EVIDENCE OF RESIDUAL AS CAST STRUCTURE

"* NOTE SIMILARITY TO BASE METAL

O
Fig. 11B
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3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Cryoformed 301 CRES is a high strength material with. very

excellent toughness.

3.2 Leak-before-burst (LBB) mode with large margins has been

confirmed by vessel tests for wall breakthrough surface crack

lengths much greater than 2 times wall thickness, the expected

breakthrough LBB crack length for in-service defects.

3.3 Cryoformed 301 CRES material toughness is independent of flaw

location. Essentially, no difference in tolerance to defects was

noted between base metal, weld metal or HAZ material.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 C Center cracked tension panel. Dimensions in inchfd.

Fig. 2 C CUip gage ateacmat setup for
6-lach gaps length.

71g. 3X View of DT gage ad traveling
stage microscope fot measuring
slov-stable crack growth.

PiS. 4C 1/T compact epecimen.

Fig. 5 C Representative load-displacement
record, CC? panel.

fig. 6 C lepresentative load-displacement record, compact specimen.

Fig. 7 C agnifLied.view of crack tip region
after conasderable slow-stable crack
extension.

Fig. 8 C, Compact specimen and center craceked panel J.-curves for
ungdbase* metal.

Fig. 9C Compact specimen and center cracked panel J.-curves for
aged base metal.

FiS. 10 C Compact specimen and center cracked panel JR-curves for
unaged veld netal.

Fig. 11 C Compact specimen and center cracked panel J1 -curves for
aged weld metal.
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nt roduct ion

The purpose of this program wys to test specimens of CES EOW material
provided by ARM for Ji-curve and for Jie-like values that can be obtained
from Ji-curves. The material is am extremely high strength stainless steel
that has good toughness by ultra-high strength materials standards.

Center cracked tension panels (CCT) were prepared by AIME; I/2T (plan
view) compact speciensý were eackLned under HKA control. All specimens were
nominally 0.090-in. to 0.095-in. (2.3 ma to 2.4 sm) thickness. Doubler pads
had been welded on the ends of the CCT specimens, the fabrLcation of which
caused various degrees of kinking at the ends of the specimens. Fifteen CCt
panels and -mi compact specimaens were tested in conditions representing base
metal, weld metal and 0AZ in aged and unaged conditions (Table 10. The
compact specimens of base metal were made from broken he.)j of CCT specimens.

J -curve development was made by recording load vs..-displacement,
measurjig work done on the specimens. .The CCT panels were 1.4-in. (35.5 um)
wide with a 6-in. (152 m) parallel section and a nominal 0.*4in. start-ing
fatigue crack for a crack sLit ratio, 2ao/W of 0.43 M(Fg. 1). Itonsion arms
and an )ITS clip gage were used to measure eloagation over the 6-in. gage
length. The attachment points for the clip gage were razor 'blade tips
(Fig. 2C. A second gage (DSST-type) w"s attached across the crack mouth at a
span of 0.5-Sn. (12.7 sm) to msesure crack growth by unloading compliance
(Fig. 3t. The 1/2T compact specimen is shown in Fig. 4C, and in this case,
displacement is measured under the loading plns (on the load line) in the
region of the cutout. Again, the clip gage'was attached across razor blade
tips. Load coupled with displacement measurement Indicates work done.

All of the clip gages discussed above were calibrated and example
calibration Information Is enclosed in Appendix IV. 0

Periodic partial unloading of speclens Igives linear unloading traces,
the slope of which corresponds to currently existing physical crack sizes
(Figs. SCand 6(. Linear regression was used to fit the unloading slope and
elastic compliance was used to calculate crack size. ALl of the above had
been performed during the test using a computer. Generally the unloading
slopes were linear, having correlation coefficients of the order of 0.999XX.
For the CCT panels, the crack size measurement accuracy was within 0.002 to
0.005-in., depending upon the initial d.stortion of the specimens at the
doubler plates. Sensitivity, which is Important for the'*-curve accuracy, was
usually good to 0.002 In. of crack growth increment. The compact specimens
had been initially ground flat and both precision and accuracy were of high
resolution.

- To verify the unloading compliance measurements, we also used visual
measurements on one of the two surfaces, using a. traveling stage microscope.
This was definitely less precise compared to unloading csmpliance because the
crack tunnels at aldthickness which cannot be seen on the surface.
Additionally, surface growth tended to be slightly uneven from front to back
of the specimens. Also, when plastic zones of appreciable size develop at the
crack tips, as they did here, the exact location of the physical crack tip
becomes a matter of Judgment. The situation is illustration in Fig. 7C.
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Toughnawiz4Cculations- CCT Panels

The fracture toughness of the material was evaluated in terns of J-
Integral. The J1 solutions for the CCT geometry II4(T)I have not been as
thoroughly developed and standardized to the extent that they have been for
the compact specimen, IC(T)). Therefore we bad selected a compromise
computational procedure that Is moat likely to lead to geometry Independent
J. Here we usd'ghe team Merkle-Corten Jcfor the reason that it resembles
the merkie carten computational approach used on compact specimens.
Specifically all load vs. dispacemetmeasueet are treated as total work
done on the specimen, and no special provision is used to correct for the
slow-stable crack growth. Following Reference 1:

J (1)ra- / Pv

where:

3 - the plastic component: of 3
A"e total mork done
a - Initial half-crack size
P - lilad
v - total displac emenUt
V - specimsenwidth
3 saaciueu thickness

Total 3 (I. e. , .16c) Is obtained after adding elastic J calculated as
follows:

K2  02 i W&
- - - Sec - (2)

a M gross stress
E M elastic modulus

Jac - e + p* (3)

As had. been stated before, dimension -a" is not., updated for crack
growth. Nevertheless, the above procedure is likely to give Jac near- in value
to modified J (Ref. 2) as opposed to deformation theory*J (Ref. 3)

As an exercise to assure the reasonableness 'of the J for R-curve- plots
and to verify the performance of the instrymentation, two alternative fracture
toughness computations were made. See the tabulated data In Appendix III. One
was a plasticity corrected stress Intensity factor, K , obtained using a
procedure described In ASTl method £561 (Ref. 4). it; equations are as
follows:

r IT] (4
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where a. is plastic zone corrected crack size, and:

J(O%) - KrI (5)

A second alternative Jbt procedure that we added violates accepted J
analysis testing practices but cbe results were found useful here to evaluate
the compatibility of displacement measurement between the two gages.
Displacement from the DSST mouth gage was used In place of total displacement
(v), to calculate work done (Area) and the plastic component of work done
(Area - 1/2 P v) in Eq. 1. Ulud of O"Jbt" were calculated using Eqs. -1-
through 3. Comparison of Jac* J (Kr) and Jbt are included in the tabulations
of Appendix III.

Toughness Calculations - CT Specimens

The CT specimen, C[Tj is the most thoroughly studied fracture msechanics
specimen. Testing techniques have been highly refined and J can be Wculated
with better conformance to theoretical considerations. However,. from the
three computational options available, (Merkie-Corten, Deformation Theory J,
and Modified J) we will agaLn choose Merkle-Corten J as the primary one
simply to make comparisons to the CCT panel results. In this case, the Jo
values can be verified through a comparison to modified J vulues skU,4 wre-
better justified by theory.. Modified J (Jm) will be treated hereain as the
alternative method number 1.

For the compact specimen, it is not necessary to subdivide the
Computation of Jac into its =-.'c and plastic 'components and so the
following simpZ6 formula can be used to calculated total Js?-

J n Area (6)

mc lb

where,

Ares a total area under load vs. displacement
b - W-a
a = initial crack size
3 - specimen thickness
f - 2 + 0.522b/W

Modified J had been developed to handle cases where there is substantial
crack growth with respect to the initial remaining ligament size. It is
computed from the following equations:

1m G ~ + (7)

hP " G+- J .Pdv

C3
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where:
b W - af
al updated crack size
S- 2 +0.522 b/V
v *plastic component of displacement

P .... J (elastic)

Despite the fact that equations (6) and (7) differ a great deal in
computational approach, it can be seem in the tabulations in Appendix III *hT.
the values are nearly the same over the full range of the J 1 -curves.

Fracture Toughness Criteria

The work statement of ARDE had asked for material -toughness evaluation by
Jit curve and for Jby ASTH Method 1813, "JT-, A Measure of Fracture
Toughnessm (Ref. 5). -%i standard has been. revis8l recently and ls currently
being balloted within A£M The revised practi :e Is used herein as the
primary data evaluation procedure. It should be kept In mind that the Ji-
values obtained cannot be validated according to the old nor the revise
versions of the standard because we will be ignoring the, thickness
requirements and specimen design recomendations in the caos of the ccT
specimens.

The procedure for determining provisional values of Jc invo&vas-sc.rvo ]"
procedural steps. A blunting lin is developed which is defined by the
following equation:

A hp J/2af (8)

where of - (ays +t )/2.

Equation 8 predicts a material crack. tip blunting behavior that is
graphically constructed. Two "exclusion lines" are drawn parallel to the
blunting line, offset by 0.006-in. (0.15 m) and 0.060-in. (1.5 mm). The
purpose of the lower bound exc.usion line is to exclude from the J -curve
model all of. the slow stable crack growth near initiation, where Aatp Is very
nebulously defined. These data ts a geueral rule cannot be reliably
reproduced between Investigators. The upper bound exclusion line restricts
the ha range so that a simple power law produces a good fit to the data.
Hence 1he qualified data within the exclusion lines is fit with the following
power law equation:

S- C (ASp)n (9)

where:
C - fitting constant
Asp - physical crack growth

In the revised standard, a third parallel offset line Is node at 0.008-
in. (0.2 me) of he- and jc Is defined as the intersection of J with this
offset line. This new approach establishes JIc as a real definable point on
the JR-curve which was not necessarily the case with the practice that l.s
presently In place. It -is fqlt that the 0.008-in. of stable growth necessary
to be on the JR curve will not be relevant to engineering concerns.
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Resul ts

Appendix A presents JX-curves and tabulations gj.Itvalues at each
unloading event for all specimens. The units of measure used here were*
purposely chosen to be English units. To convert to metric use the following:

KI: ks1VM* x 1.1 MA

J1: in.-lb/iu.2 x 0.175 -U/u 2

0: ksi z6.894 MPa

hop M in. x 25.4 --

Table 2C ssmrizes the fracture toughness. parameters obtained from CCT
panels. The symbol K (J~ U82d here suggests only that the J-. procedure-
and conversion equality Ki = - had been used. The vales do not

neesarily meat all of the validity requirements of standard £813 (new or
old version) nor standard 9399. For It values,, the numbers are K converted
from JI and they correspond to the u%.aodiag at or just prior* to miaxisa-
load. ~for almost all of the CC? panels, meximum load was a crack instability
load which terminated the J -vurve development. The net stress calculations
were based on crack size including slow stable crack growth.,

Tests on CT specimens can be ass' lv "Sentified In Appendix A by the 0.2-
In. or more of slow-stable growth In-the It eftv"s. This is possible because _

the compact specimen Is an Inherently stabLa'geometry. The J1-curves are theW
*mne as those that had been obtained with CCT specimens, however (Figs. 8-C
11C), The K (J~ Values- Indicated from the CI specimens appear to be slightly
higher on average than rhose obtained with CC? panels aso-can be seen in Table

ML The reason for this becomes clear when we' realize that only half of the
J.-curve, data between the exclusion lines Is developed before Instability with

;&spec*Iuens.. As a result, the. power law fits were biased slightly toward
higher slopes and lower J. predictions at the 0.008-ia. (0.2 ma) offset line.

Table 4Ctcompares compliance indicateod crack growth f or C= panels as
measured by the DSST gage to the visually, measured growth. In some cases, the
compliance-indicated crack growth had been transposed *or offset along the
abscissa 'by an amount indicated In the last colum. The same visual vs.
compliance comparison Is made for compact specimen tests in Table 5C With
these specimens, however, the testing practice and specimen machining methods
are thoroughly ref ined and initial. offset, adjustment was not necessary*

Precracking data are given In Table 6C,, The total cycles for base metal
specimen 002 had been Inadvertently not recorded.
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Cone) usi ons

JR-curves were obtained on CRES base metal, weld mettal, and HAZ in the
aged and unaged _.Wpdltions. For CCT panels, each JR-curve was terminated by
"an onset of Crack instability, usually with less. than 0.05-1n. (1.27 ma) of
crack growth. Compact specimens produced essentially the same J -curves
except there was no instability and the Jt-curve up to 0.20-in. (-a) of
crack growth was obtained. The J1 -like crack Initiation values resulting
from CCT. J -curves were slightly lover than the JIc-like values of CT
specimens. Ipparently, the existence of fewer data points in the zone of data
Inclusion which are clustered nesar to thi• crack growth initiation biases the
power law curve to lower JR values at tbd O.008-in. intercept.
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Table IC Test Hatrix - Specimen Identificatiom

Conditions Specimen us.e metal Weld metal HAZ
Type

Aged CC 40-006 40W-006 40--009
Cc? 40-007 40W-007
CC?40-006 40W-005

CT 1I-O08 IW 13A
CT WK 14A

Unaged CCT 40-001 401W-001 40W-004
C40-002 401W-002 40W-005
CC? 40-003

CT 531-003 iN 11
CT 11 12
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Table 3C Summary Data Comparing CCT and CT Results

Pover Law, K(JIdC A8 a Yield Strength

Mhal I.) (in..) (hsl In.) (hal)

se Metal- Aged
CCT Avg. 96.1 0.036 180 261
CT 162.3 0.247 224

Weld Netal Aged
AC v Ag. 98.8 0.040 190 .229

c? 133 0.210 187
C? 102.2 0.216 219

eld Netal Unaed
CC? Avg. 101.4 0.036 177 198
C? 114.7 0.237 171
C? 116.2 0.240- 183

Uae metal Uvaned
cc? 108.2 0%03 163 207
c? 132.9 0.247 169
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Table 6C Fatvgue Precrackin8 Informacion

law ~Crack LenobCyle
frduct Spec.

3orm No* Pam pain 8rear affont N

(Ub) (1b). (:In.) (i,,.)

UN-CC? 001 2500 250 0.038 0.041 29,000
002 2500 250 0.035 0.040 35,000
003 2500 250 0.045 0.049 35,000
004 2500 250 0.035 0.040 35,000
005 2500 250 0.035 0.039 31,000
006 2840 284 0.041 0.037 25,000
007 2500 250 0.036 0.038 29,000
00m 2500 250 0.040 0.040 30,000
009 2500 250 0.03t 0.036 30,000

-001 2500 256 0.035 0.038 20,000
002 2500 250 0.042 0.042 -

003 2500 250 0.040. 0.040 28,000
004 - - .- -
005 2850 285 0.038 0.039 30,000
006 2500 250 0.038 0.043 30,0000-
007 2500 250 0.037 0.037 25,000
008 2500 250 0.035 0.038 28,000
009 2840 284 0.044 0.040 25,000

N-a .. ili 270 100 0.050 0.050 15,000
VKI12 270 100 0.050 0.054 15,750
WN13A 270 100 0.053 0.046 18,500
W1N4A 270 100• 0.050 0.050 16,500

N-C? Wl03 270 100. 0,050 0.050 16,000
aUO08 270 LO0 0.050 0.050 16,500

0
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I.00 DIA. (2 HOLES)

DOUUILS ATTACIHD RY

W1,LDIII ALL AROUND.

I~~~~~ /8"T.o -- Y..

*2.4

SECT..A•
H-.------- 1 SECT. A-A

575 3 aiO

BGLU 6.00 14.0O(REF.) 3

1.20 -- 0.30

-- 5-

1.1.20
5.7.05

- ZTRIO SLOT PERI-As~m 9561-81

3.0

Fin. I C Center cracked tension panel. Dimensions in inches.
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Fig. 2C Cli•P ge att"aclment setup for
6-Inch gage legth.

FIg. X View of DSST gage and traveling stage
microscope for measuring slow-stable
crack growth.
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a EARLY
VISIBLE
CRACK
EXTENSION

INITIAL PRECRACK TIP

PLASTIC DEFORMATION THAT
REQUIRES A SUBSURFACE CRACK
POSITION ESTIMATE.

Fig. 7C Iakif led view of crack tip regin
after considerable slow-stable crack
extension.

20
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Oaef int tions:

J~l The Intersection of the power law c•rve, Eq. f, with the O.008-in.
offset.
VT.-I

r Correlatiof coeff icient of regression analysis.

ji JThe Intersection of the linear regression line with the blunting
Sc ~line. Not validated by Z13.

KIC vi--el I not 1399 validated.
Jn J • •

im i by sq. 1

Jbt J by Sqs. I through 3 using D=ST gage output

J(r) J by 1q. 4

W-"¢z • at last unload prior to Instability.

Jm Modified J
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S~ Tcua;=aitss 3

Event Load Jac "Jbt 1Ir) del-ap

1 2122 14.4 16.4 14.3 6. oee
2 3404 34.7 21.3 53.2 l.3l03

"3 4454 46.4 33.3 82.3 6.3314
4 5643 129.2 52.2 123.1 3.1929
5 4.39 144.3 79.8 1&&.& e.085n

d1 722 227.7 113.7 214.4 3.3346
7 *7; 293.3 143.3 269.9 0.B8&i
8 9?-.- 373. 1 195.2 33&. S 03.1r8
9 left; 397.7 209.4 354.3 a. l83
1t 11282 536.9 278.1 449.4 0.0095
it 12712 662.8 382.1 5382.4 3.1120
12 14865 347.6 519.0 746.2 8.0152
13 13257 ""33.3 742.8 979.9 0.3231
14 15917 1275.7 926.2 1115.6 S.1t293
Is 16146 1349.7 992.6 1248.5 1.83!6

Paux u 14342 Mb)
•64!. St.ress v 786t (.s!)
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Specisa ' Codo : DI.Z5!7-41 037

Toughness J

Event Load Jmc Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lb in-lb/in2 in-lb/int in-lb/in 2  in.

1 -4303 43.8 43.6 151.2 0.6665
2 4984 79.5 34.2 196.5 0.9024
3 6434 129.7 35.6 248.4 6.6324
4 6444 14S.4 35.2 257.9 8.6046
5 7088 188.3 46.6 296.4 6.6964
4 3117 257.4 55.9 3U2.1 6.6673
7 9087 335.4 74.9 431.5 e.6e91
8 16044 423.1 106.9 511.9 9.0126
9 11445 564.9 177.5 0j3.3 6.618.1
1i 12747 741.4 265.7 815.6 1.6215
11 13978 955.6 396.6 1916.9 6.6289
12 15133 1195. 5382.9 1277.6 3.6442

Psax a 15510 (lb)
Net Stress a 238123 (psi)
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Spaziset: Oda : 03517-4e es$

Toughness J

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Mr) del-ap
lb in-lblin2  in-lb/inz in-lb/inA in,

1 2529 16.9 16.9 38.2 1.9118
"2 3428 34.8 29;1 57.4 9.1968
3 5683 86.7 39.3 165.6 3.03354 6167 121.5 59.2 144.7 6.3653
S 7144 146.7 84.7 187.2 3.8357& 8238 224.3 118.3 239.8 3.8355
7 9679 321.7 183.3 329.9 51.082
8 11146 -447.8 271.7 443.6 1.1136
9 12553 588.7 382.3 579.7 8.8178

13 13835 763.8 516.2 738.9 1.8213
11 14658 896.8 628.3 867.5 8.0246
12 15442 1965.6 778.1 1131.1 3.8315

Pmax 8 16233 (Ib)
Net Stress 2-238310 (psi)
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Spet:lAsn Code : D3517-45w 096

Toughness J

Event Load Jec Jbt JMkrl del-ap
lb in-lb/inW in-lb/in2 in-lbtina in.

1- 2537 16.6 16.6 35.6 i.il6O
2 3523 37.7 22.3 57.5 0.0060
3 4579 67.9 34.6 87.5 9.9911
4 5627 136.3 52.4 123.5 6.0015
S .6631 151.8 75.7 164.7 6.8827
6 7643 234.6 105.2 212.7 9.0134
7 8621 266.9 141.4 267.3 8.8142
8 9328 333.5 161.3 323.8 0.1341
9 13497 416.6 234.3 395.6 1.8t64
le 11467 537.1 298.9 476.1 8.6396
11 12381 617.8 373.7 569.6 6.8106
12 13166 715.2 463.9 676.4 6.0241
13 13972 827.2 559"m 791.7 8.2176
14 14791 972.7 686.1 937.1 1.12"12
15 15534 114968 858.3 1115.7 3.9258
16 16438 1431.3 1139.5 1372.8 3.3398

Peat a 16183 (Cb)
Not Stress a 239833 (psi)
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.ciscn Code : M37-439 S3

Toughness J

Event Load JOc Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lb in-lblin' in-lb/in" in-lb/Int in'

-1 2449 15.3 15.8 35.1 8.8688
2 3602 46.5 22.7 61.3 1.3111
3 5318 98.7 41.3 185.5 1.I126
4 6173 148.2 60.3 144.6 1.9149
5 7134 233.4 86.9 191.2 0.1355
6 8146 273.1 123.1 243.5 1.s1on
7 9141 31.9 145.4 336.7 8.N197
S 10197 439.2 221.9 379.6. 1.1142
9 11843 538.1 233.3 461.4 1.1171

11 11923 647.3 354.5 551.3 1.1194
11 12773 767.1 434.9 653.6 1.8225
12 13615 931.3 543.7 777.2 1.1253
13 14373 1355.7 653.6 915.8 3.1297
14 15033 1251.3 329.9 1199.3 1.3376
15 15476 1543.2 1115.9 1383.4 0.0525

Psax u 15499 (lb)
Hot Stress a 239813 (psi)
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.1.3 4 a U S

Toughness J

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lb in-lb/ina in-lb/in2  in-lb/in2 in.

- 1 2529. 16.9 16.3 33.3 1.3804
2 3545 31.9 23.8 51.1 I.UII3
3 4469 53.9 35.3 74.3 3.3331
4 5513 77.3 54.7 133.3 1.iiil
5 6493 106.3 78.3 144.9 1. 089
& 7493 141.3 137.4 188.8 l.ill9
7 3491 132.2 142.5 238.7 6.8327
8 9491 229.7 135.4 294.7 6.es43
9 13432 286.4 236.2 361.2 3.0061

is 11334 361.8 334.4 441.9 3.0107
11 12292 443.3 381.9 532.4 1.3114
12 13153 533.1 464.2. 629.9 3.3143
13 13998 434.0 558.5 748.3 0.3167
14 14793 751.1 672.3 873.1 3.3232
15 15525 392.3 813.5 1325.8 8.3243
16 16125 1133.7 1306.2 1223':4- 0% **$3

Psax a 16451 (ib)
Not Stress a 234673 (psi)
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Spci~e.• CO~o : •4517-4eu-e69

S Teu•esgbsi J

Event Load Jac Jbt MrKr) dul-ap
lb An-1b/an. • u-lh#. in-lb/in i'n.

1 2538 16.6 16.6 41.6 6.8166
2 4621 5.6 25.1 78.4 l.6ll5
3 5165 93.3 39.7 115.5 0.8611
4 6292 144.3 61.1 159.3 6.0031
5 7368 287.8 33.1 268.1 8.8844
4 8373 275.4 123.8 261.6 0.1842
7 9447 356.6 162.0 325.8' 0.8849
9 18421 446.7 216.2 391.4 0.8356
9 11522 545.6 264.6 475.1 9.9873
Is 12441 647.3 323.5 555.3 3.3891
11 13351 759.5 392.4 646.3 9.6190
12 14262 838.9 476.6 752.4 8.8119
13 15149 1336.6 588.7 878.6 8.8132
14 16315 1186.6 687.8 1612.7 9.8167
15 16642 1320.8 798.7 1141.6 3.0233
16 17138 1459.3 916.8 1273.5 8.6268
17 17638 1675.1 3119.3 1489.2 8.8257

Pmax * 17863 (fh)
met Stress w,255663 (psi)
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Toughness J

Event Load Jec Jbt JKr) del-ap
lb in-lblina in-lb/ina in-lbfin& in.

1 2516 15.5 15.5 37.9 1.181
2 3543 39.5 18.8 66.9 6.6168
3 4523 72.2 27.5 88.9 1.1113
4 5522 111.2 41.2 122.8 1.8921
5 6467 155.3 59.2 168.5 1.1027
6 7446 207.6 82.9 205.2 8.0142
7 8387 265.5 113.8 255.5 1.8053
8 9328 332.4 151.2 313*6 6.1693
9 18190 467.6 198.2 379.0 1.0883

16 11638 495.6 266.4 457.6 1.115
11 11835 595.2 337.1 556.1 0.1146
12 12665 715.3 434.8 642.6 e.eT8
13 13380 848.5 536.1 782.1 6.0216
14 13964 997.2 665.8 936.8 1.6234

*15 14358 1258.0 912.5 "?..
!6 14254 2681.6 1747.7 2044.8 1.1434

Peax a 14686 (lb)
Net Stress a 213716 (psi)

*K detenaLLned at this event.
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Touqhness J

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lb in-lb/in, in-b/tins in-lb/in in.

1 2593 17.2 17.2 39.4 3.3038
2 3459 29.3 19.9 58.2 0.3084
3 4458 53.9 29.1 85.7 1.00i8
4 5396 78.4 43.4 117.4 3.3033
5 6316 110.2 62.5 153.9 S. U25
6 7341 152.4 89.7 231.3 3.3138
7 8211 193.5 117.8 246.5 1.3842
3 9163 246.3 154.4 302.7 3.9348
9 13865 336.2 262.0 367.5 3.9373

13 13948 374.0 259.4 441.8 1.9895
11 11797 453.7 329.1 527.6 2.3110
12 12613 546.1 411.0 626.3 3.3146
13 13379 663.2 523.6 743.8 3.0165
14 14366 833.5 651.3 893.9 1.3206

"15 14681 1352.6 893.7 1133.3 1.8258
16 14912 1630.8 1433.1 166a- r. a 03,

.Pmax a 15806 (lb!
Not. Stress a 222783 Cps1i

K detezmfr at this event.
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Toughmness J

Event Load Jac Jbt M(r) del-ap
lb in-lb/ina in-lb/in2  in-lb/in2 in,

1 2580 17.9 17.3 .46.1 3.3333
2 -3560 42.4 22.8 66.6 6.1869
3 4666 78.2 34.4 99.3 9.0116
4 5626 122.5 53.2 139.3 8.8393
5 4633 176.1 75.9 134.4 8.8642
6 7596 229.4 166.8 237.8 6.1958
7 3572 362.8 148.9 383.3 '9.6862
8 93309. .369.2 191.6 345.4 8.3333
9 103333 476.6 254.4 452.7 3.66999
is 11143 544.4 324.2 544.3 6.6126
11 11933 675.2 437.7 651.6 3.3145
12 12667 866.4 511.7 779.1 6.6166
13 13319 974.3 661.2 949.1 *.3193
-14 13856 1182o.6 661.5 1172.3 1. 424 9

Psax a 14163 (Ib)
Not Stress z 236523 (psi)
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Speciaen Coda ; O517-48-481

Toughness J

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lbs in-lbg/Wn' in-lbs/L2 in-lbs/tng i.

1 -2513 16.4 16.4 37.0 6.66ll
2 4811 57.6 25.4 73.2 0.0000
3 5649 186.2 46.5 167.4 l.lll8
4 6091 143.9 6s.8 146. 1.6664
5 7078 227.3 87.6 194.2 0.0008
6 8627 29&.4 117.9 244.3 0.1621
7 8966 375.2 154.4 361.5 6.6634
a 9875 461.4 197.4 344.9 6.656
9 16839 541.8 258.1 446,1 1.1174

16 11693 663.3 323.8 538.7 1.6167
11 12516 776.5 402.2 427.8 6.6139
12 13311 939.4 563.6 746.1 8.8174
13 14625 1064.7 633.3 889.7 1.1241

:14 14668 1272.2 821.6 1182.7 6.0357

Peas a 14766 (Ibs)
Net-tress a 216436 (psi)
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Spj:iaen Code : C3017-48-02

Toughness a

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lbs in-0bs/ia in-lbslin2- in-lbslin2. in.

1 .5262 63.4 41.4 123.2 8.9214
2 6229 85.5 68.2 159.6 9.6013
3 7161 109.6 S3.8 203.4 8.1822
4 B101 139.8 113.7 254.8 8.6023
5 9322 175.9 149.6 318.4 8.0625
6 9921 223.5 195.1 374.9 6.6341
7 13793 277.9 248.9 447. 3.88357
8 11644 342.7 314.9 533.1 6.0374
9 12437 423.3 397.1 623.1 0.0890
1i 13274 515.5 491.4 737.1 6.3117

.11 14316 631.3 611.4 367.8 6.9153
12 14602 833.4 739.8 1639.6 0.1237

Pmax a 14949 Obs)
Not Stress a 218133 (psi)
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Toughness J

Event Load Jnc Jbt J(Kr) del-ap
lbs in-lbs/ins i|-lbslina in-lbs/lnt in.

1 3536 26.7 18.4- 61.5 .63116
2 -547 44.4 2A.8 33.2 I.lU69
3 5478 47.7 39.3 116.3 1.0013
4 6373 93.4 56.3 152.8 9.3ii3
5 7253 125.1 79.3 191.7 0.9310
& 3135 145.3 167.3 236.4 1.1133
7 9862 218.3 145.4 29".7 8.6327
1 9953 264.4 192.3 352.5 1.3069
9 13791 323.6 245.1 419.4 3.3115

13 11538 392.3 310.3 495.7 6.9124
1i 12421 477.5 391.7 539.4 0.0137
12 13164 573.8 406.5 693.3 0.0187
13 138635 713.4 680.2 820.1 3.8244
14 14323 912.1 316.3 1814.7 3.1349

Pmax a 14446 (lbs)
Net-Stress a 212913 (psi)
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S.ecilbf:. codez

Toughness J

Event Load Jac Jbt J(Kr) del-apIbs in-lbs/lua ia-lbslin*a An-lbs/inta in

1 2536 16.5 14.5 54.4 e.66662 3688 37.6 14.8 83.9 e.3eee3 4525 65.2 19.3 114.3 e.36134 5418 99.8 27.3 147.6 0.8245 4344 137.3 39.7 186.7 1.18344 7222 182.2 52.7 225.6 6.86447 6136 232.5 74.2 273.4 3.16438 6994 263.8 166.3 324.2 .88639 9928 34646 134.8 33.1 8.81621t 16736 411.8 167.5 442.6 8.887311 11533 492.5 216.5 516.7 6.616612 12423 582.4 273.6 $95.9 .609913 13173 4681. 331.1 676.9 0.4120114 13936 793.9 419.2 785.1 6.e14e1s 14678 91.35 519.1 986.2 6.615716 15336 1676.3 644.9 1653.6 w.er717 15911 1253.3 793.5 1223.1 6.8219.

Psax a 16116 (lbs)
Net Stress a 228626 (psi)
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Toughness J

Event Load Jac JAt J(Kr) del-ap
lbs in-lbs/in2 in-lbs/in' in-lbs/in in,

1 2538 16.3 16.3 39.3 1.3016
2 3473 24.8 18.$ 59.6 3.3608
3 4353 41.1 24.1 83.1 3.6866
4 5279 57.3 35.1 112.2 6.6305
5 6215 74.6 51.6 147.3 1.3863
6 7119 97.9 72.7 186.2 3.U6II
7 8651 128.0 133.2 232.3 6.6864
8 8968 166.9 132.6 282.7 6.6682
9 9663 281.4 172.6. 339.9 6.3666

16 16729 258.5 219.1 482.8 1.1643
11 11624 311.6 279.5 479.1 0.8947
12 12453 386.6 344.4 559.2 6.6642
13 13256 461.3 425.9 652.8 3.0165
14 14635 563.6 525.2 763.1 6.6816
15 14693 664.8 622.6 873.2 0.3113
16 15113 747.9 761.5 953.6 G0$217
17 15657 937.5 895.3 1134.3 3.6145
18 16628 1122.1 1686.5 1313.3 6.8172

.roax a 16633 (lbs)
Net Stress a 222993 (psi)

C-89
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Specimen Code : BR-963

Toughmess J

Evest Load Jc JA del-ap
lb ie-1lbnn8 S-lb/In3  in-lb/in8 in.

1 295 38.8 43.3 43.7 6.9811
2 415 77.9 85.5 37.6 1.9113
3 517 123.7 132.5 139.8 0.1066
4 421 183.7 192.4 285.2 1.3115
5 712 251.6 255.1 279.5 0.9129
& 794 331.3 319.4 365.6 4.6843
7 u65 426.3 335.9 445.6 1.1669
a 924 514.3 444.2 5&8.4 3.3375
9 9 413.9 564.e 45.9 3.6196
1i 1622 716.2 562.1 746.1 8.6134
11 1967 935.1 639.5 939.1 t.3197
12 1N5 1856.8 737.5 1163.4 8.3296
13 1379 1222.9 748.9 1243.3 1.6392
14 1963 1394.2 739.9 1425.1 1.8357
15 1614 1554.4 768.2 1572.2 8.6432
16 969 1715.8 617.8 172I.ý t" 71ft
17 391 1354.3 777.4 1343.6 3.6943
16 332 1992.8 775.4 1969.9 8.1113
19 777 2113.9 787.1 2381.6 3.1274
26 433 2271.4 738.6 2242. 8.1466
21 634 2419.4 731.4 2397.8 3.1621
22 543 2537.6 644.6 2531.3 6.1837
23 443 2669.9 67&.& 2471.5 6.2119
24 398 2782.6 597.5 2824.3 3.2262
25 336 2876.9 549.3 2946.83 .2481
26 316 2879.3 582.9 2948.9 8.2479
27 315- 2679.3 497.8 2958.3. 8.2473

Poax * 1696 lb
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Specimen Cade : BN-l18

Toughness J

Event Load Jac a Js del-ap
lb in-lb/ins Sn-lbinm . in-lb/ing in.

1 292 33.9 46.7 46.7 @.'14
2 396 63.1 75.3 75.6 8.11U
3 566 114.6 122.3 125.1 6.6860
4 619 150.9 185.0 139.5 0.6105
5 784 269.3 238.1 249.3 1.1166
6 797 274.5 315.4 325.5 8.0003
7 096 353.9 389.4 422.3 0.6014
3 992 467.3 485.2 544.3 0.0039
9 1074 576.8 574.7 666.9 1."$56

to 1141 696.6 658"4- 799.5 1.0661
11 1199 811.5 725.5 925.1 0. U76
12 1252 945.1 812.8 1165.5 6.6116
13 1299 1677.1 883.9 1236.4 1.1142
14 1332 1216.5 967.1 1347.6 1.1194
15 1371 1421.2 1659.6 ML.'.? 6.2241.
16 1364 1639.9 1133.4 1777.6 8.6315
.17 1385 1361.1 1262.1 1"996.2 8.9397
"-16 1331 .2846.7 1208.1 2156.1 LASU

19 1295 2244.1 1223.7 2342.3 6.e6-1
S 26" 1221 2472.5 1231.9 2544.7 1.8772

21 11t8 2776.9 1222.6 2622.1 6.1113
* 22 1626 3656.6 1191.1 316U.5 0.1167

23 903 3381.8 1134.6 3346.! 6.1381
24 621 3521.6 1163.1 3534.5 1.1561
25 722 3723.3 1123.9 3896.6 1.1741
26 599 3953.9 944.3 4678.5 6.2084
27 Sl- 4161.3 361.5 434135 3.2223
23 413. 4326.7 .797.8 4563.6 9.2467
29 393 4331.9 736.7. 4561.5 6.2482
36 391 4332.2 721.6 4561.7 0.2473

Pma x 1386 lb
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Specimen Code : UK-Il

Toughness J

Evest Load Jac S Je del-ap
lb in-lb/ins in-lb/ins in-lb/iWa in,

1 365 42.6 45.5 46.5 1.6661
2 399 73.7 77.9 11.3 1.81U
3 562 121.2 123.6 133.2 6. Is"
4 591 179.4 173.5 19.5 16.8422
5 647 245.2 224.7 264.8 6.1149
& 738 319.5 274.2 342.5 1.8075
7 79 397.6 324.6 425.6 1.6898
6 844 481.3 372.6 513.9 6.6 9M
9 9 576.3 424.2 614.7 1.6169
1i 955 729'S 491.2 771.3 6.6146
11 1862 8767. 557.5 921.8 9.1.092
12 1631. 1867.5 636.2 1130.6 6.62.7
13 1622 136.4 676.7 1346.9 I.6411
14 166s 1514.3 766.5 1556.6 6. 656
1s 974 1723.8 717.4 17M&-* 3azm.
16 947 1922.2 736.7 1941.9 1.1734
17 677 2111.5 721.6 2145.1 1.1991
"16 796 229M.2 497.2 2319.2 6. 1091
19 749 2435.6 644.5 2541.6 6.1212
26 641 2676.4 653.7 2744.6 1.1434
21 419 .2644.4 645.3 294..R .1535
22 56 .2997.7 426.6 3143.5 61.17H
23 466 3135.9 572.3 3387.4 6.1924
24 394 3251.5 $69.9 3445.2 6.2144
25 345 3348.6 514.5 3592.2 6.2293
26 338 3439.3 491.3 3741.3 6.2373
27 324 3442.4 453A3 3746.2 6.2369
28 325 3442.5 447.7 3746.4 8.2365

Pax - 1635 lb
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Speciae. Code : VN-12

loughma.. J

[vast Load Jac 8 J del-ap
lb - ml/. Inbf' f-lb/f a' is,

1 -392 43.3 44.4 47.4 6.9611
2 367 72.4 75.4 79.5 6.38no
3 478 115.3 115.4 126.3 .1.305
4 572 174.6 147.7 *. 189.2 9.6129
5 444 234.3 .214.8 254.1 9.3843

4 711 311.1 2&7.4 332.3 B.8373
7 771 383.4 314.2 414.3 8.81864
8 822 473.2 341.4 583.1 6.69m
9 984 546.3 400.2 594.8 9.3111
Is 969 454.4 452.3 491.4 3.3125.
it 952 739.9 504. 4 336.2 6.6157
12 9M 942.2 574.6 1964.4 6.6212
13 in$6 1114.3 414.3 1154.9 Seem7
14 1314 1273.4 455.2 1317.1 6.6347
15 1e1l 14519.7 69319 1473.9s*3
14 984 1594.6 732.5 1425.7 8.0521
17 98 1753.1 727.7 1767.5 9.686U
t8 94 196.35 744.1 1956.3. 9.6449
19 9"1 -2859.7 733.7 2684o9 3Bea11
26 617 213.2 737.3 2224.3 4.9894

* 21 M58 . 2=507 745.8 2382.2 08.395
22 689 2443.5 731.2 2516.4 3.184
23 751 2764.9 723.e. 2785.4 9.1224
24 714 2982.4 715.7 3621.o9 9.1321
25 a38 309686 479.2 3224o2 8.1499
24 585 3246.9 442.3 3422.4 8.1425
27 492 33864.5 574.4 35".8. 6.1843
25 421 3584.4 539.2 3733.9 6.2356
29 383' 34081.4 522.7 3665. 1 6.2165
36 323 3732.4 487.5 4611.1 6.2392
31 311 3765.2 451.5 .4313.3 3.2393
.32' 316 3785.4 431A1 462.9 6.2399

Psax *1324 lb
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Speciseft Code : MR-13A

Toughness J

Event Load Jac 0 is del-ap
lb in-lb/ina in-lb/ina in-lb/|am in,

1 -294 46.4 46.4 47.0 .0111
2 406 75.5 34.9 .7,4 0.6000
3 512 127.6 140.3 144.7 9l.lO
4 464 "15.9 195.9 213.1 6.0497
5 647 253.0 254.1 267.8 0.1033
4 766 333.2 320.0 375.4 3.144
7 134 417.3 385.9 467.8 0.0649
0 694 569.o 449.2 567.3 01.610
9 947 "67.2 507.7 672.6 10.196
1i 1016 771.4 461.4 345.9 00137
11 1046 934.9 673.5 1013.4 0.1169
12 1100 1106.1 745.5 1190.1 9.6199
13 1123 1291.7 807.6 1384.3 0.0264
14 1127 1472.7 363.5 1550,um OA3SL.
15 1125 1650.0 894.3 1739.7 0.8414
14 1101 1331.4 914.4 1914.4 8.0499
17 1877 2304.1 917.0 2091.5 0.1541
10 1640 _2 A;33 923.2 2254.& 1.1660
19 970 2340.9 914.9 2431.9 0.0323

S 26 915 243838 933.7 2533.s 3."936
21 343 2727.5- 927.0 2796.4 1.1112
22 319 2955.4 913.9 361.07 0.1213
23 749 3144.9 383.4 3295.4 0.1369
24 433 33N.0 856.7 3558.4 0.1512
25 411 3545.5 635.1 3770.7 8.1672
24 531 3721.6 787.0 3934.5 0.1745
27 533 3671.9 762.3 4187.4 0.1852
23 565 4618.9 744.0 4334.9 3.1942
29 448 4143.7 735.3 4561.7 0.2097
36 435 4144.4 643.3 4542.0 1.2095
31 433 4147.7 660.7 4543.3 0.2099

Psax - 1134 lb

C-99
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SpoCimel"Code : 0N-14

0 Toughness J

Event Load Jac S Jn del-ap
lb is-lblien in-lblios In-lb/inm in.

1 325 36.6 45.3 45.9 8.6416
2 438 31.4 93.5 96.4 0.0853
3 556 132.4 147.8 155.7 $.No$
4 644 194.3 209.4 225.2 1.3846
3 736 247.3 273.9 337.5 6.00644
4 814 347.4 341.7 396.6 3.1193
7 679 437.7 463.9 495.3 0.8113
6 943 529.3 473.2 594.3 1.3131
9 1662 633.6 535.9 716.5 6.6144

1i 1672 796.4 36m.7 615.5 8.8117
11 1122 944.7 764.9 167.1 6.6217
12 1172 1235.6 799.3 1317.7 6.3274
13 1239 1451.9 935.3 1577.1 1.6331
14 1221 1780.3 959.8 1917.1 0.0417
15 1194 2637.4 982.3 2221.2. 2.-.UL-.
14 1156 2392.4 910.1 2541.4 m.ill
17 1646 2683.8 1817.6 2796.6 8.3992
.13 960 2940.6 935.6 .G54.2 3.1171
19 989 1684.7 1162.7 3165.1 6.1323
26 777 3221.4 695.5 3291.1 3.1437
21 744 .3337.4 889.6 3421.7 0.1520
22 787 3525.7 866.9 3676.5 3.1599
23 653 3741.8 82;.5 3953A 6.1763
24 412 3936.8 797.2 4175.5 6.1795
25 556 4658.5 746.2 4372.4 6.1922
26 511 4197.1 728.3 4567.3 9.2928
27 441 4321.3 693.9 4737M2 3.2171
28 447 4325.9 .645.1 4741.4 8.2163
29 446 4326.9 644.3 4743.6 8.2159

Peax * 1224 lb

0
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Cali L'o $•=:: CSi= .- ,t . -"c. ./ ..
I~ o lr .. n,,'. *. ! . nd i 1 ¢..i , Oe .4 , s a] *.,+-.•

(Itl. •o',•4"-I.4r'htumr+: +"LVDI S4rirl rubb4r

In.4.. Vo01s Displacesent Pr*dic•ion Di ff ertr.c i
1 -1.518 .2350 .23502 .80082
2 -. 960 .2400 .24007 . ""0007 mor0d
S-.415 .24500 .24589 .00009
4 .125 .2560* .25085 .00 G8 1/0
5 .673 .2,55* .25587 .000076 1.215 .2,*** .2,o8, ..0,, /

? 1.761 .26500 .26589 .00609
8 2.30, .270"0 .27018 .081o
9 -2.,47 .27500 .27509 .0S009

10 3.307 .20,,S .2",05 .0088,
11 3.926 .28500 .20501 .00001
12 4.4162 .29000 .29994 -. o0006
13 3.922 .20500 .28497 -. 080$
14 3.377 .2800 .27996 -. 0,004
15 2.832 .275- .27495 -. 80005
16 2.286 .27"0 .26993 -. 00007
17 1.744 .26580 .26494 -. o0o06
10 1. 2" .2"080 .25994 -. 0s0e
!9 .;55 .25500 .25493 -. 00007
20 .109 .25"00 .24991 -. 00009
21 -. 43k.-7 .24580 .24495 -. 00805
22 -. 975 .24008 .23994 -. 00006
23 -1.520 .23500 .23492 -. 08000-.

Displacemer, a 0 uM85s volts .2489038"..'

Correl 2 son Coefficiemn- .999.99185

S~ndarG , .. st I on: .00000173 Sand+wrd error of e$s imae .6000000
95% Conf :e-ce limits--lover: .00919 Upper: .00920
hinisum 9 P.erence=-.0$089 haximum difference- &80010
Percen% m'.Pmum errors-1.01932 Percen maxismum error- 1.064896

.29

.2?

-4 .25

.2

.21 -,

-10 -B -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 0 10
Volts

C-103



Todav's dawe 3/13'Si LVDT Si:.: DSST
Pfersonnel: HANK Conditioner Serial Numbdr: "TS 1183
Calibration temperature: 78F LVDT Strial number GAGE Y

Index Volts Displacement Prediction Difference
1 -1.101 6.60666 -. 0001o -. 60016
2 -. 568 .995O .88499 -.99061
3 -. 021 .01966 .01066 .0006
4 .569 .615S6 .01504 .66004
5 1.040 .6200 .92663 .00643
6 1.576 .62566 .62561 .ee061
7 2.19S .63066 .63666 -.00006
6 2.633 .63586 .03506 .06006
9 3.167 .o46S8 .04903 .68603
to 3.696 .64588 .64506 -. 66066
11 4.220 .05,80. .64993 -eeo087

Displacement * .60946268e volts * .61625245

Correlation Coefficient- .99999616

Standard deviation: .66666274 Standard error of estimate .9966668e
95c Confidence limits--louer: .98939 Upper: .06941
Minimum difference.-.66610 Maximum difference- .6o666
Percent minimum errors-1.61160 Percent msximum errors .63486

Mean Displacement % .60191796 * Volts + .11973719
Humber of runs a 3
Standard deviation of Slope a .01032635
Standard deviation of Zero-intercept * .01865W -*

S

.07

X .034

a
Gws

-. 002

0.2

-.6e-.. -. •

Volts
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.CLIP GAGE NUMBER HTS 3818 TRIAL HLMDER I
TODAYS DATE IS 6/27/86
CLIP GAGE HTS 0610 VOLTAGE IS READ OH DVM * 782
EXCITATION VOLTAGE-FOR CLIP GAGE ,TS 0810 IS 3.23 7 " I.". INITIAL POINT a .25 STEP SIZE - .005 - , IV

CLIP GAGE #MTS 0810 USED FOR DATA ACQUISITION6/27/86

LOAD and DEFLECTION VALUES AS ACQUIRED
LOAD = SLOPE x DEFLECTION + CONSTANT

CORRESPONDING SLOPE ............ a 87.9911761991 INVERSE a .811364775915
ALTERNATE NETHOD SLOPE ......... - 87.9916647431 INVERSE a .91136479886
THE Y INTERCEPT ................ a -16.3525686379
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION R-2 * .999996651446
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R ...... . .999999625722
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE ..... a 2.34753333333E-S9
rTANDARD DEVIATION OF SLOPE .... - 7.36966651691E-07
99% CONFIDENCE ON SLOPE IS ..... . 67.9766926572 < SLOPE < SC.S662649125
THE INVERSE SLOPE RANGE IS ..... a 1.13629274191E-S2 ( SLOPE C

1.13667244111E-82

LORD and DEFLECTION VALUES INTERCHANGED
(X) a SLOPE x (Y) + Constant

CORRESPONDING SLOPE ............ a .81136479886 INVERSE - 67.9918847431
ALTERARTE METHOD SLOP.E ....... w .811364775915. INVERSE a 87.9911761991
TUE'Y INTERCEPT a 9..... ,18584297956
COEFFICIENT OF DETERNINATION R-2 - .999998651446

:CORRELRTION COEFFICIENT R ...... - .9"9999625722
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTINATE ..... - 1.81756198476E-85
STANDARD DEVIATION OF SLOPE .... a 5.71443115329E-93
99i CONFIDENCE ON SLOPE IS ..... a 1.13628498941E-92 ( SLOPE <

1.*13667468939E-62

THE INVERSE SLOPE RANGE IS ..... = 67.9759166453 ( SLOPE ( 88.906699E417

POINT 3 1 DV" a 5.637580 DEFL ..256 DIFF a 6.888668 PD a .24991
POINT 6 2 DVN a 5.1991S0 DEFL.w .245 DIFF a .436488 PD a .24493
POINT # 3 DVM a 4.761780 DEFL a ,.240 DIFF a ?.437400 PD - .23996
POINT # 4 DVII• 4.323908 DEFL a .235 DIFF - .437998 PD*= .23498
POINT 0 5 DV" a 3.865306 DEFL a .236 DIFF a '.438508 PD a .23868
POINT 0 6 DVI - 3.445660 DEFL a .225 DIFF a .439560 PD - .22509
POINT 0 7 DVM = 3.866686 DEFL a .220 DIFF a .439866 PD = .22881
POINT 0 8 DVII a 2.567930 DEFL - .215 DIFF a .438876 PD a .21583
POINT 3 9 DVM * 2.129166 DEFL - .218 DIFF a .438750 PD a .21064
POINT # 18 DVM - 1.698366 DEFL - .205 DIFF a .436889 PD - .28505
POINT 0 11 DVh * 1.249968 DEFL a .228 DIFF a *.448326 PD - .20805
POINT 3 12 DV S t8t6116 DEFL - .195 DIFF a .439870 PD - .19585
POINT 0 13 DVB a .37?430 DEFL - .190 DIFF a .439686 PD - .19885
POINT # 14 DVM " -. 069087 DEFL - .185 DIFF a .439517 PD = .18586
POINT * 15 DVI - -. 510596 DEFL - .189 DIFF a .441503 PD = .180804
POINT 0 16 DVI a -. 951260 DEFL a .175 DIFF a .448699 PD a .17503
POINT 0 17 DVII a-.-1.391850 DEFL = .170 DIFF a .440578 PD - .17882
POINT 3 16 DVM a -1.833248 DEFL a .165 DIFF - .441390 PD a .16591
POINT 0 19 DVI = -2.274626 DEFL - .166 DIFF = .441388 PD .15999
POINT * 28 DVM a -2.716210 DEFL a .155 DIFF a .441598 PD a .15497
POINT 3 21 DVM a -3.158060 DEFL a .15e DIFF a .44179e PD a .14995
POINT 0 22 DVI a -3.5999086 DEFL a .145 DIFF a .441986 PD a .14493
POINT 3 23 DVI a -4.641200 DEFL - .148 DIFF a .441309 PD a .13992

C-i05
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LgAK-IFUME-MMy C ITIEIA APPL 85 TO ciguFOMa P293SLWANT TAMI

K. N. Gotter
Fracture Proof Deesign corporation

St. Louis, go
4NIJUML*size. fracture meca.rjw~nsPia~elpe can N- tc

define Inspection &ad material toughnss.
A ieek-bsere~burt (LII) criteria, based en requirements.

I inser-e tee Ia. fracture maehanlee, urns aSol led. to
typieel preesueat loade fabricated frois oryofermed To that end, the leak-before-buret (LOB:
TflO stainless steel. The In3 criteria Included esneespt is a useful measure of the telorence of Sb.
eenctderetiem of afb-gritlcai flow grout& via pressure, vessel; to defects. that It. Its danag
fatigue and sustained load mechanisms. The tolerance. Thle simple concopt beging with tow
analytical reltse. developed Msing toughness data enmses otln that a crack-liIke defect exists In tow
obtained from asuponeo were ver ifiled by fell wagee Vesse (Figure Is) and that the crafk propagates b)
preesoe vessel tests of two designs. Fer the a fatigew crack growth ter other) mechanis un ls
verificeat ion tests, flaws were Intredased Into boew It penetrates the wall of the vessel (Figure lb
octal, vold octal eOW 11* reglons andl esabesolently which resul'ts in a detectable leack (Figur Ic). A!
pressure @70 led to leakage follOwed -by break-through, the mlnlmes asio of the crass
overpreesmre. It 18 shown that the margins of causing the leat is aessmed to have a length, fc
safety attainable using a LOS criteria are of twice the wall thickness. It, or longer
Inverely Proportional to -the "Msie root. of the Naturally, the larger the crack that can be
wall thickness when other Parameters are held -tolerated, the easier It 16 to4etect the leak a*.
eassstmnt. Iscess of the motet of fabrication. 'the larger the margin against feailure.
censideratioen of veld reeidual stress ef fects cald
bending stress"e due to misalignment wag not
necessary. Signifficant margins based en LBO
characterlstlcs were demonstrated for effective
crack lengthe that *wer lIn Samee of thece expected
for oft-service Conditions aNd In *eosee of flaw
sixes detectable by noormal ISI methede.

c) Aessmed Length for Detectable Leak
and Stability Calculations (to 1 20)

Oring 1334 anid 133.'the auther participated
In the review of the Integrity of cryoformed
elta Inieu steel fla*S. It becft* a"prent "Irng
thoes meet lags that the true damage tolerance
capacity of each tenosa endthIr likely eleek- b) At BreaKthru01h
bsfors-burstO (LOS) character bad not been
demonstrated by test er sly analysis. The lack of a
valid analysis stemsed fron the fact that no
fracture toughness data existed for threugh-
thickness cracks. Accordingly. It was suggested
that fracture toughness dataý and Crack growth
resistance cures be obtained from Coupon tests and
a LBO analytic he performed. In view of the
potential significance Of a LIN demonstration. i
verification teats were jlanned In 'rder to yeritfy
the lekbfr-ertcharacter of typical tood;*.
T9-6rder to obtain verification qf the true a) Atasmed Initial defect
residul strength of vessel* containing cracks, a
teat program was begmu. This paoe details the
findings Itom the full deals tests of 11 an 3Fogre lOCrack Propagation for LIn
Inch dismoter. cryofermed end aged TP301 stainless -

steel Spherical tuank. Vhgam. ~~~en tFptr ean

The eurreat doesig philoesephies for -higp The Procedure for the fabrication of Ira
energy* pressure vessels. In safety relasted spherical tanks Consisted of hydreferming th,
applicatione. faincue" the Consideration of the hemispheres, machining the hemispheres and then TIC
integIty of the vessel baoed on fracture mechanics welding. Each tack was nea~t subjected to a dotailee
in addition to margins against tensile failure, In thespct Ion sewences flltowed by solut ion annealing
addition to providing a measure of the margin of Strengthening by cold wort at -3201
safety for a given detectabi er postulated flow ('cryoformlnOG), aging. and 1fInaly, goouf-testlng
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TheG-0lds of ithe taai were net mwaahne after Am the transformation i9 strain degeedmant only*
welldin which resulted In a slightly larger not thase directions and areas in which (plastic)
Peostion thickness In the weod region than In too strain Is a&plied are transformed. The remaining
Iass Metal. As a remit. a strain gradient exists matriX is retained as & 11ighlY tough aust*nit.. A
Is this region during tho oryoforaingt procedure. typical mlarootructure at 60a .amgnificatlon. using
bsu to strain hardening offsects. this th~icness an electrolytic ocasle said .tcat. Is *bee in
different ial in lses pronounced after the Flows so.

glalt ion of the aryofOrning process. Meacau" of
the plastic d"formation that aseemomamios the
eryufofrmiltg procedure. anm headin stress cmosnent
swa the girth said. that might he gaused by
mlsailigment during weiding. Is eliminated. This
plastic *training. In addition to tho soltion
anneal, Insuroe that no weld residual stresses,
reason.

The resuits of more than 26 huret -tests,
conducted on similarly fabricated tanks *ore
reviewed. All tanks exhibited fracture suirfaces
characteristic of tough materials. That Is. the.
fracture surfaces exhibited soee 30-405 shear
rather than the fiat fracture surface Indicative of
br ittlec behavior * Even though the runn ingo cracks
crsseed the girth weld. none of 'the burst test
fractures tended to foliow the weld metal or
heat-affected zone. This behavior Is Indicative of
high toughness at the weld metal and iiAZ. The
-faluares all appeared to initiste, In the mexum Figure 203... Metal MIorostructure (500)
affective stress region, that Is. the region near
to the transition from the sphere to the hoose. __________

.ldhtl UewStntr=. The ceast microstructura,
html ~ire of rwefemmd eti the weldeent Insuastenitic plus about a 5z delta

ferrite phase principally secated In the grain
The stainiess steei alloy formulation used for - boundarles. The delta ferrite forms when the weld

tho cryoforming, was developed In the 19se's as a metal coos from the melting point through 1905W.
closely controlled chemistry selected for The aicrostrueturs may, on socsion, be somewhat
reproduclblil~ty of process and maintainability of strained as the woel metal plastically deforms on
teugijnes and strength. It Io a dual Phase alloy cool ing to release the thermal residual stresses.
composed of a very tough sutenitic astrix with
Interlocking platelets of higa strength marteneltt. The vessel, after welding, Is solution heatS
The combination and distribut ion of phases results treated MAn water quencebd to asscure that the
'Ti a uni ign-utain ions stesi alloy microstructure microetructuro Is fully smotnitic by redissolving
comining strength with high fracture toughness. all Precipitated ahrealum * Carbides. This

significantly alters the cast weideent a a major
The thermal-mechanoica processing technique portion of the delta ferrite Is converted to

used (COyeforuinge) applies the metallurgical austenite. The residual delta forrittegrain
principal that an asitenitic allow. when strained. holdidar~y precipitates have also heen significantly.
transforms to sartensits. As the transformation to altered during the solution heat treatment and are
marteneite occurs, the micrsstructure, is legalliy observed In the microstructure, ans mill Isolated
hardened with no resultant local necking or white or unetched spheres. The mastealtic grain
thinningo of the wali during the metallurgical size formed during sOlution heat treatment Is
transformation reaction. To accelerate the slightly larger that the adjacent wrought shell
metallurgicai reaction with moniaman strain, the grain size. The smali variations In chemical
allow Is stretched at liquild nitrogen temperatures. content Inherent In the cast weld metal slightly

modlfies the amouwnt of strain required to trigger
Forming of the hemispheres, Sechioning 'ef the the marteneitic shear transformatlon. The

Woo"e aNd the welding together of the vessel cryostrained weld metal microstructuro at 500x
Cmene~ntS are completed whe the alloy Is in the magnification I* therefore somewhat settled in
highly ductilie austeonlt i101090s. noos temperature appearance but otherwise equivalent to the wrought
deformation resulting from the fabrication loads to structure as sham~ in Figure 310
some work hardening of the vessel Shoel and welds.
This In subsequently relieved by solution an=.-The low temperature aging heat treatment of
amnealing. cryoseltebtohd material Increases the ultimate

tensile Strength by 40 ksi aNd Is accompanied hy a
Sag lhal serletuetrm. Straining too allow at small gain In fracture toughness. There Is no

liquid nitrogen tomperaturo significantly alters apparent change In the aged microstructure, as
the Initial autstnitic microotructure by a shear viewed Optically. At very high magnifications a
transformation mechanism to martens Ito. Thrn very fine precipitate I* apparent at the marteflelte
transfor1Wmation occur alon the slip planes 10t the lathe to austealts matrix boundary. The Cr rich
grains respondIng; to the applied strain. The precipitate Is quite fins and of Insufficient
greater tho strain the more complete the volume to be positively Identified by presently
transformsation. The structure can be vlsualized as available diagnostic techniques.
platelets or Ilath Of high1 strength material wedged
In 8n Orderly array to support the appolied strain.
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tbreugh-thittiless tracks and f rom material of

Fracture t Woughnss test$ wSao conducted orSe1ct eand $Ciwartlmorg using pert-through tract
(FTC) Specimens to determine the Suistainedt loat
crack growth threshoid*,141 9th. After Suff icient hold
times they cyced1S the 9oe6im8" to produce teeter

throgh-te-thletnsscract hseesmsef geometriaes
* (dIC) aOt thee loaded the Specimens to fai lure.
* Baeet em their dtat. the first apblieable CTC date

became available for L85 evaluations.
Unmfortunately. thke materiel is not truly
roPbesenatitve as there was not sfiin
cryostralieig eatd the alloy chemistry was not
consistent with thateuorreetly In uso.

The work of lialerg Wasited in the.demonstrat ion of the LU charaettr of tants testedfigure 30lieit Metal ustroetructure (508 at -2WS. -He also demonstrated that the tracks were
stable at 72F when the PTC~s penetrated thet~a pmwit a meg~gan m e. "alten i i thickness of thte specimens to became through-the-SLJUjW.a. A typical mastlim Carbon low alloy Steel. thickness cracts (TC19). However. the results$on"s as type 4340. Is bested Sinto the ausionlte relative to the toughness of TC*s to qualitativerange andtoolede rapltly to immur that all of the rather thae quantitative.austeci26to isCoevertod to martensite. After

owethig.the material i0 at It* Maxilmum hardfuess Recenitly. iieCS0e 2 testet cryoformed materisalam n lowet JIM- e~. This require$ that the Stool in a nmber of conditions. lit Uset the CIC Specimenmust he *ubsOquO#6tlY temperet at 4 lower geometry for developing resistance cuve$ for agedtemperature to Increase tactilitY eatd toughness ant ueaget base metal ant aged HISA and welt metal.with a eerreemeeean lowering of Strength. The His results are compared With theJSSUlts Of priortempering leats to a flne noodle Shaped Studio* In Table 19whele it is readily apparentmicroetructure of a high, strenth eteiemti ht h roomutrc exhiblt$ excellentwitht a Itentiflesie oree tof carbliaqs 4' toughness. McCabe2 also obtainet estimates Of thecon~erts a portion of the eartenelte to ferrowt. value Of the toughness at which track extensionThe longer the tempering cycle. the coarser the bogies, the initiation toughe SS. ICI, He foundcarbltes eat the Sewer the aho~y*s hardniess and that the values wer~e in, the range of 87-122 kslijti.
-strength. This range for KI IS consisteet with the results0 of Formean. Miller& ant others. 3.4.5 *. Testing byIn contrast, the *training taring the thermal- McCabe2 elso provided dtat that conclusively Showedmechanical processing of TP301 steailoess steel some stable crack extension prior to inlstability asalloY Induces the Ilartentelte to fore In the areas showm in the typical A-curve of Figure 40ter agetOf e00ie0t $train. The former austenltic grains end material.
up as a Series Of platelets Of untransformed
austefIite gist martens.1te. Aging of the alloy IIincreases Its strength as a fine precipitate is Coe0574W860formed at the marteaste/~austenite Interface. -The-Cd M5 OW 6microstructure Is quite tifferent In appearance 1258from low alloy carson steel* aWntoi a composite of
an austenltic metrix with In1terlockted platelets of
high strength martensite. i

The two mlerostructures react quite 44
differently whee str&alne in the presence of a -
sharp notch. In both Sicrestructuret tpe marteasite 1 75 I
fractures. The Qenschet eat tempered steels hae" a c:
tong euntirmus Path through themertesitic metrix
blunts the fracture ant retaStrissates the %train at l est lemp :77 *Ithe ereck tip. This 4110,81001 why the eCryoformet FloViw Stress :233M9 its$alloy has higher fracture toughness values at Y"sHd:2E sequivalent strength levels. og ld 276h

it was fount thit 'the majority -of toughness- 0 .81 9.82 8.93 8.84 8.05vaiues reporte din the literature3 4 for eryoforusa A&* (inches)TP301 stainiess Steel range from 65 to JOS ksi/i-n
for west Metals MAI and msam Metal &Iute. $9eTaal* 10 Those values were Comoutetl from test Figure qlyplcgi Cryoformed Welt CTC &-Curve.s$eclmen with Part-through, thickness crack shape$ 301 Sees 11etai4/11L Welt Wirewhechi are not strictly applicable to the
emmenstrat$on of LN characteristics. In order to
determine whether 1.89 condit ions exist. it #snecessary to have Stst from Specimens containing



Table IS flown Temsratue Fracture Toughtness Daes

material 'Weld ""$elas Ne~ Aweage GI % Sw
(1) wire- type of toots Tesgne

UN/A PCI 3 177.4 U01 an .0"4 nef. a
IWA 3011 amC 3 1466.4 2no 23 .0001

IIAZA Cie 3 IM.4 .0001
MI/A 30K. CIC 3 143.2 M2 231 .A"
SM/AIA PC 3 144.0 SO? 215 .004

WA PlC/IC I 1in 190 1le .125 Nef. 3
UN/WA Ml 1 74 190 1in .125
WA/WA 308L FTC I GO .125
MaWAP 300L PTC 1 94 In2
VMA/A 308. FTC/=C 1 134 .125
WMA/A -011 PTCMT 1 I3V .125
"M/AU 3011 FTC 1. 6? .125

UN/A PTC(Pv) - -.1 91.5 20b .064 Ref. 5

UN/A FTC 1 101.6 2an .200 not. 6
UN/A meC 1 106.6 2M .0
Ma/A 309L PlC 1 103.6 tie.20

MIAA 3011 M 3 414.6 17$ .146 Ref.?7 Note:
Wim/m File 3 86.6 It" .146

oa/A m T av 211 216 .1 .145 should be .063
WA/A 30L C 2 63.3 an4 .146
UN/A TC 2 '102.41 an6 .145

UNWVA FTC 10 116.5.1 174 210 (.106 Ret. 4
MaWA 300L FTC 6 2.3 161 &.On)

1) Ste base metal; U-~ weld metal; PAZ- beat-al feeted Zones /As Seed;
aft /UA- unaged

2) CICw center tbrouagh-tra6k PTC- sart-tbreugh craft; PlC/IC- PTC boessm TC
after peflotrat lag thickfloU; .and. CT- comact tenslen
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ULU..JIA Irncese TOd eter vith tiame-lested Is thebee
'metal (WWsII wall). The well thisebs at too loam

~ Sal aaea.~ The arnalysis of tbromep- leesties. tel. m.we sminally 0.M $0 Iftee. Taft
'14ktniearseas i o WWm th1hoi1 taent (Flow*e Is) SOO an2 als % han em left hinfte. bet 11a41 tfaow
us lb"" an the las to sob %m lsa~rfti and Seib located In the gifts sold metal. tort - 0.121

and ageser.141 Fe te samattlee o th Seman.Us &W ank WN113 me23 loshes to
steelaeat fuiw ti sue that the diamter with tome in the girth wood metei. tell

crak i s~rt*oferd wth heraduse of .314.

repor @eeds by a inabrame totse or stress, 9. Fer TO deterlmie the i US haracter at e of the
thast emaeltmlos the stress Intenasity taster Is tonks a~ was *@Eleted as a tweest sen at the
eliven as Melan* st1~w-*~k ra lk ip. 35. in mmitifiee ot

usell thiseoe. t. 40 noe abenetee for oeus
K? e *C~a . ease$ to the sneprating pressure. P,,e. ams tee the

%Af ((1)eo ovinr ew~e. Fees. 5555M of the sawe of the it.
gy and the small omMet of cre afteronebsm.
A$. grewr to failure Che S .06 in). It Use psesible

westhe teetimn To Is pives ta-piure S in toerms to amo the toomgsrns oritotia for stadiiity
of %e a g.asff. as - EICIus.,3*8. ar Ie.WW !t tatI Mea. Per teteremes. Ken sea marw" to
are ase often Is Figaro * SAW the eertrIVutlern do both ICES and go.
to the pressure of the timid asetl on em toseego
awl&". the seproesoia The reomits for task SIN 104 for Fe a 3.101

psi and pio m, 4.06 Pei are sho In Pi@W6 .eVF
% - OX (Greek winý pMOser) (3) flaw leONS ts -s 3t SteaK 4 141. It Is aPpsOrnt1

that this tank Gas toleraetf loame of Tt So Sempa
weseused wher p In the Internal preessot. (pei) in at Pý home still maistais LS conditions. The
the "We.t Using the teregMein craet drivinmg feree we uiso po w s eroeemds to ileaned proseurent
paiters. the total Kapp earn he lowud by the mao while that of Pass feprooemts &A *Verproowe
of eeptprvelties of Ewstioso (1) a~d (2). The corndition with a gas proemsurant. Thi* taok
effects ot the ereek-tp piasetle sowme erreetio on em eahibtod AS 91ith large =IeRti.
okeep were Irncluded Uwhereg 91mleoart.

In temo SIN 106. the rmita at FP .3,41110
Poo are siai Sir to aIN 104 Ol asseer 55 FSgaro 79.
At PM - 0.i0 loel. f Sam of §~%h 116 * .St Sis

1.8 the bas etaltu have values of Ir. a, No. uNover.
flags as lows as St are *tabie at PMR based em

KW KIt. #4515 large margine fte evident tor

The Itieme were loeated In the wolf metal 65
tent S/in 003. Fot Pmea * 4.060 psi. fisus of

- length. ISt a 4t. have KO 4 Kit. See FiIWr± s.
1.e This apssrest Improvement is toletrance to, detests.

saerea with ta~s SIN l04d aIg. is attributed to
lowe stresses is the weld than In the shell

1.8 withostt asy d~aegritis is toeb.~ms. At Pfmz -
$, e.KCapp 4 o a flow of length So - St.

The aeorgons for LBS we greater that theme for
flaws is bum =letl tot the teaseme noted.

1.0 4 The afivsts of the 23 latlh tanK. S/11 113.
___________________________ aleso shed evemsi est margins of Integity based on

a s.4 41.41 1.2 1.6 a. a LBS eriteria. At PO 4.1011 psi. Ka~ 4 Kli
tot fiows ts 4 2.St whiie no lastab ilty was

Is apeprest at Fee - 4.360 PSI aniSO - St based em
-~~xs e. - K o . Thise tuk shomed slightly loere margins

Figure Sphefrimill Soil Correction Fastor. based em 911 them the It Irnch tints as to the
F*(~m). not. 9 a 10 theater ~hIi an weld neetion. bet the msrgins

tot LOS remained esel lest. The results ippear In
e~aer Sabllt.CRALm.Stlt Margine of safety tfot. figue 0.

LS comusted mieln fractwo meshanies mothedotoeop This analysis wee booed em esespo data aft sea
rely em the soserismr of the erse drivirng toteo without the benftit of fail sgale verificatiem
or stress-Intemelty faetot. Kep with the9 tests. ts the meat Section, the verification tests
mateiwalso rjtsesie to *rack esteWss le or 11- are preseented and reviewed.
serve. Altermatoly. a teeghmes Cr~ttOri. Kmn .4Vrfetp et
Kc. ees he meod. The va loeo ot go uoed for the
stability samimelatlns Uwer takem as the mauimem elimi eserti et eepreode
values of the 3-eurwe from etf. 2 iWed @boom in the tet ocal ine in r the tersowe perforlea. The

TilO ID.results are evaluated based em fracture mechanIcs
Three" Inchr, diamnter spher leeS tank oe; osne Orincipies. The tankts hidl 11 and 23-lc diamehters

23 tinsh dlnmter splerleal tint were selested for with minoma bae" metal mell thicknesses of 0.090
-the I w@ eiyse". Taoke SIN 104 and M/N 106 owre I I and 0.2W Inches tespectively with their flaw

lecations ewarneaiod In Table 20.
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se [I> note
on Fig. 76,ý

"Ll P. 16 of main
text.
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molt ~ ~ O no ~.t. U ltchee were ot Mae the

voweels to order to latltate fatigue cracks. These
Notch" Uw all sm"-IllotleaB hAVING the Initial
aspect ratilo*. Calte)g. given to Table 30.Thle

aspect ratio weel selected to produce fatlloe cracks

cateIt the 23 Iwoh tank. SiN 113. to shown Is

toadSmacrm.for purposes of grossest W4m the
cracks Batrodteee by the 90M matchee. the vessels,
wero Suject"d to prgessrr cycles C0-P~er) shor
Poper Is shows Is Tab.1e 30-.Aftlaf. tho

thra~thethckaeecrack bad do"e Bope asi a
visible BeaU was noted. 2 of the vw~ees Uwer
simljected to the sustained loads for tfie doa 'tiom
ams prosauree FMW sham nB Tabse 44P~na~lv. Flour* lip Flid Leakage at Pa.. 4.0 *6081.
attemts to burst the tanks were made at the Tank SIN 113
overpresuese. Fall. I - ot BTab$* M0The Bead
cyc les to develop fatilute mackis were Accompi shed
uinslg an oil # water sizture to pressurize the MRt~ndtAd Crack 4;.1h
tanke. The overpressure was similarly appied
es"Ot to tank SIX 104 for which the everprese The relasoing Concer in the evaluation of the

was with vas. Integrity of the Iltank Is that Of stat ic or
sstatlaned-load crack growthk. Two sustained-load

Crack tahl"Iac, leifi conputatione were madea crack growth tests were erforaed as a part of the
for the efeci VSCrack lengths, 25*ff. for the 4 test Wagros. me crack growta was observed after 75
tanks. The asoclated valuse of KOM are shomm In bodr at Operaintlg reUssure for tank $IN 105.
Figures "Cand Identifiled as OTEST.0 The LIS Stallarly. MOMme Obseeerved for the 46 hourli at
character lot lea of all tanks were verified as shoam operattins pressur durinag the teat Of tanK SIN 003.
In flores O4-01.The promomisced leok In the~ 23 lash
tank. S/U 113. due to the large crac sela. Bo J 1qtoitratsIO 7 Indicates that the value for the

evident In floor 1l"t Pine 4.850 gel. - Iiralhoid for mistalme Bead growth. Cie. Should be
between approz~natolV M01 of the value of
Bletist$=m tMeee. Kil. Co I Is the value of Kan
At which crack estgaislloa begins,, but not
necessarly too point of iawtabsll ty. The Valne" of0
xap Shown to Table grseo With those of FOrums.7

After the caMDlot ida of the tests, the vessels
were subjected to &a ntel Burgicat examinat ion. This
onabisted of taking SM PhOtemicreg53*5 Of the
defect locations after 40"ononel the crack surface.
The pentetratiBon of the fatigue crack though the
inside wall of taft Sill 113 IS shoes in Figure 120.
The fracture surface for tank SIN 113 is shown in
Flow* 131D.Note the ENM flaw. the fatigue crack
Grewth and the shee I ipe. asseocBated with a tough
material. that wer generted at breakthrough.

- .825
J02

"1,314 - I '.09V
WELD

1-~ ~ R
*ACTUAL NOTCH SHAPE .0

Flour* 16,90M Crack Starter Notch in Tamik SIN 113 Figure WD Greaktro Noh of Crack on 10 of
Tank SIX 113
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Table IPToet Parameter

Took I/ condiltion Flow "MimIl
.Lout lef Diameter (in)

106 q53 ~ 1
003 VIM1 11
104 A4g d 11
113 Ae d 23

Table 39Cycele to Leat

Tank am Pq. (PoI) tort (in) (&It)1 ,l (in) N (cyes.)

106 4.M -. 0M6 .11 .041 2.15
008 4M." .121 .84 .074 2.945
104 3.000 .000 .23 .04 2.338
113 4,000 .314 .30 .163 1.77

Table 44AsItalnod Load Tests

Tank UN Dwat len () Pewr (pe1) .Kap (kelM)

106 27 3.475 to 4.130 54.9
l06 46 3.55 to 4.000 82.2
003 4 '41060 71.0

Table SOLIIn Verification

Tank S/ 2001ff (in) 2-ff Pmaz (PSI) K Ktoff ,, m ,m. l ,,.l. it .

106 an5 2.83 6.100 131.7 57.0o 7.
003 .363 2.00 6.•0 110.2 57.0 .177.4
104 .- 2.50 4.060 60.0 106.7 155.0
113 1.350 4.30 4.85 126.9 57.0 177.4
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_________________________________ 3. Ileeh..J. IL Selawartzborg. F.A.. ePracture
&*Webar of Cryogenical ly stretched aM stailess

Ste Used is the U-EWg Pressure Vessel. Martin

anist 'mW Cotract HAS 1113:120.

4. Private eemmaleaticn with A. Cuzeith. Aref.

FilWe 130Fracture Suf ace of LeaktIng Crack, Ia,~ 'mheb NJ, March IM6.
Tank N 1113, WMaetchan OD 5. *amsiobll.j.11., OseI Review of 1scont'

Doleweigment - Mechanical Properties of Metals.
~~huOuse.C Battelle &%wool Institute. Columiu, am.

february IS. im.

fease on the ftli Sale testa Wyormsd; It I 6. Tests eaasoeted by Thiokol Chemical Corporat ion
was found that ill of the tankst exhlblited' under NAA Contract HAnS s-11W".
leak-before-urt (US) characterisetics. with large.
narogins. for defeat* located both In base apd weld ?. Foramas. 3I.6. * tlvirenmental Crack growth
metal. Behavior of Nlgh-tringth Pressure Vessl Alloys.'

NASA ToN 0-7362 AprII 1M.75
mu. sharaeter matl wcere demonstrated by test

tsr effective aorak lengths. 11lff. between 2.83 a. BIzierW.S.. 01racture Centrol Method for
and 4.30 Itims" the wall thickness. This is Coupseite Tank* with Load Sharing Lmners.0 NASA Cit-
contrasted with an expected length at breakthrough. 13476. Juy 1075.
for in-service defects. of 2 times the wall
thickne~s. 9. sib, 0. and Dwebleff P.S.. Glasgow Moth J.. 12.

65. 1971.-
At the operating pressure selected for the 31

inch tanks, the value of KIM was maw than 9i t1sfr 10. Sib. G.and liagendort. N.C.. *Thin-lsheim
cracks having lengths greater than jt. Similar Structures. Theory. Caeriment and Desilgn.- edited
behavior was Noted for the 223nc tmalls 11"9ut dme by T. C. Pong and 1. 1. Sechier, Prentice-Nali.
to greater wail thickness, It was limited to cracks Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 1974.
having lengthe as long aso .St.

11. 11sealena. A. OLeak later* Burst and Crack
Based an coupon test data2, no differencs in Growth tinder Sustained Load Tests of 03912. S/N 105

tolerance to defects was noted betwsen the meld NT. 550*.- Ar" Deport AM NO. 259. Oct. 4. 1355.
setal. bae" metal or MU. It ales appears that aged
mats.'la. With its higher strength. ties higher
toughness than unaged materiala. This observation
was substantiated by the full scale verification
tests.

The analytical results showed that all tanks
could tolorate defects having through-th ickness
length* greater than 9t at operating pressure.
asoed an the values of overpressue cans idered.

4,0110-41000 Deil, defects gp tO St in length would
not cause failure of the tanks.

The low fatiguae crack growth rate present In
the full "ale tests translates. to additional
margins when culed with the fact that the flaw
sizes used for the tests were amas larger than that
which would he expected in actual service.

Pr-om' the review of the manufacturing
ptoosdaires. It was determined that the combined
veld procedures pleas cryoforming result In meld
res iduesalsresses at or very near zero and have
eliminated the posvibility of local beading
stresses at the meld.

1. -Standard General meoaIrseento for Safe Design
and Operation of Pressurized Missilie and Space
Systems, USW MIL-1111-1522A, May 25. 1354.

2. McCabe. D.9.. preliminary fracture properties of
cryofermod TV301 stainlema steel.* March 21.* 1906.
Materials EngIneering Associates. Inc.. Lanham. MD.
to be. puloclished.
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APPENDIX D - Fiber Wrapped Cylinder Pressure/Strain Tests

ARDE Report EG 42001-1, which describes 6" * fiber

wrapped cylinder experiments and test data correlation, is

presented in this section.
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1. Introduction and Summary

This report describes the Preliminary Model Verification

Tests performed under Task I, "Develop Prediction Methods,"

of ARDE Contract F08606-84-C-0029, "Kevlar Overwrap Study".

The purpose of the tests was to obtain fiber/resin materials

properties 4ata that would aid in the composite vessel failure

modeling analysis task, using vessels constructed of the same

fiber/resin system. The tests were designed to determine fiber

less resin Young's modulus in the fiber directions, fiber ultimate

strain and to confirm the strain transformation relations. The

testing was perforemed by Teledyne Engineering Services,

Waltham, Mass., under ARDE direction.

"Two (2) 6" diameter Kevlar -49/resin fiber wrapped

cylinders (S/N 028 and 030) were pressure tested to

failure at room temperature using hydraulic oil as the

pressurizing fluid. Pressure versus fiber strains were

monitored by a pressure transducer and six (6) each

strain gages mounted on each vessel. The test pressures

and strains were recorded on strip chart recorders.

The test results confirmed fiber material properties

and ultimate strain values to be used in the failure

modeling analysis:

(1) Fiber (less resin) Young's Modulii values of

19.5 X 103 ksi were obtained in the fiber

direction for both the hoop and helical fibers.

This result agrees closely with the 19 X 103 ksi

value given by the manufacturer (DuPont),

detailed by other investigators in the literature

and used in the failure modeling.
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(2) The maximum fiber strain measured by a 0
strain gage at rupture was 1.91%, close to

the 2% ultimate strain value to be assumed

in the failure modeling study. Hoop fiber

stress was 372 ksi, compatible with the 1.91%

strain, 19.5 X 103 ksi Young's modulus and

the 3100 psig failure pressure.

(3) Strain gage readings in the hoop, helical and

axial directions were consistent. The change

in fiber helical strain per change in pressure,

A64--, was found to be about .004 (in/in)/ksi
A P

as directly measured, or as computed from

measured hoop and axial strains, 46 and E x,

together with the 24.750 helical fiber angle.

This result confirms the classical strain

transformation relations which will be utilized

in the failure modeling analysis.

Proper installation of strain jages is generally difficult

on uneven fiber wrapped surfaces. Although post yield strain

gages (3 to 5% ultimate strain) and compatible adhesives,

together with appropriate installation techniques were used

on the 6" diameter test cylinders, most strain gages failed

at strain levels much less than 2%. This result indicates

that there is a potential strain gage installation problem

with the full scale 16" diameter fiber overwrapped test

spheres whose outer fiber surfaces are significantly more
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irregular than the outer hoop fiber wrapped surfaces

of the 6" diameter test cylinders discussed in this

report. It is suggested that consideration be given

to checking out the strain gage installation technique

by testing suitable fiber wrapped hardware prior to

testing the full scale 16" diameter composite spheres

at RPL.

2. Test Description

2.1 Test Specimen

The test specimen used is a 6" diameter Kevlar -49

fiber wrapped cylinder as shown on the sketch of

Figure 2-1fand the photographs of Figures 2-2fto

2-6f. The .fiber wrap pattern consists of two (2)0 0
each alternate layers of 24.75 helical and (900)

hoop fibers, with hoop fibers on the outer layer.

The fibers are wrapped over a rubber liner supported

by an aluminum mandrel. Port bosses and holes in

the aluminum mandrel are provided for fiber cylinder

fill, pressurization and draining. This construction

assures that the fibers alone carry the internal

pressure load. Hoop and helical Kevlar-49 fiber

(lcs resin) thicknesses were .02232" and .02016",

respectively, as given on Figure 2-19. These

test vessel fiber thicknesses were selected to

give a hoop fiber failure mode. The resin system

and cure temperature/time cycle for the 6" diameter

cylindrical test specimen is the same as that which
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Arde, Inc.
6290-1 Bd-9J 1E WVgoES

PHOTO 1 - TEST SET-UP

PHOTO 2 - TEST SET-UP

FIG. 2-2•1
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Ad,. Inc. ,,UE" DME

PHOTO 3 - VESSEL 030 READY FOR TESTING

PHOTO 4 - VESSEL 030 0
FIG. 2-3E
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FIG. 2-4E
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PHOTO 8 - VESSEL 028

FIG. 2-5E
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will be used on the 16" diameter full scale

composite test spheres. The resin is

designated HARF 53 (DER 332/RD-2/TONOX 6040

with distribution in parts by weight of

100/25/29.3) cured 3 hours at 140*F followed

by 4 hours at 248*F.

2.2 Test Set-Up

The test set-up is shown on the photographs

of Figures 2-20 2-31and the schematic of

Figure 2-76 The fiber wrapped cylindrical

test specimen was instrumented at the cylinder

center by hoop, helical and axial strain gages,

3 each at two locations 1800 apart, as shown on

the sketch of Figure 2-7E Pressure was monitored

by a pressure transducer. Strain and pressure

were recorded continuously on strip charts. The

pressurizing fluid was hydraulic oil pressurized

by an oil pump. The test specimen was housed in

a metallic box for protection of personnel upon

test vessel rupture.

3. Test Results

3.1 Fiber Material Properties and Strains

The actual test strain versus pressure traces for

the two (2) test cylinders (S/N 028 and 030) are

given on Figures 4-2Cto 4-5rof Appendix 4.2. Details

of the test data correlation are presented in

Appendix 4.1. Figures 3-1to 3-45herein are graphs 0
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of pressure versus strain for selected strain

gages derived from the test traces. Figures 3-1

to 3-35give hoop, helical and axial strain versus

pressure for test cylinder 030 and Figure 3-4

presents hoop strain versus pressure for test

cylinder 028.

Test data correlation based on an equilibrium

netting analysis (fibers only resist load) and

measured strains, resulted in fiber less resin

Young's Modulus in the fiber directions (hoop

and helical) of 19.5 X 103 ksi which agrees closely
3A

with the 19 X 103 ksi value given by DuPont and

reported in the literature by other investigators.

Fiber hoop strain at burst was measured as .0191 in/in

(See Figure 3-1fwhich is close to the 2% ultimate

strain assumed in the failure modeling analysis.

The vessel failure mode was hoop fiber failure,

as designed (See Figures 2-3Eto 2-6). Burst pressures

for the two test cylinders were very close; 3100/3080

psig for S/N 030 and 3040 psig for S/N 028 specimen.

Fiber stresses at rupture were 372 ksi hoop and

280 ksi helical for S/N 030 cylinder.

The measured hoop, helical and axial strain values

were found to be consistent. The change in fiber
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helical strain per change in pressure, , was

determined to be about .004 (in/in)/ksi as

directly measured, or as calculated from measured

hoop and axial strains, 4 and 6,,, for the 24.750

helical fiber angle. This result verifies the

classical strain transformations which will be used

in the failure modeling analysis. The effective vessel

fiber (less resin) Young's modulus in the non-fiber axial

direction derived from this data was 14.1 X 103 ksi.

3.2 Strain Gage Failures

Many strain gages failed well below rupture pressure

at strain levels much less than 2%. This is

illustrated on the Figures 4-2fthrough 4-5pressure

traces of Appendix 4.2 and the graphs of Figures 3-2f.3-39.

The undulating, uneven surface of the fiber wound

vessel presents a difficult strain gage installation

problem. It is suggested that consideration be

given to verifying the adequacy of the strain gage

type and installation technique to be used on the

full scale 16" diameter composite spherical test

vessels by means of tests of suitable fiberwrapped

hardware prior to full scale testing at RPL.
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4. APPENDICES

4.1 Test Data Correlation

4.1.1 S/N 030 Test Vessel

4.1.1.1 Notation

E = Youngs Modulus

p = Pressure

R = Radius

t = Thickness

O= angle of fiber with cylinder
axis of rotation

A= Increment

6= Normal Strain

C = Shear Strain

= Poisson's Ratio

Y= Normal Stress

Subscripts

f = Fiber

= Inclined angle direction

S= Hoop direction

X = Axial direction

D
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4.1.1.2 Equilibrium Analysis

Figure 4-1 shows schematically the

stresses, fiber directions, pressure

load and radius of the test cylindrical

vessel. Assuming that the resin does

not resist load, hoop and axial

equilibrium require that,

(2

From (1) and (2) we have,

For SIN 030 test results, Figures 2-if 3-19

OC =24.750 .02232, .02016,

P b 3100, R = 3.Q,AC4g =.0191

one obtains from (2) and (3) above the

fiber less resin stresses and hoop Young's

modulus,

3Ioo )c3
Z,.82 LAO 7C --LA#o P

D-3/oc3- 
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4.1.1.3 Strain Transformation and Measured

Strain Consistency

From Figures 3-1to 3-36,we obtain

the measured slopes of the pressure

versus fiber strain curves as,

P ;ý =/.Z z• •'

a/, = /.8 /7/-z427 o •/, (••

6  .007

tbZ z25.0 ' (Mhc/icJ

Using the classical strain transformation

relation, *

Kxo~+~n~~e ---(4)

*Stavsky, Y. and Hoff, N.J., "Mechanics of Composite

"ai
Structures," in Composite Engineering Laminates," edited

by A.G.H. Dietz, MIT Press, 1969.
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we find with( 4 x=o for hoop and

axial principal directions) o X Z oA2#4.

and the above numerical values that,

A APCO'1724-r17_4-Sn e,

or,

m/ W

This computed value using hoop and axial

measured strains agrees very closely with

the directly measured helical strain/

pressure slope of

The validity of the classical strain

transformation and the consistency of the

measured strains are therefore verified.

4.1.1.4 Helical Fiber Young's Modulus

We have from (2) and (3) with

o< Z•.-4s-7 /A- 3 t 4 r. O.Z3 , :.o.O, 6

D. 10
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Taking principal directions as hoop

and axial, Hooke's Law for the fibers

becomes*

Ex E

Substituting numerical values (5), (6)

in (7) gives with O(v 24.750, .25,

or,

1x,,7- ~ ~ ---(8)T--

From Figure 3-39, 6S .0052 at 1.4 ksi

and taking 4 2-•19 X 103 ksi, we have from

(8) the axial direction Young's modulus,

4' '76-211 ftl(zif.7r) =%ir

i0052ii i( .l

* See footnote on page D-25
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For fiber volume ratio - 2/3, the composite

axial Young's modulus is,

E (Corn sl•e) =2 3 I,/. ,Or.)t/o 1.737-/0-Arý
4.1.2 SIN 028 Test Vessel

Hoop Young's modulus is given
by

Using (5) and noting from Figure 3-4 that

/•. z , we compute from (9)

6p(* 0 0 7 4 •A & I 7P (fiber less resin)

This value agrees with the prior determined

S/N 030 vessel result, demonstrating measurement

consistency.

4.2 Strain vs. Pressure Traces

Two (2) separate time-coordinated strip chart recorders

were used in the test and an individual pressure trace was

used on each recorder to maintain accurate pressure versus

strain recording.
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OAPPEDID 3 - 1" 6 and 22-6 PSC V 1ssal Tests

This appendix gives detail descriptions of all the 16" 0 and

22" # full scale canposite vessel tests. for ease of reference, the

table of contents of this large appendix is given below.

3.1 Full Scale Composite Vessel Tests - 3-1

Instrumentation ReqPAiremnts/Procedures

3.2 16" 0 and 22" 0 P-. Vessel Test Matrix Z-33

3.3 RV-," RV-4A Tests (16" 0 PSC) 8-37

IA4 PV-5 Test (16" * PSC) E-59

E.5 RV-7 Test (16" * PSC) E-81

3.6 RV-9 Test (16" - PSC) 3-112

3.7 RV-10 Teot (16" - PSC E-138

B.8 RV-11 Test (16" Z) 3-166

E.9 RV-12 Test (22" Z) 3-196

3.10 RV-12A Test (22" 3) 3-204

E.11 RV-14 Test (16" 2) 3-234

E.12 RV-14A Test (16" E) 3-252
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E.1 Full Scale Composite Vessel Tests -

Instrumentation Requirements/Procedures

This section of Appendix E contains ARDE

document EG 42001-5 and ARDE letter 42001-KOS-

084, which define Kevlar Overwrap Study

Composite Vessel Tests Instrumentation

Requirements/Procedures and near term

experimental system checkout tests, respectively.
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SALES. ENGARD~ff INC 19 INDUSTRIAL AVE3
PHONE (201) 529-37(

Feqruary 3, 1986

Mr. Jim Miller
AFRPL/TOAE
Stop 24
Edwards AFB, CA 93523-5000

Reference: (1) Contract F08606-84-C-0029

(2) ARDE Document EG42001-8, "Keviar Overwrap Study Full
Scale Composite Sphere Testing Scope of Work"

(3) ARDE Document EG42001-5, "Kevlar Overwrap Study Full
Scale Composite Vessel Tests Instrumentation
Requirements/Procedures"

(4) AFRPL Document, AFRPL Project Number 573000RV, "Kevlar
Overwrap Study Full Scale Composite Vessel Experimental
Plan and Procedure", by Jim Miller, AFRPL/TOAE, Nov.
1985

(5) ARDE Letter 52001-KOS-080, "Transmittal of Meeting
Minutes for Kevlar Overwrap Study Test Planning Meeting
at AFRPL, EAFB, California, 12/10 to 12/12/85."

(6) Telephone Discussion, D. Gleich (ARDE) Sgt. J. Day
AFRPL, 1/22 and 1/27/86

(7) Telephone Discussion, S. Berko (ARDE) and M.
Dieckhoff (AFRPL) 1/23/86

' (8) In Reply Refer to 42001-KOS-084

Gentlemen:

This letter defines revised test sequencing for near term tests to be per-
formed by AFRPL (ref. 1 to 5). The objective of this revised near term test
sequencing is to obtain Kevlar overwrap sphere brittle liner failure mode
test data and test facility/instrumentation verification at the earliest
possible date. The revised test sequencing, effective immediately, has been
coordinated with and approved by Mr. Pete Taddie, ESMC/SEM and discussed
verbally with AFRPL personnel, ref. 6,7.

An outline of test objectives and compatible test mode brief descriptions is
set forth below. Additional data are given on Figure 2*attached, which
defines the projected time phasing for the revised near term test
sequencing.
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J. Miller 2. February 3, 1986

TEST OBJECTIVES/TEST MODES

1. TEST OBJECTIVES I

1.1 Verify tank temperature/pressure control

1.2 Verify strain gage installation/monitoring system

1.3 Verify readiness of acoustic emission (AE) equipment

TEST MODES I

1.4 Mount 24 strain gages on 16"0 composite checkout vessel
(P/N E4170 S/N 004) and hook up strain instrumentation to
recorder(s). See Figure 1ffor strain gage location and
orientation. Check out AE equipment with pencil break.

1.4.1 Pressure cycle test to check pressure/temperature control,
strain monitoring system and AE equipment. Increase the
pressure from 0 to 2000 ± 100 psig in a convenient "slow"
time and then increase the pressure from 2000 psig to 5000

psig ± 100 in 90 seconds or less and hold for 5 - 0 minutes.
+ 100

Vent pressure to 0 - 0 psig. Monitor pressure, tempera-
ture, strain and AE instrumentation outputs. Maximum numnber
of cycles is four (4).

1.4.2 Remove P/N E4170 S/N 004 from test stand, retain strain gages
and hold lank for later test.

2. TEST OBJECTIVE II

2.1 Verify hydrogen embrittlement procedure

2.2 Verify temperature/pressure/AE Equipment signals and strain
monitoring system

2.3 Perform brittle liner "dress rehearsal" test.

TEST MODE II

2.4 Same as 1.4

+ 100 + 100
2.5 Pressure cycle 0 to 5000 - 0 psig to 0 - 0 psig. Monitor

pressure, temperature, strain and AE instrumentation to
verify instrumentation/test set-up. Maximum number of cycles 0
is two (2).
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. J. Miller 3. February 3, 1986

2.6 Disassemble tank from test stand and hydrogen embrittle per
ARDE Procedure EG42001-6 Rev. A.

2.7 Re-install tank in test stand and hook up instrumentation.

+ 100
2.8 Fill vessel to operating GHe pressure (0 to 2000 - 0 psig

+ 100
in convenient "slow" time and from 2000 - 0 psig to

+ 100
5000 - 0 psig in 90 seconds or less) and hold 5000 psig
pressure level until liner rupture. Monitor instrumentation.

3. TEST OBJECTIVE III

3.1 Verify witness panel/overpressure instruments and failure
strain monitoring.

TEST MODE III

3.2 Re-install P/N E4170 S/N 004 in test set-up and perform gas
burst test.

4. TEST OBJECTIVE IV

4.1 Obtain brittle liner rupture test data on full up 16"4 tank
(P/N E4168 S/N 001).

TEST MODE IV

4.2 Assuming successful completion of Test Modes I to III,
hydrogen embrittle P/N E4168 SIN 001 and perform brittle
liner rupture test at operating pressure in accordance with
the prior verified test procedures/test set-up.

Very truly yours,

ARDE, INC. /.

7" I4--Z- C

/
DG:sr D. Gleich

Principal Investigator

0
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ASALES. ENGINEERING AND MANUARDE, INm 19 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE. MAHWAH. NEW
PHONE (201) 529-3700

May 13, 1985

AFRPL/LKLH
Mr. John Marshall
Stop 24
Edwards AFB, CA 93523-5000

Subject: Transmittal of Arde Document EG 42001-5
"Kevlar Overwrap Study Full Scale Composite Vessel
Tests Instrumentation Requirements/Procedures"

Reference: 1. Contract F08608-84-C-0029

2. Arde Letter 42001-KOS-036

3. Telcon 5/6/85 and 5/7/85 John Marshall and
Dick Grove (RPL) and D. Gleich (Arde)

4. Telcon 5/7/85 D. Gleich (Arde) and Frank Davies (PI)

5. Letter, John Marshall (RPL) to D. Gleich (Arde)
5/3/85, "Transmittal of Technical Review Comments
of Arde Document EG 42001-5, "Kevlar Overwrap
Study Full Scale Composite Vessel Tests
Instrumentation Requirements/Procedures"

6. EG 42001-8, "Kevlar Overwrap Study, Full Scale
Composite Sphere Testing Scope of Work

7. In Reply Refer to 42001-KOS-042

Gentlemen:

Subject document has been formerly issued and is transmitted to
AFRPL for use in Their testing task defined by reference 6 Scope
of work.

The formal issue subject document reflects the comments of ESMC/SEM,
AFRPL, Aerospace Corp. and PI as finalized in discussions with Arde,
references 3, 4, 5.

Very truly yours,

ARDE, INC.

DG:sr David Gleich
p.c. See separate distribution Principal Investigator

list
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EG 42001-5
Issue Date: 5/10/85

KEVLAR OVERWRAP STUDY
FULL SCALE COMPOSITE VESSEL TESTS

INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS/PROCEDURES

PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE

Contract No. FO 8606-84-C-0029

Prepared By: Approved By:

0. Gleich /S"Beyko

A.Cozepth

ARDE, INC.

19 Industrial Avenue

Mahwah, N.J. 07430
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1.0 SCOPE

This document defines the instrumentation requirements/procedures
to be used in the testing of prestressed composite Keviar 49
overwrapped cryoformed 301 CRES spheres (typified by 2.4, 2.5 &
2.6) under Patrick AFB Contract No FO8606-84-C-0029. The testing
is to be performed per 2.2 work scope and 2.3 test plan and
procedures by AFRPL, who will furnish all necessary manpower,
facilities, equipment and instrumentation.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Patrick Air Force Base Contract No. F08606-84-C-0029, "Kevlar
Overwrap Study".

2.2 EG 42001-8, "Kevlar Overwrap Study, Full Scale Composite Sphere
Testing Scope of Work".

2.3 EG 42001-4, "Kevlar Overwrap Study Full Scale Composite Vessel
Test Plan and Procedure "TBD".

2.4 Arde Drawing E4168, "Pressurant Tank Composite"

2.5 Arde Drawing E4171, "Pressurant Tank Composite - Ductile Made
Wrap"

2.6 Arde Drawing E4170, "Test Set-Up Pressurant Tank Composite -

Patrick AFB".

2.7 EG 42001-6, "Liner Hydrogen Embrittlement"

2.8 EG 42001-7, "Machining Defects in Metal Tank Wall by EDM Process"

2.9 MIL-STD-45662, 5 January 1983, "Calibration System Requirements"

3.0 TEST CONDITONS

3.1 Atmospheric Conditions

Unless otherwise specified in 2.3, testing shall be conducted at
external ambient conditions existing at AFRPL. Sun shading shall
be provided, wherever practical, to minimize the temperature rise
in the test article, lines, plumbing and pressurant gas.
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3.2 Test Measurement Tolerances

Unless otherwise specified, the maximum allowable tolerance of
test conditions (exclusive of instrument accuracy) during the
testing of the vessels (2.4, 2.5 & 2.6) shall be as follows:

a) current 5%
b) deflection 5%
c) flow rate 10%
d) frequency 2%
e) pressure, barametric 5%
f) pressure, fluid 2%

-6
g) strain 500 x 10 (in/in)
h) temperature 5 degrees F
i) time 5%
J) velocity 10%
k) voltage 5%
1) weight 5%

3.3 Accuracy of Test Equipment

A calibration system conforming to MIL-STD-45662 (2.9) shall be
utilized to control the accuracy of instruments and facility type
test equipment used to monitor and control test parameters. The
accuracy of special test equipment used to control and monitor
test parameters shall be validated periodically and the validation
period shall be less than the calibration period of any instrument
contained with it. All instruments and test equipment used in
conducting tests shall conform to laboratory standards whose
calibration is traceable to the prime standards at U.S. Bureau of
Standards. The instrumentation used to monitor pressure, strain,
displacement, temperature, time and acoustic emission signals
shall be calibrated immediately prior to the start of testing.

4.0 MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED

Measurements requ'red are defined for each test mode, i.e., pre-
test processing/checkout experiments and full up test modes
(brittle liner failure and leak before burst ductile liner failure
modes). Instrumentation details/requirements to obtain this
measurement data are given in Section 5.0 herein.

4.1 Pre-Test Processing/Checkout Experiments Measurements

4.1.1 Hydrogen Embrittlement/Strain Gage Installation Check/Acoustic
Emission Applicability (Ref. 2.2 and 2.7).

4.1.1.1 Pre-Pressurization

a) acid solution composition
b) depth and volume of acid solution fill
c) charging current and voltage
d) time versus events (charging and hold)
e) photographic coverage
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4.1.1.2 Pressurization Mode
As function of time with common time base:

a) pressure (gas)
b) fiber strain
c) temperatures (gas, tank, strain gages)
d) acoustic emission signals
e) fragment velocity and overpressure (if fibers rupture)
f) ambient conditions (pressure, temperature, humidity)
g) photographic coverage

4.1.1.3 Post Test

a) post test inspection
1) visual inspection of outside and inside surfaces

(boroscope, if applicable) and note condition of
specimen and type of failure; describe fragments (if
applicable).

2) pack and ship test specimen (all parts) to Arde for
further inspection/evaluation

b) data documentation

1) document post test inspection results (including

sketches and photos)

S2) review and update test logs and data

3) transmit test reports and data to Arde (see 2.2 Scope of

Work)

c) photographic coverage

1) sufficient 3" X 5" or larger black and white photographs
to adequately describe post test specimen condition;
three (3) photographs minimum

2) Provide title/legend as part of photograph

4.1.2 System Checkout Tests (Ref. 2.2)
As function of time with common time base:

a) GN2 parameters (pressure, temperature and flow for system and
tank)

b) heat exchanger characteristics (temperature and pressure drop,
flow)

c) tank (fiber strain, metal, strain gage and fiber temperature,
GN2 parameters)

d) valve and pressure regulator settings/sequencing

e) ambient conditions (temperature, pressure, humidity)

f) photographic coverage
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4.2 Full Up Composite Sphere Tests Measurements

4.2.1 Hydrogen Embrittled Liner Test Mode
As function of time with common time base:

a) Tank Input Parameters
1. GN2 internal pressure, temperature
2. metal, fiber and strain gage temperatures
3. ambient (temperature, pressure, humidity)

b) Tank Response Parameters
1. fiber strain
2. fiber displacement
3. acoustic emission signals (if applicable)
4. fragment velocity and overpressure (if fibers rupture).

c) S'stem Parameters
1. GN2 pressure, temperature, flow rate
2. heat exchanger characteristics (temperature and pressure

drop, flow rate)
3. valve and pressure regulator settings/sequencing

d) Post Test
1. post test inspection
2. data/documentation

e) Photographic Coverage
Still and motion picture coverage as applicable, from pre-
test through post test modes.

4.2.2 Leak Before Burst (LBB) Liner Test Mode
Same as 4.2.1 except:

a) valving, plumbing and tank pressure measuring instrumentation
shall facilitate isolating the tank from the rest of the
system and permit the monitoring, during hold at operating
pressure, of any pressure decay to indicate a tank leak, as
set forth in detail in 2.3 test plan and procedure.

b) the pressure cycling spectrum, including holds at operating
pressure, shall be as defined in 2.3.

4.3 Data Recording

All measured data as appli-cable during pre-test, calibration and
test modes shall be recorded with a common time base. The
recorded data, together with test logs, shall be presented in a
form convenient for analysis by PISCES 2D ELK computer program.
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5.0 INSTRUMENTATION DETAILS/REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Overview

A schematic of test tank instrumentation indicating the type of
tank measurements required is sketched on Figure 1F. Recording
instruments, acoustic emission monitoring equipment, blast
overpressure and fragment velocity monitoring devices are not
shown on Figure 1F. Specific instrumentation details/requirements
are discussed in 5.2 following:

5.2 Instrumentation Details

5.2.1 Kevlar 49 Fiber Strain Monitoring (See Figures 1, 2, 3, 4)
Requirements: F I'

Maximum Strain 2%
Bandwidth 80 KHZ

Instrumentation System:
a) Sensor:

1) Micromeasurement (Type EA06)
2) Four element bridge; dummy gage mounted close to active

element

b) Cables:
1) RG 58/RG 62 coaxial cable to tape machine and Twinax to

preamplifier

c) Signal Conditioning:
1) Pre-amplifier 100/80 KHZ
2) Calibration System: Relay switching system to provide

end to end calibration by insertion of appropriate
resistors.

d) Recording System:
Wideband Group II FM tape recorder or
Wideband Group I direct record tape recorder
Wideband Group I FM (80 KHZ)

e) Temperature measurement at active and dummy elements
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Number of Channels:
Brittle liner failure 24 channels.
Twelve (12) bi-axial gages equispaced on two (2) great
circles ten degrees from equator.

Ductile liner failure 8 channels.
Four (4) bi-axial gages, 1/2" from flaw, spaced 90 degrees
apart.

Data Processing:
Strain-time history plots. Digitized data on a VAX
compatible tape (1600 BPI, 9 track ASCII character set with
record length block set and number of files specified).

NOTE: AFRPL to send PI tape with signal on it for PI
comment.

Strain Gage Procurement: Gages from one (1) lot

Strain Gage Mounting Requirements:
Use separate support posts for connectors to isolate them
from shock and vibration (See Figure 1).
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Data Processing:
Strain-time history plots. Digitized data on a VAX
compatible tape (1600 BPI, 9 track ASCII character set with
record length block set and number of files specified).

NOTE: AFRPL to send PI tape with signal on it for PI

comment.

Strain Gage Procurement: Gages from one (1) lot

Strain Gage Mounting Requirements:
Use separate support posts for connectors to isolate them
from shock and vibration (See Figure 1).
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FIGURE 2F

*) Strain Gauge Mounting Requirements
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FIGURE 3 F

* Basic Strain Gauge Recording System
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Shell Displacement
Measurement Requirements (See Figure 1,5)

Mounting:
Rigidly mount sensor heads to define their reference positions

Requirements:

Maximum displacement - - i/cms.

Resolution - 0.05 cms, 10 usec.

Bandwidth - 70 KHz

Instrumentation System:

a) Sensor

i) Fatonic KDC4SL/KT-245HF. Fiberoptic noncontact
sensor,

b) Cables

(i) RG 213 coaxial cable or Twinax.

e) Signal conditioning

i) KD-245 signal conditioner located in forward
bunker. Fiber optic cable from KD-245 to sensor
head.

d) Recording System

Wideband Group I FM tape recorder or equivalent.

Number of Channels:

Brittle Liner Failure: Four sensors equispaced around the
Sequator. I

Ductile Liner Failure: Single sensor located immediatelyabove flaw.

Data Processing:

Plotted displacement time histories, digital data print
outs, digitized data on VAX compatible tape.

a02.0-4
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Temperature Measurement Requirements
(See Figures 1, 6)

Requirements: r

150OF

Bandwidth > 1 KHz

Instrumentation System:

a) Sensor

Chromel/Alumel thermocouples with reference
junction.

b) Cables

Twisted Shielded Pairs

c) Signal Conditioning

i) Preamplifier

ii) Calibration (end to end) by use of known voltage
sources.

* d) Recording System

Datalogger.

Number of Channels:

Brittle Liner Failures

Strain gauge temperatures 24
Gas temperatures 4

Ductile Liner Failure

Strain gauge temperature 16
Gas temperatures 4

Thermocouples used to detect gas temperatures must have fast
response, i.e., low thermal capacity.

Data Processing:

Temperature time history plots, digitized data print out,
VAX compatible magnetic tape file.

8542.O0?
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Tank Pressure
Measurement Requirements

(See Figures 1,1

Requirements:

5000 psi

Bandwidth - > 1KHz.

Instrumentation System:

a) Sensor

Piezo-resistive pressure gauges.

b) Cables

Twisted Shielded Pair

c) Signal Conditioning

i) Preamplifier

ii) Calibration system

d) Recording system

Datalogger

Number of Channels: 4

Monitor pressures at vessel and reserviors.

Data Processing:

plots of pressure time histories and digitized data print
out.

8--0-96
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* Valve Closure Requirements

Requirements:

Valve positions unambiguously identified.

Bandwidth - > 1 KHz

Instrumentation System:

a) Sensor: Microswitches

b) Cables-: Twisted Shielded Pairs

c) Signal Conditioning

d) Recording System: Datalogger.

Number of Channels: 5

Data Processing:

Print out defining times of valve position changes.
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Timing, Firing and
Monitor Requirements

Requirements:

Time correlation of all measurements

Instrumentation System:

IRIG time on all tape recorders and data loggers.

Data Processing:

History of time of all events such as tape starts and camera
activation.
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a

Fragment Velocity 0
Measurement Requirements

Requirements:

Maximum velocity - 20 meters/sec.

3600 coverage

Instrumentation System:

a) Sensors

i) High speed cameraS- 2000 fps Hycam or Fastex
h5000 1 Kc Timing

ii) Witness panels - (foam, plywood. or celetex)

Number of channels:

i) Cameras - 2 split image.
ii) Witness panels - 8 ranges on 4 radials. Provide360 degree coverage gn a sinple range for brittlerupture. For LBB only need a oa gone in region of flatData Processing:

Developed film.

Photographic documentation of witness panels before
recovery.
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E.2 16" 0 and 22" 0 PSC Vessel Test Matrix

Table E-1 herein contains the 16" 0 and 22"

PSC Vessel Test Matrix and brief descriptions of

test specimens employed, test objectives and key

test results. Additional details for each test

are given in following sections E.3 to E-12.

0

0
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0

E.3 RV-4, RV-4A Tests (16" 0 PSC)

There was no liner failure in test RV-4.

The vessel was then re-embrittled and

repressurized in test RV-4A.

E.3.1 Test Vessel Description

* P/N E4170, S/N 002 (Kevlar Overwrapped 301 Cryo

CRES Composite Sphere)

* Kevlar Fiber (less resin) thickness - .154" (100%

Baseline Thickness)

# Metal Thickness - .05 nominal

* Inside Radius - 7.66"

* Hydrogen EmbrIttlement Mode = Global

a Electrolyte Solution -

20 cc H2S04 + 980 cc Tap H2 0
1000 cc solution

* Solution Additive = none

* Sensitize liner inside surface - No

*Charging Current Density = .005 amps/in 2 of

surface to be embrittled

I Charging Time = 60 hours (RV-4), 72 hours (RV-4A)

*Hold Time Before Test - 12 hour (RV-4), 2-1/2

houra (RV-4A)

' Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled0



E.3.2

INST~RU~MENTATION OBSERVATIONS. ~it2)- AIE.3.2.1

KEVLAR TEST 004, 25FEB86. Project numoer 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. The vessel was oressurized from 20@0
oslo to 5000 osig in slightly less than 60 seconds. and Pressure
was maintained for about another 8 minutes. Pressurization was
areceeded ov a 150 second ourae for cool down from the initial
amoient condition: the tank vent was closed, and oressure was
increased to 2000 osig for a 30 second hold before startinr the
final oressure increase to 5000 osig. No leak was observed.
Frost aooeared on the vessel and remained for at least 30
minutes. The vessel did not ruoture. Reembrittlement and
retestina were scheduled. Vessel S/N 002, which was hydrogen
emorittled. was tested in a horizontal configuration.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

Data analyst's comments. The ITT data analyst's comments follow:
"S65/7105, 666/7106. S618/7118. SG19/71t9. S622/7122 were not
amolified - (or) recorded: S69/7109, S613/7113, S621/7121 bad -
not able to calibrate; S620/7120 ooes bad at 267 seconds."

Delta strain measurement. The data araohs from the FM do not
snow the initial condition strain because the oressurization was
started orior to starting the FM taoe. Measuring the initial
strain level is a contractor requirement because delta strain
measurement is a key oarameter. This is an action item reouiring
a modification to future testing Procedures.

IRIG time code. IRIG time code format was satisfactory.

Grag-p. Three cooies of data were made for TOA. The initial
graohs were filtered at 100 Hz, and the digitized sample rate was
1024 samoles per second; data were plotted at one point every 400
milliseconds. The graphs contained a few soikes. Time exoansion
of some of the soikes revealed their shaoes are similiar; the
strain droos rapidly in a single dip from the initial condition
at an abrupt inflection, reverses direction rapidly at the bottom
of the dip and rapidly ascends to a Point slightly past the
initial condition where it changes direction in a single slow
overshoot that recovers in an overdamped orofile that settles
without major oscillation at the initial condition. Additional
analysis of the soikes at a much higher samole rate may uncover
their true shapes without the filter distortion present on the
initial graohs, which were required to identify the spikes exact
time locations for suoseouent analysis. The spikes may reoresent
fiber snapoing, debonding, or crack noise; on this test 18 gages
had completely debonded, and the remaining 6 were partially
debonded after the test; a decision was made to improve the
mounting technioue by sanding, etc. Visual inspection of the
Kevlar surface after the test revealed small fractures in the
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moisture barrier. Trace identifiers are periodic and are also
automatically generated on excessively large data excursions.

QUALITY CONTROL CHECK. A Quality control check of the strain
parameter was donei the resistance RCAL in the bridge completion
circuit indicated a plus 2.3mv shift; physically placing the RCAL
resistor across the active gage also caused a similiar shift,
which confirms the established arbitrary polarity convention for
comoression is plus and for tension is minus.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DISITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA. Immediately after the test, three ouick-look plots
were compared: item 1901, Tank Pressure; item 7123. Strain Gage
#23; and item 2208, Vessel Temperature #12. Comparing graphs
indicate better correlation probably exists between the strain
gage and tank pressure than between the strain gage and tank
temperature. This was determined by laying down the strain gage
graph face uo on a light box and turning over the tank pressure
graph and laying it face down over the strain gage graph (to
correct for the opposite polarity); if the major points of
inflection are observed, an impressive correlation is apparent;
note how most of the inflection events occur slightly ahead in
time on the strain gage graph, which is consistent with the
strain gage channel's higher freauency response; also note how
the small tank pressure variations, which are caused by cycling
the pressurization valve during the steady-state condition, are

* reflected in the strain channel. Later it was confirmed that the
tank temperature #12 had a polarity reversal, and this data is
not correct; it is similiar to the family of curves generated by
adjacent thermocouples, however; but, it just can't be flipped
over to correct for the reversal because of nonlinearities in the
mv-to-F transform; we will not reauest that this problem be
resolved by the data analyst unless it is established that the
work would be worth the effort. Strain gage #11 can be used in
place of strain gage #12, for strain gage #11 is only 4 inches
away from strain gage #12.

REQUEST FOR CORRELATION ANALYSIS. A rigorous step-wise
rearession correlation analysis has been reauested, and this will
oe provided by the data analyst. Briefly, the strain gage will
be correlated with the tank pressure to find the residuals; the
residuals will be correlated with the temperature, and the
results will be evaluated by a mathematician and discussed in a
short report.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION IMPRESSIONS. Supplied to ARDE directly by AET.

AIR PRESSURE SENSORS did not oroduce any significant data because
the tank did not rupture.

SUMMARY. As the tank was pressurized to about 5000 psig, the
* strain gages responded with a tension strain of about 4800

2
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microinches/inch. During pressurization, all of the tank
temoeratures decreased; the temoeratures near the strain gages
started out between 95 to 130 degrees F, rose about 5 F degrees
above the initial condition, and then dropped rapidly 25 to 35 F
degrees below the initial condition during steady oressurization
before settling out to their final smooth behavior orofiles after
steady-state tank pressure was reached. Boss and gas
temperatures behaved similiarly except orominent undershoots are
evident just prior to steady pressurization; the undershoots are
consistent with the raoid vessel cooling experienced during the
purging associated with the cool down phase and the location of
the sensors.

REVISION RECORD. Initial issue: 4MAR86. Filename: testrv4.
Revision A: 18MAR86: added paragraph on impressions from the
digitized FM data. Revision B: 7APR86; added text to the summary
and consolidated the ouick-look impressions. Added text to the
digitized FM data to clarify samole rate, etc. Revision C:
8APR86: corrected S/N from 004 to 002. Exoerimental procedure
oaragraph expanded. Improved spike description in digitized FM
data. Acoustic emission imoressions and air oressure paragraphs
added.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. The embrittlement
orocedure was started at 1130 PST 15FEB86. Arde orocedure EG
42001-6 Rev A was followed. Sixty hours of embrittlement was
comoleted at 2330 on 17FEB86; the tank was drained, flushed and
ourged. The tank was placed in Bldg 9665 for a 12 hour hold; at
0900 the tank was olaced on the test stand, and instrumentation
was hooked up; at 1120 on 18FEB86 the test was started.

DISTRIBUTION. ITT, ARDE, AFRPL.

3
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INSTRUMENTATION OBSERVATIONS.(55 Wrft. S4'LnI~~w~.E1 )

tKEVLAR TEST 804A, 17MAR86. Project number 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

Cool Down _nd Int1 1 ja E*RLijri.i;&ion CyIIL Pressurization was
preceeded by a 60 second purge for cool down from the initial
ambient condition; the tank vent was closed, and pressure was
increased to 2060 psig for a short hold before starting the final
pressure increase to 560W psig. No leak was observed during the
hold period.

Ei'11 2£•rMia.tion Rampl. The vessel was pressurized with a
steady ramp from 2000 psig to 5000 psig in about 27 seconds, and
pressure was maintained near 5100 psig for a 150 second hold
period with some minor pressure readjustments. There were no
major leaks. Following the hold period, pressure was maintained
within a 5000 to 5600 psig bandwidth by the following three
distinctly separate pressurization adjustments.

First Re ressurizatign •C1• •e The pressure was raised from about
5100 psig to 5586 psig and the vessel started to leak.
Pressurization was stopped. The pressure loss profile that
followed was smooth and almost linear. The loss rate was small,
1.5 psi/sec.

SSecond BrEU&Iu_ riai_2D •ig Repressurization continued when
the pressure dropped to 5360 psig, and it was stopped at 5540
psig. The vessel continued to leak. The pressure loss profile
that followed was smooth and almost linear. The loss rate
increased slightly to 1.7 psi/sec.

Mhird Reress2uurization Cyc.lE Repressurization continued when
the pressure dropped to 5450 psig, and it was stopped at 5640
psig. The vessel continued to leak. The pressure loss profiie
that followed was again smooth and almost linear. The loss rate
increased slightly again to 2.5 psi/sec.

P&ssure _a_ cslt_ . As pressure decay continued, the rate of
Cecay remained almost linear; when the pressure reached 4940
psig, the tank was vented in one step to zert, psig.

Post Test Obrnat ions. The vesuiel retained its shape; no pieces
separated from the vessel. The vessel was checked (before/after
borescoping) for leaks at 2000 psig with yellow sea dye and tap
water, which readily oozed through many pinholes in the Kevlar
overwrap.

C•hfr Dtlaij.. Vessel S/N 002, which was hydrogen embritled, was
tested in a vertical configuration. Because the vessel leaked,
reembrittlement and retesting was not done. The vessel was
borescoped and hair line cracks were detected.
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The vessel was returned to ARDE by AFRPL where it was cut in half
and a large crack, approximately two-thirds around the girth, was
noted along with numerous hair line cracks.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK DATA. No quick-look data was
generated for immediate post-run evaluation.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM. To
conserve record time, the data systems were started after the
2WO psig point was reached, and the initial condition data
values are missing from the data cut but are available from the
calibration zero cut. This condition will be corrected on
subsequent tests.

GhQ!9_b£ Pregsure Graghs. The PCI/1901 and PVSOUT/1904 graphs
were essentially identical. The PC1/1901 graph indicates after
the pressure was stabilized at 2800 psig, it remained steady with
less than a 5 psig drop for 2 minutes. Then the pressure was
adjusted upward three times followed by three periods of pressure
losu; the slopes of the loss rates progressively increased after
each pressure readjustment. Similiar loss slopes exist on the
TBALL gas temperature thermocouple. Speculation as to the cause
is reserved, except to note the ball started to leak at 5500
psig.

Strain Gait@§ 2h- The only S/8 on the DACS, S82143/7124,
operated satisfactorily. The S/8 profile was almost an exact
duplicate of the PC1 profile, except for scaling and polarity
differences. No major spikes appeared.

T_eM2_erature Graghs_ All of the T/Cs worked satisfactorily.

Strain Gage T/Cs: During pressurization, after the 2000 psig
point, all 6/8 T/Cs increased about 15 to 25 F degrees above
their 53 to 70 degrees F initial condition. Each S/6 T/C was
within a family of curves with a reasonably smooth increasing
tendency modulated with explainable inflections, moderate
magnitude excursions and slopes consistent with system time
constants, sensor locations and heating rates.

Other T/Cs: The behavior of the boss, ball and heat exchanger
temperatures was within normal limits. While probably not of
importance, it is noted the boss outlet temperature was lower
than the boss inlet temperature, and this is the reverse of what
was observed on the first test; the boss outlet temperature was
more sensitive to temperature changes caused bL the tank pressure
adjustments than the inlet temperature, which doesn't reflect the
adjustments or, for that matter, temperature decays as it had a
consistent slow rate of climb; the differences may be related to
the following facts: This vessel had thicker bosses than the
first vessel; more cool gas was used than in the first test
because the vessel leaked. The test configuration was vertical
with the inlet at the top and exposed to the sun while the outlet
was shaded by the vessel.
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1B1Q hum Q22 E~ru•h-L The IRIG data was within normal limits.
It was not decoded, but the code was of sufficient quality to
allow decoding.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. ARDE embrittlement
procedure dated 7-15-85 was followed; embrittlement was started
at 0700 hours on 4APR86. Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were
completed at 0815 hours on 7APR86; the tank was immediately moved
from the shop embrittlement area to the test site, instrumented,
hooked up and tested at 1045 hours on 17MAR86.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

2#t AnSlyl s comments ftira. O!t! ggla "SS14/7114 goes out at
29.0 seconds. "

fraghs. The initial graphs were filtered at 19O Hz, and the
digitized sample rate was 1024 samples per second; data were
plotted at one point every 400 milliseconds. A couple of spikes
appeared on the S/8 graphs; these spikes will be analyzed at a
higher sample rate.

Data naSIX119s comments, second data a "(data) rerun with
correct time reference and cal cuts for zero strain to determine
delta strain."

§r&a1n2 The graphs on the second data pass confirms the
magnitudes of strain on the graphs from the first data pass are
correctly referenced to the initial strain conditions; to verify
this, the time axis was started at -150 seconds; the initial
conditions are shown near this time. The graphs from both passes
are identical except for the differences already noted.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION IMPRESSIONS. Acoustic emission data were not
taken.

AIR PRESSURE SENSORS did not produce any significant data because
the tank did not rupture in a catastrophic failure mode.

REVISION RECORD. Initial issue: 9APR86. Filename: TESTRV4A.
Revision A: 16APR86; major text corrections, and additions.
Revision B: 17APR86; major text additions, time & date
corrections in embrittlement paragraph. Revision C: 25APR86;
corrected acoustic emission impressions text. Revision D:
12MayS6; FM S/8 data rerun to include initial condition values so
strain deltas can be confirmed; comments added to impressions
from the digitized FM data.

3
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E.3.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-1 to E-12 give pressure versus time

and fiber strain versus time plots for tests

RV-4 and RV-4A. Tensile strain is negative. A

total of twenty four (24) strain gages were

installed on the fiber outer surface, twelve (12)

each above and below the girth at + .80 height on

the outer last 810 fiber wrap, as sketched on

Figure 1G. Even numbered gages are parallel to

the fibers and odd numbered gages are

perpendicular to the fibers.
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E.3.4 Acoustic Emission Monitoring

Acoustic emission (AE) probes were mounted

on each metal boss for the RV-4 test. During

testing, the AE signals were masked by high noise

level coming from the tank outlet boss region

which indicated a leaking fitting. No AE data

was taken for RV-4A experiment.

E.3.5 Post Test Inspection

E.3.5.I RV-4 Test

Borescopic examination of the pre-

compressed intact vessel liner inside surface at

AFAL revealed many hairline type cracks in the

metal, indicating that the H2 embrittlement

process was working. A tank leak check verified

a leaky outlet fitting (bad seal). This

demonstrated the effectiveness of the AE

monitoring.

E.3.5.2 RV-4A Test

A post-test elevated pressure water/yellow

die leak check performed on the vessel at AFAL

showed pronounced leakage. Additional post test

examination of the tank was performed at ARDE.

The composite vessel was parted at the girth for

viewing/die penetrant of the tank's metal liner

* to assess the extent and type of liner cracking.
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A fine network of matrix-type cracking was

observed in the liner's inside surface aid a

large, fairly wide continuous crack was also

seen. This large crack traversed approximately

28 surface inches and had some branching. Figure

2-4 is a photograph of the die penetrant-enkharced

cracked liner inside surface.
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E.4 RV-5 Test (16" 4 PSC)

E.4.1 Test Vessel Descrition

* P/N E4170, S/N 004 (Kevlar Overvrapped Cryo Cres

Composite Sphere)

OKevlar Fiber (less resin) Average Thickness - .154"

(100% Baseline Thickness)

0 Metal Thickness - .05" nominal

* Inside Radius - 7.66"

*Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Global

* Electrolyte Solution -

20 cc H2 SO4 + 980 cc Tap H2 0

1000 cc Solution

eSolution Additive - 500 mg Sodium Arsenite

S *Sensitize liner inside surface (cold pickle,

70-F-90°F)

a. Nitric acid A.C.S Technical Grade, 70 weight

percent, 22% by volume.

b. Hydrofluoric acid A.C.S. Technical Grade, 55

weight percent, 2% by volume.

c. Potable tap water - remainder. The same

solution used on all applicable test tanks.

* Charging Current Density - .005 amps/in2 of

surface to be embrittled
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eCharging Time - 72 hours

*Hold Time Before Test - 2-1/2 hours

*Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas

not to be eubrittled.

The photographs of Figures E-13 and E-14 show the

entrance to the AFAL test area with the camera tower

in the background and an upper view of the test stand

and tower showing the motion picture camera

installations. Figures E-15 to E-17 are photographs

of the tank in the test fixture and closeups of strain

gages on the test tank. Installation and checkout of

Acoustic Emission (AS) probes on the test tank metal

bosses is shown in the photograph of Figure E-18. A 0
view of the tank mounted in the test stand together

with pole mounted Bikini blast over pressure gages and

fragment catching witness panels in the background is

given on Figure E-19.
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INSTRUMr ATION ,MERVAI 4ht

KEVLAR TEST Of5, 7APR86. Project number 57300@RV.

IEXPIERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

GWJ QSMD A- !_l!iail ErIl!R**MC l2D GY9i3L Pressurization was
preceeded by a 150 second purge for cool down from the initial
ambient condition; the tank vent was closed, and pressure was
increased to MO80 psig for a 15 second hold before starting the
final pressure increase to 508 psig. No leak was observed
during the hold period.

EiDSI E£a MrJ.i1J.L2D RJ The vessel was pressurized with a
steady ramp from 2005 psig to 500 psig in 32 seconds, but
pressure could not be maintained; pressure loss started as soon
as pressurization was stopped at 500 psig; the pressure loss was
sharply demarcated and followed a profile that was smooth,
nonlinear and rapid. The loss rate was 13.2 psi/sec.

EIrsk BflurnssrixfU2i 1 n Q¥IL Recressurization was requested by
ARDE when the tank pressure failed to hold at 5000 osig and
drooped to 3500 psig. Pressurization was attemoted but it
couldn't be maintained much past 4730 psig and was stopped; the
oressure loss arofile that followed remained smooth and -onlinear
but was much more rapid than the loss following the final
pressurization ramp. The loss rate increased to 86.9 psi/sec.

.2_nd 8•unrSJ&haMri oQyC.J.S& Reoressurization continued when
the pressure dropped to 4300 psig, but it couldn't be maintained
past 46A0 Psig and was stopped; the oressure loss orofile that
followed was again smooth and nonlinear but had a changing slooe
magnitude that started at 125 psi/sec and ended up aporoaching
zero before the pressure decay cycle was started. Frost started
to appear during this cycle and remained for at least 30 minutes.

Eru_•sIur Lhoy •yls& As pressure decay continued, the rate of
decay decreased; when the pressure started to level out near 1000
osig, the tank was intentionally vented in one steo to zero psig.
PC1 shows a two step vent profile, but this is due to pressure
lockup caused by line icing, and the graph in this region isn't
correct; PVSOUT disolays the correct oressure-time history.

•i I•n~ Q•rsk • The vessel retained its shape; no pieces
separated from the vessel. The source of the leaks was not
obvious until the vessel was separated at its girth weld by an
AFRPL machinist. A cleaner, dye penetrant and developer were
used to enhance the apoarwkt fine cracks, pits and bumps, which
were moderately spaced and randomly concentrated in a wide field
between the girth weld and end bosses.

_OIhr ftlav&L Vessel S/N 004, which was hydrogen embrittled,
was tested in a vertical configuration. Because the vessel
leaked, reembrittlement and retesting was not done. The vessel's
halfs were returned to ARDE by ARDE via air freight.

I0
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x.4.2

INPRESSIONS FIW THE DIGITIZED FN DATA.

PaLks Qaijs•k!.* 92MUU3kL Richard Thomsen, ITT, noted "UG1/7101
and S97/37183 (is bad and) 987/7167 is (noisy)." Also, he
continues, "several data anomalies were noted. SG1/7101 zero and
50% cal were the same. S63/7103 too noisy to calibrate.
S94/7104 three shifts and return on two of these. 966/7106 shows
the smallest tension delta strain. S87/7167 extremely noisy.
SS14/7114 shows a step at 70 seconds. S616/7116 has alot of what
I would call noise spikes. SS9•/712' shows a Prominate step at
25 seconds. S822/7122 low freauency noise."

Additional data passes were made for the purpose c-f eval',ting
the spikes, and the analyst's comments continue with th-
following:

"4AUG86. Plots of RV-5 (7PoRBS' strain ;a;e 16, di"•4itizce FM at
8s,6g SPS (l6,10,6 Hz filter). (This set of ;raohs shows) data
from 7-98 seconds (which) was first olotte-• at 10,1 SPS to
detect spikes. These show many barely deteotmle spikes ((15C
microstrain), some bigger ones (150 to 3M microstrai.4 -1 few
large ones 030 microstrain). The freauency (of distri--..,
or histogram,) of spikes of all sizes, for time intervals of ten
seconds, are shown (below).

a
number 7 *

of .6
spikes 5 *

4 I ll
3 *• l III III III III
2 III III III IlII i III
1 III III III III III III Il III

16 20 30 46 50 60 70 80 90
time (seconds)

The regions with large spikes are marked with a *. To be
selected, a spike had to be an abrupt increase and decrease in
tension, above the noise bands. This eliminated possible data
drop outs that show up as a single spike in one direction only.
This method did not select all of the spikes as there are some
within the noise band."

The comments for the second set of graphs follow:

"Several spikes (on S616) were plotted at the full 80,000 SPS
rate to study their shape. At 75.371 seconds is an examole of
(a) single downward pointing spike. Many of these spikes showed
up on the 1024 SPS pass, but only a few (showed up) at this high
(80,000 SPS) sample rate. Also, the rise time is the minimum
allowable by the filter, in this case 50 microseconds. For these
reasons, I would consider them noise (generated during data

2
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Sreduction).

Spikes at 67.354, 71.211, 72.988, 76.699, 77.300, 82.054, 83.206,
83.734 and 92.460 seconds were also plotted. These show a
consistent pulse shape with a gradual increase in tension. a
Quick release and then a oradual return to the same level as
before. The rise time of the release averages 250 microseconds,
well within the limits of the 10K Hz filter. I suggest these are
due to resin cracking, the Kevlar wrap snapoing, or liner
cracking.

Plots at full sample rate were also made for 300 milliseconds
during the maximum tension strain, but no new spikes were noted.

Plots of the 1024 SPS 9616 data are also included for comparison
Duooses.

These (two) sets of plots (S316/711 SPIKE ANALYSIS, sample rate
80,000 SPS, filter frecuency 10,0000 Hz, full sample rate plot
from 75.36 to 77.010 seconds; and SG16/7116 Soike Analysis, 10K
SPS Plots) should be used rather than those (plots) oreviously
sent, due to a (small) time reference error on those (plots)
first sent (to the agencies listed on the distribution list)."

Soike theory #1 soeculates the spikes reoresent the natural
resonant freauency of the comoosite structure; the resonance is
alleged to be 10,000 Hz, which would have a period of 100
microseconds and a rise time of 33 microseconds (using rt=I/3(f)
method). The frequency seen at the 72.98800 second spike is
about 2440 Hz (period-72.98885-72.98844 seconds=410
microseconds); the other spikes have similiar Periods.
Recognizing that the error in estimating the period from the
graphs is considerable, and, in practice, acknowledging the
disrupting influence of the broken liner on the composite
resonance, it would be expected to have a resonant freauency,
particularly a lower resonance freauency, other than that which
was predicted. In fact, half an order of magnitude isn't too bad
considering the complications. However, note the damping
characteristic of the spike; it is close to being critically
damped, for there is no major overshoot or evident period of
resonance, characteristic of underdamping, or orominent slow
approach to the peak, characteristic of overdamping. In nature
and with artifacts, critical damping is rare and is usually
obtained through modification or design not pure circumstance.
For this reason, suspicion is cast on this theory; and it should
be more thoroughly explored.

grl!Ll The initial graphs were filtered at 100 Hz, and the
digitized samole rate was 1024 samples per second; data were
plotted at one point every 400 milliseconds. Several soikes
appeared on the S/8 graphs; these spikes will be analyzed at a
higher sample rate. Except as noted elsewhere, the parameters'
noise floors did not include major transverse or common-mode
minus L(di/dt) transients, artifacts, crosstalk, atmospherics,

3
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noticeable RFI, intermodulation, spurious parasites, or
sibilants. However, latent noise or data manifestations may be
obscured in some parameters, and digital signal processing may be
needed for signal enhancement. In general, the data aopeared to. be unbiased, orecise and accurate.

Irsiz Qgnu Qrigl..L Except for the problems already mentioned,
the strain data from the 20 good strain gages were within normal
limits.

Fourteen (70%) of the strain gages had final values slightly
higher than their initial conditions; the remaining six (30%) had
values slightly lower than their initial conditions. At the end
of the test, ninety percent (18) of all the gages (20) were
within about 300 uin/in of their initial conditions.

Speculation as to the cause of this general trend of higher final
strain values on a very large percentage of the gages is
important particularly if it shows temperature is involved.
Temperature induced apparent strain error is an unwanted data
contributor in this exoeriment, and the investigators remain
alert for any data that would confirm its expected influence or
for any data that would overwhelm and distort valid data.
Unfortunately, the reason for the differences in static strain
levels before and after the test is not immediately obvious.

It may be an erroneous oversimplification to assume the general
trend for higher final strain values is a simple intrinsic
erratic exoerimental error caused only by vessel frosting and how

* it influences the gages, Kevlar fiber, metal liner and resin. As
temoerature decreases, the -08 STC gages generate a tension
(expansion) correction, the Kevlar fiber expands, the metal liner
contracts and the resin contracts. The gages parallel to the
fiber and the fiber respond synergistically with one another and
this is probably the major contributor; the liner may be out of
the picture at this point (it is broken or weakened, has a
complicated preload characteristic and may not necessarily be
touching the overwrap uniformally although the gages track the
pressure rather well, which may contradict this theory!): the
potential for compliant resin behavior in the parallel direction
is overpowered by the stiffer, more influential fiber (In other
soecial Kevlar sample tests, as the sample heated to equilibrium,
the total absolute strain change in the perpendicular direction
was about 37% of the total absolute strain change in the parallel
direction; the polarity wasn't the same, however. The strain
oarallel to the fibers went into an obvious comoression, and the
perpendicular direction went into a general tension trend. For
cooling, it is assumed, the strain parallel to the fibers would
go into significant tension and the perpendicular direction would
go into not so significant compression). Anyway, the strain
graohs that end up with the most amount of deviation from their
initial condition have the least amount of temperature change
over the same time period, and this information would appear to
be exciting, except that the strain directions have opoosite

4
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polarity.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE GUICK-LOOK AND DISITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA. Immediately after the test, the tank oressure
graph, 1901, and the strain gage graph, 7124, were generated and
comoared. Both data parameters were satisfactory and were
cractically identical exceot for known scaling differences,
expected opposite polarity and two interesting locations on the
strain gage graph that exhibited unexpected behavior profiles.
Remaining unexplained, after reviewing the digital data graphs,
is a small but very obvious dip in the strain gage graph at 65
seconds, -which occurs between 64 to 76% of the final
pressurization ramp duration; surprisingly, the dip doesn't show
in either tank pressure graph; and the dip doesn't appear to be a
clear function of the temperatures; although most T/Cs are
changing only slightly during this period, suspicion could start
with TT9/2205, TT10/2206 or TBSIN/2209 because they exhibit small
but conspicuous inflections as they undergo noticeable rates of
change near this time period. Also, there remains an unexplained
slow strairt inflection during the pressure decay following the
second repressurization cycle, at 408 to 500 seconds; the
inflection isn't an obvious function of the tank pressure or tank
gas temperature, TBALL; temperature relationships again are under
suscicion, as TT1, 2, 4, B, 9, 10, & 12, continue to exhibit
small but conspicuous inflections as they undergo noticeable
rates of change at the onset of this slow strain inflection.
Implicated also in this manifestation may be the other tank
pressure transducer, PVSOUT, which shows some unexplained trace
widening between 400 and 450 seconds; this transducer is in the
valve box and is subject to less icing risk than PCI. The trace
widening is consistent with undesirable noise or may represent
valid data.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION IMPRESSIONS. From Jim Leaird, AET: "...I
believe that the onset of AE activity at time 47 seconds (my test
time) represents the onset of catastrophic cracking/failure.
This is well indicated on the 2nd pass. AE data where I
filtererd on the basis of AE to valid had to be )2RDC>400'
(eliminates electronic signals & 90% leak type noise) & greater
than 47 dB peak amplitude to indicate fracture type AE. Please
note that this is first pass at AE analysis." A number of graohs
indicate the AE events vs time that were recorded. RDC = ring
down counts, which are acoustic emissions or sound oulses that
travel from a discontinuity or an origin and correspond to a
microscopic deformation event such as the sudden forward movement
of a crack.

AIR PRESSURE SENSORS did not oroduce any significant data because
the tank did not rupture in a catastrophic failure mode.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. ARDE embrittlement
orocedure dated 3-27-86 was followed; embrittlement was started a
0815 hours on 4APR86. Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were
completed at 0815 hours on 7APR86; the tank was immediately moved 0

5
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from the shoo embrittlement area to the test site, instrumented,
hooked uo and tested a 1045 hours on 7APR86. The electrolyte was
sulphuric acid; sodium arsenite was added as an enhancer. The
liner inside surface was oickled for 10 minutes immediately orior. to the embrittlement.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

Rqy!ij2n B32g2CL Initial issue: 7APR86. Filename: Testrv5.
Revision A: 17APR86; text updated and corrected; made minor text
revisions. Revision B: 23APR86; grammatical errors corrected; FM
imoressions added; data analyst comments added. Revision C:
23May86; pickling procedure added to embrittlement discussion; 32
second ramo was 45 seconds in second paragraph Revision D:
14AUG86; data analyst comments expanded to include comments on
soike anaylsis; administrative paragraph clarified. Revision E:
; clarified text in IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA
oaragraoh.

Fj•!j.@gm. testrvS.

Distribytion. ARDE, Steve Berko, Dave Gleich
PI, Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerospace Corn., Dr. Yen Pan
AFRPL, Jim Miller, Mike Dieckhoff, Dick Grove,

MSgt Jim Day, John Marshall
ITT, Richard Thomsen
PAFB, Pete Taddie

Sffig f e2rigy BD22_Sibilit y. USAF/AFRPL/TOAE/Edwards CA. 93523.
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E.4.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-20 to E-26 give measured test tank

pressure versus time and fiber strain versus time

plots. Data anomalies were noted for strain gages 4,

6, 14, 16, 20, 22. Tensile strain is negative.

Location of strain gages is given on Figure E-27.
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E.4.4 Post Test Inspectio'

The post test tank was intact in its spherical

shape with no visible exterior fiber damage. The

vessel was cut at the girth and die check was applied

to the liner inside surface. Multitudes of

interconnected radial and tangential cracks outlining

the grain boundaries were visible in the hydrogen

embreittled zone between the girth and the boss region

as shown on the photographs of Figures E-28 and E-29.
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E.5 RV-7 Test (16" 6 PSC

E.5.1 Test Vessel Description

9 P/N E4168, S/N 001 Kevlar Overwrapped 301 Cryo

CRES (Composite Sphere)

0 Kevlar Fiber (less resin) Average Thickness -

.154" (100% Baseline Thickness)

0 Metal Thickness - .054/.048"

* Inside Radius - 7.66"

I Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Girth Weld

Region

#Electrolyte Solution -

20 cc H2 S0 4 + 980 cc Tap H2 0
1000 cc Sol]tion

9 Sol-jtion Additive - 50C mg Sodium Arsenite

$ Sensitize liner inside surface (cold pickle)

*Charging Current Density - .042 amps/in 2 of

surface to h; embrittled.

*Charging Time - 72 hours

eHold Time Before Test - 3-1/2 hours

*Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not te- be

embrittled.

A photograph of tht i-,tzaLumented tank on

the test stand at AFAL -.s shown on Figure E-

30 herein.
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E.5.2
INSTRUMENTATION OSRAINtjAA. A1.. n~*W4

* ,KEVLAR TEST 007, 26JUN86. Project number 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS.

introduction. Vessel S/N 004 was tested. It was a 16 inch
diameter stainless steel sphere and had a Kevlar overwrao. The
vessel was hydrogen embrittled about the girth for about a 1 inch
width. This vessel was the first vessel in the test matrix with
a girth embrittlement; all previous embrittlements were global.
it was tested in a vertical configuration. Briefly, the tank
pressure was increased with pressure oulses" and ramps until liner
crackinc occurred. More specifically, the tank pressure graph
displays a locus consisting of the polarization and
depolarization components representing the moderately complex
pressurization and depressurization histories, which are
discussed elsewhere. Furthermore, the pressure locus morphology
is impressively reflected in the strain gage loci, and the
similarities are emphasized in the text.

Pressurilation R!gmL The vessel was pressurized with cool helium
gasj. Initially, the pressure was increased from ambient pressure
to about 640 psig (most figures were estimated from the graphs)
during a cool-down period, which took about 2 minutes. During
the next 24.5 seconds (28.0-3.5 seconds), pressure was acreased
with a salvo of 17 small pulses and steps to a plateau, which
stabilized at 2080 psig during a 17 second (45-28 seconds) pause.

* After a rapid but small 128 psig pressure increase,
pressurization continued in a classical linear ramp from 2200
psig to 3850 psig in 20.3 seconds (65.3-45.0 seconds), which is a Iwr
pressurization rate of 189.7 psig/se he vesselK~c-• cSr.sd
following 20.3 seconds of ramp time at3 The cra
generated a sharply demarcated depressurization pro i e. The
profile followed an exponential decay, which was distorted by a
failed repressurization episode at 76 seconds, and ended in an
asymptotic approach to zero pressure. Total pressurization time
above 640 psig was 61.8 seconds (24.5+17.0+20.3 seconds).
Initially, the deoressurization rate was 7700 psig/second C(3850-
0 psig)/(65.8-65.3 seconds)], from the graph, or 1,275.6
psig/second E(3804-2529 psig)/(64999.836-65999.352
milliseconds)], from the tabular data.

gatastroghic Burst. The vessel cracked at the end of the 20.3
second ramp t1me -at -seconds with subseauent rapid pressure
loss; during deoressurization, a reoressurization attempt failed.
and deoressurization continued to zero pressure; as zero pressure
was approached, prominent Kevlar fiber oinoing, within the audio
soectrum. became noticeable and continued for about 6 minutes.
The Keviar fiber remained intact, in neneral; but some fiber
fraying was concentrated on the ends of the vessel near the
bosses, in particular, fiber wrao 1 had no fraying; wraps 2-8

* had moderate fraying; and wrap 9-to-the-girth had no fraying.

I
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Pgst-run Inspection. After the test, the vessel was cut ooen by
AFRPL; the cut was made away from the girth weld; seen was the
location of one small (3/8") missing triangular metal oiece,
which was orobably lost through one of the fittings, and the
fractures outlining another small, ootentially loose, metal
oiece. At ARDE, another cut was made creatino a ring of liner
and overwrao; the overwrao was severed, and the rina seoarated
into two rings at a continuous, circumferential crack adjacent to
the girth weld; there were accompanina fractures.

Other Details. After the Post-run Insoection, the oarts were
shipped to ARDE. Acoustic emission and overpressure data were
not taken.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

Strain Gagqes. The gages were mounted on the 81 degree wrap angle,
which is the last fiber layer; they were equally distributed and
were 8 degrees off the girth. The polarity convention for
increasing strain is negative. Except where indicated, the
following comments are based on the initial data pass, which
generated graphs with a sample rate of 1024 SPS, filter frequency
of 100 Hz and plot rate of 80 SPS.

Data Anayst's Comments. ITT, Richard M. Thomsen, states

"Strain gauges: 1,2,7,10 and 19-21 were bad. S66 went out when
the vessel burst. SG14 did not detect the burst and has no data
under -5000 microstrain.

Two ranges were calculated for the good strain gaunes. The
difference between zero and the hold at 2000 psig, and that
between the strain just before the spike at rupture and the
minimum value of the spike. These follow:

Strain Microstrain Microstrain
Gaoe # 0 to 2000 2sig Burst Spike size

3 -1540 -2700
4 -1470 -7100
5 -1510 -3500
6 -1450 -8300
8 -1950 -2000
9 -1570 -3400

11 -1554 -3400
!2 -1820 -8100
13 -1540 -2500
14 -1360
15 -1580 -3600
16 -1730 -5500
!7 -1490 -2400
18 -1510 -2200
22 -1350 -4000
23 -1580 -3(000 (End of iTT text)

2
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Observations. Strain gages oarallel to the fibers nave oda
numbers, and strain gages perpendicular to the fibers have even
numbers. The arithmetic mean (averaae) for the eight oda naaes
parallel to the fiber is 3060 microinches/incn: the average for
the seven gages peroendicular to the fiber is 5314
microinches/inch. This 2254 microinches/inch aifferential is
consistent with the characteristic stiffness oarallel to the
fiber and the excessive compliancy perpendicular to the fiber.
Noteworthy are the irregularities seen during the pressurization
ramp on the even gages oerpendicuiar to the fibers. in most
cases, there are no spikes; major distortions oresent as slope
changes at inflection points, transient offsets, and comolex
nonlinear transitions, etc. Such distortions are consoicuously
absent in the gages parallel to the fibers; the ramp on these
gages is linear and smooth except for a few spikes. Some of the
distortions continue into the decay portion of the profile in
several of the perpendicular gages. The oart llel gages remain
distortion free during the decay, except for •ne repressurization
attempt discussed elsewhere. The observed dynamic strain
performance (increasing strain) is not the same as the predicted
model (implosion - decreasing strain prior to increasing strain).

Sgeculations. Changes in slope represent changes in stiffness.

General Comments.

* Except for the bad gages discussed above, and item 7114, the
strain gage data appeared to be unbiased, precise and accurate.
Item 7114 exhibited bizarre behavior. The noise floors were
within normal limits, except for item 7123.

Item 7123.

Item 7123 had excessive noise randomly modulating the strain
data; the rate of occurrence was particularly high near the
beginning and end of the test period where it is directly
proportional to the lower dynamic conditions - a very unusual
performance characteristic. The alleged noise was predominantly
unipolar, clearly nonoeriodic and contained random magnitudes.
The etiology shows the following: The zero and calibration cuts
were satisfactory. The noise can probably be blamed on a bad
connection somewhere in the strain oaae circuit. Strain mace
crazino cannot be ruled out.

Item 7114.

item 7114 had a bizarre resoonse to the Kevlar strain. The
channel saturated during the ramo; it staved saturated durina ana
for a snort time after the ruoture. The data are orobablv not
valid. Channel overload has been el iminated as a cause. The
orobable cause is cape debondinc or an amolifier oroblem. The
cal ibrat ion informat- ion foi lows:
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Counts MV microstrain

a cal 1380 -2.7 -1205 0
58 cal 3802
75 cal 5023 0.9 402

data limit -7186 -11.2 -5000

The FM input was set for 1 volt full scale input, which was
adeauate to caoture the -11.2 mv (X 50 = 0.55V after the
amolifi~r) signal and the -2.7 mv (X 50 = 0.135V after the
amplifier) offset without overload.

S~i keg.

Occasional legitimate spikes on the remaining strain parameters
are consistent with Kevlar fiber noises created by breaking,
stretching and settling. Note the polarity direction trend (same
direction as increasing strain), magnitude (usually 1/3 to 1/2 of
total strain seen on the channel), phase (not unique, unless time
disparities can be related to location by subsequent spike
analysis), and frequency of occurrence (not too often). On the
initial 80 SPS plot rate graphs, no discernible spike time
differences were noted, or expected.

Correlations.

In general, the strain gage profiles were directly proportional
to the tank pressure profile, and excellent correlation exists
between the strain gages and tank pressure. The systemic
inflections, modulations, plateaus, slopes and decays are
impressively similiar. The only major exception is the large,
single spike paroxysm, at rupture, seen on each strain gage
parameter; the spike is not on the tank pressure parameter.

Theory #1: This theory speculates the spike represents the
natural resonant frequency of the composite structure; the
resonance is alleged to be 10,000 Hz, which would have a period
of 100 microseconds and a rise time of 33 microseconds (using
rt=1/3(f) method). This theory is discussed in more detail in
file TESTRV5.

Theory #2: The spike may be due to the metal tank halfs slamming
into the fiber overwrao at ruoture. Of course, this is an
oversimolification, for the metal is probably touching the
overwrao many places at the higher oressures seen prior to
rupt ure.

Theory #3: This soeculation admits the spike may reoresent the
energy released at ruoture, and the two raoidly seoarating halfs
cause tne spike by just oushing very quickly against the overwrao
they already are contacting whe, the integrity of the metal liner
is lost.

Theory #4: Much less orobable as a possible cause is the
oressurization of the Kevlar overwrap: the overwrao has open ends

4
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and cannot holo much oressure, and this theory isn't much of a
contender.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA. All data aooeared to be unbiased. orecise and
accurate. The noise floors were within normal limits.

Tank Pressure. The tank pressure functioned as described under
the Pressurizatiion Ramo paragraoh. All the pressure parameters
were within normal limits.

Temperatures.

Tank Temperatures. The tank temperatures, TT1-TT12, were within
normal limits. The graphs were clean and smooth; in general,
they formed a family of broadly separated curves representing
valid behavior profiles. The araohs started with stable initial
conditions, around 86.3-91.6 degrees F (@ 60 seconds); the curves
continue with a very small (about 2 F degrees) increase
immediately following rupture. Following the small increase, the
graphs plunge smoothly, at different rates, to their lowest
values where they reverse direction and heat, at different rates,
to about half their initial conditions, or they remain almost
level or return to near the initial condition; some modulate
slowly after they plunge to their lowest values. The lowest

* temperatures ranged from -1.0 degrees F (TT4) to -105.2 degrees F
(TTh). Intentionally remaining unexplained are the causes of the
modulations, inflections and rates of changes not already
discussed, and the final values; for the values and variations
seen are considered normal and consistent with sensor locations,
depressurization, and sensor specifications, etc. However, these
behavior variations and profiles may be important in subsequent
analyses.

TemoeraturesL Other. The remaining temperatures, TBSIN, TBSOUT,
TBALL, THXIN and THXO were within normal limits. The trend
performances, however, were not evaluated, and speculations on
the behavior of these parameters are reserved.

IMPRESSIONS CONCERNING THE DISPLACEMENT SENSORS.

Displacement Sensors. The ITT data analyst, Richard Thomsen
reports in his "DATA ANALYST COMMENTS 20JUN85 TEST RV-7 26JUN86
(AN) OSCILLOGRAPH TRACE OF SG15, SG17, SG23, DP1(-), DP2(+) AND
IRIG B (was made.)

The strio chart shows the upper band edge, the center frequency
and the lower band edge. The cal cuts from the analoo taoe are
next. Immediately the signal from DP2 becomes very noisv and
remains so for the rest of the data. DPI shows a nood zero cal,
but shifts to the u'oer band edge for the RCI and RC2 cals. On
the digital output this shows up as noise (oossibiv 60 Hz) making
this channel imoossible to calibrate.

5
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Suorizingly (sic) DP1 again oooears at the beginning of the run.
It is modulated by a 60 Hz sional, but well below the band edges.
(The numbers oenciled in on the edge of the strio chart are the
aooroximate time in seconds.) At 65.5 seconds the burst occurs
as shown by the strain gauges. DPI records this event well. Why
this channel should show uD as noise on the dioital outout is not
known.

In reference to the strain gauge spikes, the ones that show uo on
the strio chart for SG15 also show uo on the olots of the
digitized data. It is not known why the many spikes that show up
on the olots for S623 do not show uo on the strio chart..."

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. ARDE embrittlement
procedure dated 18JUN86 was followed; only the girth area for a
width of about 1 inch was embrittled. Embrittlement was
inhibited, where required, with a maskant. Embrittlement was
started at 0800 hours on 23JUN86. Seventy-two hours of
embrittlement were completed at 0800 hours on 26JUN86; the tank
was immediately moved from the shop embrittlement area to the
test site, instrumented, hooked up and tested at 1130 hours on
26JUN86. The electrolyte was sulphuric acid; sodium arsenite was
added as an enhancer.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

Revision BRecr- Initial Issue: 23JUL86. Revision B: 19UG86;
changed text in item 7114 and 7123 paragraphs. Milliseconds was
seconds in Pressurization Ramp paragraph. Added text to Strain
Sage paragraph. Added Displacement Sensor paragraph. Revision
C: 17SEP86; expanded Displacement Sensor paragraph. Revision D:
170CT86; 'S/N corrected from 007 to 004; added text to
Catastrophic Burst paragraph; many was mamy in Displacement
Sensors paragraph; expanded distribution list; added text to
Introduction paragraph. Revision E: 6NOV86; added text to
Introduction oaragraph.

Filename: testrv7.

Distribution. ARDE, Steve Berko, Dave Gleich
PI, Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerosoace Coro., Dr. Yen Pan
AFRPL, Jim Miller, Mike Dieckhoff. Dick Grove,

MSat Jim Day, John Marshall, Caot
Seidemann

ITT. Richard Thomsen. Dr. Tae-Woo Park
PAFB, Pete Taddie

Office of Primary ReBponsibility. USAF/AFRPL/TOAE/Edwards CA
93523.
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E.5.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Measured test GHe tank pressure vs. time

and fiber strain vs. time plots for key strain

gages are given on Figures E-31 to E-43. Data

for both 100 Hz filter frequency, 1024

samples/scc (SPS) and 20,000 Hz, 160,000 SPS are

given for each strain gage. The higher filter

frequency and sample rates (20,000 Hz and 160,000

SPS, respectively) show greater detail on the

strain spike amplitudes at liner failure.

Tensile strain is negative arn.. aven

numbered strain gages are perpendicular to the

fibers and odd numbered strain gages are parallel

to the fibers. The strain gages were evenly

distributed and were mounted at .80" height above

and below the girth on the outer last 810 fiber

wrap. Figure E-44 is a sketch of the strain gage

locations.
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E.5.4 Post Test Insoection

After the test, the tank was first

inspected when it was still attached to the test

stand/instrumentation. The outer fiber shell of

the tank was completely intact with no evidence

of any metal liner pieces exterior to the tank.

Some outer surface fiber damage was observed as

seen in the post test photo of Figure E-45. The

vessel was removed from the test stand and cut

open away from and parallel to the girth weld by

AFAL. Continuous liner fracture around the girth

weld region was noted and one small (3/8")

triangular metal piece was missing, probably lost

through one of the fittings during the cutting

operation. The test tank was shipped to ARDE for

further inspection, where the liner inside

surface was die checked and another girth region

cut made parallel to the girth, producing a ring

of liner and fiber overwrap. The ring overwrap

was then severed, releasing its hoop restraint

and the metal liner ring separated into two rings
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at the continuous circumferential crack adjacent

to the girth veld. The remaining portions of the

liner heads were then readily removed from the

fiber ovexwrap. The liner and fiber overvrap

pieces mere photographed in detail.
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Figures E-46 and E-47 show views of the continuous

through girth cracks highlighted by die check of the cut

tank inner liner surface as received from AFAL, prior to

additional ring cut and fiber removal. Details of the

continuously girth cracked liner ring and a view of the

separated metal liner ring and heads are given on the

photographs E-48, E-49, E-50 and E-51, respectively. The

liner failure mode included a small loose girth ring

fragment in addition to the two halves split at the girth.

Views of the small fragment are shown on Figure E-55.

Photographs of the removed fiber ring and head pieces are

shown on Figures E-52 and E-53 which provide overall views

of fiber damage. Whatever bonding that existed on the

liner fiber interface was broken when the intentionally

embrittled liner broke into two pieces, as evidenced by the

ready removal of the overwrap and the photograph of the

fiber wrap pieces inside surfaces as shown in E-54, as well

as the smooth outer surfaces of the metal heads and ring

(Figures E-49 to E-51).
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E.6 RV-9 Test (16" 6 PSC)

E.6.1 Test Vessel Descri~tion

*P/N E4171, S/N 002 (Keviar Overwrapped 301 CRYO

CRES Composite Spheres)

*Kevlar Fiber (less resin) Average thickness -

.154 (100% baseline thickness)

e Metal Thickness - .057/.050

*Inside Radius - 7.64

* Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Girth Weld

Region

*Electrolyte Solution -

20 cc H2 S) 4 + 980 cc Tap H2 0

1000 cc Solution

* Solution Additive - 500 umg Sodium Arsenite

0 Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

s Charging Current Density - .021 amps/in2 of

surface to be enibrittled

* Charging Time - 72 hours

*Hold Time Before Test - 3 hours

*Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled.

Prior test photographs of the instrumented

tank in the wooden handling stand and a close up

of strain gages 11, 12, 13, 14 are shown on

Figures E-56 and E-57 of this section
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E.6.2

INSTRURMENTATION OBSERVATIoNs~bj AFA :rsr Sk~)

KEVLAR TEST 009, 90CT86. Project number 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS.

Introduction. Vessel S/N 002, P/N E4171, was tested. It was a
16 inch diameter stainless steel sphere and had a Kevlar
overwrap. The vessel was hydrogen embrittled about the girth for
about a 1 inch width. It was tested in a vertical configuration.
The tank pressure was increased with pressure pulses and ramps
until liner cracking occurred.

Pressurization Ramp. The vessel was pressurized with cool helium
gas. Initially, the pressure was increased from ambient pressure
to about 200 psig during a cool-down period, which took about 2
minutes. During the next 32.3 seconds, pressure was increased
with a salvo of 19 small pulses and steps to a plateau, with an
average value of 1956 psig. The _-ewes-= -, - :-.I! r not
maintained; it started at 1973 psig and decayed slightly to 1940
psig over a period of 33 seconds. After a 1.099 second long
pressure tansient, pressurization continued in a classical linear
ramp from 2244 psig to 3752 psig in 17.6 seconds (89.699226-
72.099138 seconds), which is a pressurization rate of 85.7
psig/second. The vessel cracked following 17.6 seconds of ramp
time at 89.7 seconds. The crack generated a sharply demarcated
depressurization profile. The profile followed an exponential
decay, which was not distorted until one repressurization episode
was attempted at 23.2699452 seconds; repressurization failed, and
pressure could not be maintained above 1951 psig. Total cool-
down and pressurization time was 203.999 seconds (120.000 +
32.300 + 33.000 +1.099 + 17.600 seconds). Initial
depressurization rate was 1515 psig/second [1(2236-3752
psig)/(90.699720-89.699226 seconds)J].

Catastrophic Burst. The vessel cracked at the end of the 17.6
second ramp time at 89.7 seconds with subsequent rapid pressure
loss; during depressurization, one repressurzation episode was
attempted. During depressurization, prominent Kevlar fiber
pinging, within the audio spectrum, became noticeable, but the
pinging only lasted for about 2 minutes. The Kevlar fiber
remained intact, in general; but some fiber fraying was
concentrated on the ends of the vesel near the bosses.

Post-run Inspection. After the test, the vessel was cut open by
AFRPL; the cut was made 3 inches away from the girth weld; seen
was a jagged, cirumferential crack near the girth weld. Dye
penetration was not done at this time to identify any accompaning
fractures. A more detailed examination was done in DEC86 at
ARDE.

Other Details. After the post-run inspection, the parts were
shipped to ARDE. Acoustic emission was not used.

1
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IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

Strain Gages.

Location. The strain gages were located 1AW ARDE drawing
dated 29AUG86. The locations were concentrated near the bosses
and the 4th wrap, although some were near the girth and the 13th
wrap.

Evaluation of the Graphs.

Of the 23 strain gages recorded, the activities before, during
and after the burst for 21 gages were compared; not compared
were SG7, which opened immediately following burst and SG10,
which was noisy. All 21 graphs started from reasonable noise
floors (SG3 and SG23 were the slightly noisy), and each of 10
graphs (SGI, 2, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21) progressed into a
steady but short period of prominent oscillation, without offset,
before making the transition to tension strain activity. The
remaining 11 graphs made almost immediate transitions to tension
strain, but some did so abruptly (SG4, 6, 14, 20, 22); and some
did so with a little oscillatory activity modulating a noticeable
slope (SG3, 5, 11, 12, 23) or smooth curve (SG19). The
distribution of the nominal differential strain magnitudes is
interesting; twelve of the 21 gages are close together between
2100 (SG12) and 3300 (SG2) microinches/inch; the other 9 gages
are much more widely distributed between 3860 (SG17) and 7800
(SG9) microinches/inch; the 7800 value for SG9 is isolated and
considerably higher than the other gages. These categories are
subjective calls, and exhibit considerable variance because of
interpretation; the trends, however, are apparent. Of unknown
significance is the observation of just how the 10 oscillatory
graphs started. their oscillations; seven of the 10 started in the
positive (compression) direction, and 3 of the 10 started in the
negative (tension) direction. The oscillation is most clear on
SG16, and the frequency is about 7000 Hz [7 cycles/(89.782-89.781
second)], which is close to the estimated 10,000 Hz resonance
frequency of the composite structure discussed in test 5, Spike
Theory *1.

The distribution of the 9 gages (SG 1, 4, 6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17,
22) with the higher nominal differential strain values is biased
as to location. Seven of the 9 gages are on the half of the
vessel containing sections 1, 2, 3, 4, which are outlined by the
grid lines used to locate the positions of the sensors. Also,
out of 6 girth gages (SG4, 6, 12, 14, 20, 22) mounted
perpendicular to the fiber (the weakest direction), 4 gages (SG4,
6, 14, 22) are in the high strain category; out of 6 boss gages
(SG1, 7, 9, 15, 17, 23) mounted parallel to the fiber (the
strongest direction), 4 gages (SG1, 9, 15, 17) are in the high
strain category. Simply stated, the exiting gas at the girth
failure could provide uniform stress to the girth area resulting
in more strain in the weak direction, and the two vessel halves
slamming into the wrap near the end bosses could provide
nonuniform strain in the Kevlar with more strain in the fibers
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trying to keep the end bosses together. Other speculations
exist.

The activity on all channels starts betwen 44% to 66% of the time
between 89.780 and 89.782 seconds. After activity following
burst, 3 of the functioning graphs (SG2, 16, 18) return to above
the initial condition, and the remaining 10 graphs (SG3, 5, 8, 9,
12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21) stay below the initial condition.

An interesting paroxysm, appearing most prominent on SG18 between
89.788 and 89.790 seconds, may be related to inflection activity
in the same time period on SG6, 8, 12, 16, 17, 20, 23. The phase
shifts in time are probably related to gage location. The width
relationships remain undefined and vague, and there may not be a
correlation.

All gages had spikes.

Disolacement Sensors.

Both displacement sensors worked. They remained noise free.
DPi/8O01 shows a displacement of about 87 mils and DP2/8002 shows
a displacement of 127 mils. The start of activity correlated
well with the strain gages. The 7000 Hz oscillation seen on the
strain gages was not seen on the displacment gages. Much lower
frequencies were seen on the displacement sensors, and the
frequencies were not the same; DP1 had about 300 Hz and DP2 was
noticeably lower - about 200 Hz. Good correlation exists between
both graphs for the first 0.015 seconds following vessel
fracture. After that, the frequencies are not the same, but the
nominal trends are similiar. Only a couple of spikes were
noticed on DPi.

Data Analyst's Comments. ITT, Richard M. Thomsen, 20NOV86,

states:

DATUM ANOMALIES

Item PC1/1901 shows pressure spiking unlike previous tests. Item
PVSOUT/1904 may show a better pressure trace.

Item SG24/7124 has four strain shifts during the pressrue ramp
prior to burst.

FM ANOMALIES

No IRIG-B was recorded on the analog tape. The burst pulse
recorded on SG1/7101 was used to synchronize the times of these
gauges with the burst pulse recorded by the datum system for
SG24/7124.

The recording started 42 seconds into the test.
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SG7/7107 was noisey (sic). SG23/7123 looks bad until 72 seconds.
SG13, 14 and 16/7113, 14 and 16 show a spike at approximately 89
seconds. Several strain gauges showed strain level shifts during
the pressure ramp prior to burst. SG 1,4,6,10,20,22 and
23/7101,04,06,10,20,22 and 23 went out completely at the burst.
SG2 and 14/7102 and 14 went out after the burst. SG8 and 11/7108
and 11 overranged during the burst spike."

FM HIGH FREQUENCY PROCESSING. ITT continues with comments dated
17DEC86.

"DIGITIZING PROCESS

Digitizing was done at 160,000 samples per second using a 20,000
Hz filter. SG1 was recorded with each of the other items and
used as the time reference to sync the FM time scales. This time
scale was referenced to that recorded by the DATUM system,
synchronizing the burts recoreded (sic) for SG1 on the FM and
SG24 on the DATUM (89.78301).

DATA ANOMALIES

Most of the strain gauges show spiking at the burst. Some of the
spikes occur at the same time on different gauges. Note the
spikes at 89.7861 and 89.7892 seconds for SG1 and 2 SG3 has
periodic noise spikes every millisecond. SG7 has a complex noise
signal with a freqyency of 120 Hz. SG8 overrages at the burst.

* The following items go out at Efollowing3 the burst% SGI, 4, 6,
10, 11, 14, 20, 22 and 23." End of ITT text.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA.

Tank Pressure. The tank pressure functioned as described under
the Pressurization Ramp paragraph.

PVSOUT/1904 is the vessel output pressure, but it is located near
the vent valve about 15 feet from the vessel. This parameter's
behavior is smoother than 1901, which is subject to interference
from the line pressurization activity as discussed in TESTRV8.
Note the differences between 1904 and 1901; the pulses do not
reach 1904, the 1.099 second long transient at 70.999866 seconds
on 1901 doesn't appear on 1904, and neither does the transient at
the beginning of the repressurization effort at 232.699452
seconds. In some respects, 1904 may be more interesting than
1901 because it is 94 psig higher than 1901 at rupture, although
some of this difference is probably due to transducer error; 1901
could be in error by 37.5 psig (.5=X7500 psig) and 1904 could be
in error by 60 psig (0.5%X12000 psig), but it is unlikely both
errors would compound one another in the opposite direction at
the same time.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. An undated ARDE
embrittlement procedure was followed; only the girth area for a
width of about 1 inch was embrittled. Embrittlement was
inhibited, where required, with a maskant. Embrittlement was
started at 0915 hours on 6OCT86. The current level was 0.65
amperes. Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were completed at
0915 hours on 9OCT86; the tank was immediately moved from the
shop embrittlement area to the test site, instrumented, hooked up
and tested at 1210 hours on 90CT86. The electrolyte was
sulphuri-c acid; sodium arsenite was added as an enhancer.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

Revision Record. Initial Issue: 17SEP86. Revision A: 2DEC86;
Pressurization ramp description and embrittlement procedure
completed. Revision B: 14JAN87; text added: Evaluation of the
Graphs, Displacement Sensors, Data Analyst's Comments.

Filename: testrv9.

Distribution. ARDE, Steve Berko, Dave Gleich
PI, Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerospace Corp., Dr. Yen Pan
AFRPL, Jim Miller, Mike Dieckhoff, Dick Grove

MSgt Jim Day, John Marshall, Capt
Seidemann

ITT, Richard Thomsen, Dr. Tae-Woo Park
PAFB, Pete Tadie

Office of Primary Responsibilitv. USAF/AFRPL/TOAE/Edwards CA
93523.
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E.6.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-58 and E-59 give test pressure

versus time graphs. Key strain versus time plots

are given on Figures E-60 to E-69 for sample

rates of 1000 and 160,000 SPS, filter frequencies

of 100 and 160,000 Hz and plot rates of 1000,

80,000 and 160,000 SPS. Strain gages were

located in the apex and girth regions on the 23*

and 81e fiber wraps as detailed in Figures E-70

and E-71. Odd number gages were parallel to the

fibers and even numbered gages were perpendicular

to the fibers.
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E.6.4 Post Test Inspection

The tank was post-test inspected on the

test stand. The outer fiber shell was intact.

Some slight fiber damage was observed in the

region between the apex and about 45, similar in

nature to RV-7 test result. The vessel was then

cut open by AFAL parallel to and 3" away from the

girth weld. A jagged circumferential crack

around the girth near the girth weld was seen.

The vessel was shipped to ARDE for further

inspection. The inside liner surface was die

checked, the fiber shells removed and photographs

were taken at ARDE. The liner failure mode was

similar to the RV-7 test result. Complete liner

separation at the girth was again verified and

there was no bonding between the metal/fiber

interface surface. Figures E-72 and E-73 show

the girth crack highlighted by die check

colorization. Exterior photographic views of the

cut fiber shell (Figures E-74, E-75) depict the

slight fiber damage regions. The fiber/metal

interface of the cut fiber and metal shells are

shown on the photograph of Figure E-76. The lack

of bond between fiber and metal is evident by the

smooth clean and undistrubed interface surfaces.
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Fig. E-72
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Fig. E-73
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Fig. E-74

Fig. E-75
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E.7 RV-10 Test (16 0 PSC

E.7.1 Test Vessel Description

4 P/N E4168, S/N 003 (Kevlar Overwrapped 301

Cryo CRES Composite Sphere.

Kevlar Fiber (less resin) average thickness -

.077 (50% baseline thickness)

* Metal Thickness - .054/.051

* Inside Radius = 7.64

* Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Girth Weld

* Region Electrolyte Solution =

20 cc H 2SO4 + 980 cc Tap H2 0

1000 cc solution

* Solution Additive - 500 mg Sodium Arsenite

* Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

* Charging Current Density = .006 amps/in2 of

surface to be embrittled

g Charging Time - 72 hours

S Hold Time Before Test = 2.5 hours

• Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled
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Figure E-77 is a photograph of the RV-10

test tank during the hydrogen embrittlement mode

prior to pressure testing. The composite vessel

metal liner is used as the cathode and a lead

anode is inmersed in the H2 So 4 /H 2 0 electrolyte

solution inside the tank as prior detailed in

section 2.4. A controlled power source completes

The circuit, providing the charging current in

the electrolyte needed to generate the hydrogen

embrittling gas on the liner inside surface.

Figures E-78, E-79 show prior test photographs of

the tank on the test stand with the Bikini gages.

overpressure transducers and witness panel., A

close up photographic view of strain gage and

thermocouple installation of the fiber wrap outer

surface is given on Figure E-80.
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7?e sttlw4 FA~

INTRMETAIO ODSERVATIONSfbmAF4%L-TK.EJ

'KEVLAR TEST 010, 18DEC87. Proiect number 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS.

1rdu2jignD Vessel S/N 003 was tested. It was a 16 inch
diameter stainless steel sonere ana had a thinned Kevlar
overwrap. The vessel was nydrogen embrittled about the girth for
about a I inch width. It was tested in a vertical configuration.
The tank oressure was increased with oressure oulses and ramos
until catastrophic rupture of the liner and overwrap raoidly
occurred.

Pressurization Ramo and Catastrophic Rupture. The vessel was
oressurizea with cool helium gas. Initially, the pressure was
increased from ambient oressure to about 200 osio during a
coolaown period, which took about 2 minutes. The tank was
vented. The data system was started, and the tank pressure was
kept at ambient oresssure for 16.399104 seconds before pressurre
was increased with a salvo of 30 small pulses and steas to the
beginning of a 3.3999302 second wide plateau, with a nominal
value of 2215 osic. One additional small pulse raised the
plateau to a nominal value of 2276 psig. A steady ramp of
oressure was started at 55.999302 seconds from a pressure of 2277
osiu. The oressurization rate was 92.606 psig/second (3269-2277
osia)/(66.7113366-55.999302 seconds). The first significant
change in data as-measured by the following sensors occurred at
the time indicated for the time between samples specified:

delta t
0.001 sec

PTANK/1901 TANK PRESSURE 66.711336
PVSOUT/1904 66.720138
SG24 66.708402
S61-9 66.709600

From this data, burst was aefinetly no later than the PTANK time
and orobably before the S61-9 (as this value is the time these
items go offscale - not the time of oscillation onset, which is
somewhere near or between 66.70920 and 66.709300 - depending on
the oarticular S6 of interest). The data analyst determined the
burst time to be 66.7097 seconds (S/G34/7124) or 66.7093 seconds
(S/G21 or 7121); see the Data Analyst's Comments below.

Post-run Inspgection. Witness panels, 4'X8'X1" Celotex sheets
backed with 1/16" thick aluminum, were used to collect fragments.
Some fragments oenetrated the oarel. Photographs were taken, and
the locations of the major fragments were recorded elsewhere.

Other details. ARDE collected some of the broken pieces, ana the
pieces were returned to ARDE. Acoustic emission was not used.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

1
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Strain ga•gs

mocation.

The strain gages were located IAW ARDE drawing dated 13NOV86.
The locations were concentrated in the same areas as testrv9, but
some of the gages were reoositioned sligntly. For this test,
even numbers are oarallel with the arain and odd numbers are
oeroendicular with the grain. The previous test, testrvg, had
tne oooosite assignments.

Evaluation of the Graohs.

Of tne 23 strain gages recorced, the activities before, during
ana after the burst for 20 naces were comoared; not compared were
strain gages 7, 13, ana 23 because of the reasons discussed in
the Data Analyst's Comments below. All 20 graphs started from
oetter trhan reasonable noise floors, and most graohs progressed
into a steady out short oeriod of orominent undamped oscillation
orior to ruoture. However, the exact trends for duration and
offset foýr, say, 0.01 seconds, for comparison to testrv9, cannot
be determined :3y using the first high freauency data pass time
scale; the time scale for testrv9 was 0.002 sec/div and for
testI0 was 0.0001 sec/div. A second high freauency data pass
will be made. The oscillation's first few cycles are clearly
undamped, and the damoed or almost critically damped gage
oerformances seen in testrv9 changed to undamped performances in
testrvlO; the differences are orobaoly due to the thinner Kevlar
wrao in testrvlO. A cuestion now arises about the onset of the
oscillation. Did it start before, during or after the cracking?
The metal cracking or the Kevlar failing is probably the source
of excitation, for the oscillation orobably didn't occur during
the abruot oressure changes and gas flows experienced during the
Pressure salvos (TBD). Other soeculations can be experessed.
One interoretation favors burst after the oscillation; this
interoretation is based on observing that most SG graphs first
enter into oscillation with a small compression excursion; they
reverse direction and continue with a tension ramo, modulated by
tne oscillaýion, to burst.

Clinical confirmation of the theoretical
prediction of SS compression behavior prior to
burst may be obscurred by the undamped
oscillation, however.

The observed compression excursion at the beginning of the
oscillation is probably incidental to the theoretical prediction
ana is most likely oscillation related. However, the compression
mentioned in the prediction may be a latent data manifestation
obscured in some cata oarameters, and digital signal processing
may be needed for signal inhancement, identification and
recovery.

Data Analyst's Comments. ITT, Ricnard M. Thomsen, states: 0

2
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All channels recorded cata correctly. The !RIG signal shows t-e
ourst occurring at 21:06:30.786 (66.7097 seconcs from the time
recording began).

"rne only anomaly noticed is a sudden decrease in tension strain
recoroed by S824/7124 at 62.9 seconds.

EM STRAIN GAUGE DATA.

Tne first pass was digitized at 1000 samples per second (SPS)
usina at, (sic) 100 HZ filter. Recording began at 24 seconds and
continued through the burst. SG7 and 6613 were noisy and SG23
nad bao calioration data. S61, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15,
i7. :9, 20 and 21 smow jumos in strain prior to burst. S611 has
a severe oroo in tension strain at 58.4 seconds, then shows
decreasing strain during the pressure ramo until burst.

The high frecuency oass was dicitized at 160,000 SPS using a
20,000 Hz filter. The IRIS time signal was used to sync the FM
data to plus or minus 0.02 milliseconds and to reference it to
the dinital data time scale. S67, 13 and 23 were not included for
tne reasons stated above. SG1, 10, 15 and 17 show large swings
in strain at the burst, with a frequency of about 8000 Hz." End
of ITT text.

. IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA.

Tank Pressure. The tank oressure functioned as described under
the Pressurization Rama paragraoh.

For this test, the tank oressure sensor, PTANK/1901, was moved to
thne bottom of the tank where it would not be sensitive to
interference from the line oressurization activity, which was
observed on the orevious tests. The orofiles of PTANK/1901 and
PVSOUT/1904 are now practically identical, and the irritating
oressure spikes seen oreviously ouring the oressure salvos are
oone.

Other Parameters. The oerformance of the other oarameters was
1ithin normal limits; this was determined by a auick review of

tne graphs for items PHXIN/1902, PHXOUT/1900, PTRAIL/1903,
THXIN/2100, TBALL/2211. TBSOUT/2210, TBSIN/2209, THXOUT/2101,
TT1/2102, TT2/2103. TT3/2104, TT4/2105, TT5/2201, TT6/2202,
TT7/2203, TT8/2204 and TT9/2205.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OVERPRESSURE SENSORS.

Binini Gages. A Bikini gage is one piece of bond paoer
comoressed between two metal olates containing different sized
round holes. The gages are aligned so the paper is perpendicular

3
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to the oressure source. Discrete aressure cata can be obtained
ana is a function of the location of the damaced paper
diaohrams. The approximate calibration is as follows for the
indicated hole size using bond paper:

HOLE # PSIG SIZE

1 7.3 5/8
2 5.2 7/8
3 3.7 1-1/4

4 2.7 1-7/8
5 1.9 2-3/4
6 1.4 3-3/4

7 1.• 5-3/8

The results of this test broke some of the diaphrams and left
others intact at the 6 and 14 foot diameters where the gages were
deployed.

2 o'clock 6 o'clock 10 o'clock
2 ft
6 ft all torn all torn 1 left

10 ft -
14 ft 1.2,3 left 1,2,3 left .1,2 torn

3,4 left
5,6,7 torn

Comparing the above Bikini data with the data from the
overoressure sensors (in oarenthesis) shows an excellent
agreement. The Bikini data is discrete in nature, and only gives
information best expressed as "at least XX psig." The 6 ft
diameter experienced at least 7.3 psig (12.102 osig) overpressure
for the 2 o'clock and at least 7.3 psig (15.84 psig) overpressure
for the 6 o'clock stations and at least 5.2 psig (17.68 psig) for
tne 10 o'clock stations. The 14 ft diameter experienced at least
2.7 osic (4.92 psig) overpressure for the 2 o'clock and 2.7 psig
(2.53 osig) overoressure for the 6 o'clock stations. The 10
o'clock station experienced some inconsistencies, which are
discussed below.

The inconsistencies can be seen if the pressures are drawn on a
oolar diagram. The 6 foot oressure line is biased away from the
10 o'clock leg (hole # 1 is left). Conversely, if the 14 foot
pressure line is drawn, it is biased away from the 2 and 6
o'clock legs (holes 1, 2, 3 are left). Overlaying the two, the
peculiar eccentricity becomes apparent. One would think the two
oressure lines would at least be biased in the same direction.

A simole explanation would involve assuming the 1,2 hole
locations torn on the 10 o'clock leg are incorrect. Perhaps they
were torn by fragments. This speculation biases the low pressure
isobar away from the 10 o'clock leg (1,2 assumed left. 3,4 left)
and makes it consistent with the bias of the high pressure

4
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isobar.

OVERPRESSURE SENSORS. icea'Lly, each overoressure sensor located
to measure oressure should resoond to a oassing oressure pulse
with a characteristic graph. The graoh's curve snould have a
orominent leading edge rising from a stable initial condition.
The tyoicai leading edge should oolarize oositively and rise to
the curve's maximum peak aressure over a smooth and almost linear
path. -At the peak oressure, the curve should inflect, and, at
tnis reversal, enter into a characteristic deoolarizatior decay
consistino of an almost linear out slightly distorted return to
below the initial condition with an undershoot, more fully
cescribed oeiow. reoresentine rarefaction and the start of the
refractory oeriod.

More often than not. the linear decay should gradually change
into a sluggish curve containing one prominent inflection.
forcing the olot into the oooosite direction. but staying below
the initial condition. Eventually, the oressure rarefaction
should deteriorate comoletely, and the plot should return
smoothly to the initial condition, ending the refractory oeriod.

Modulations and variations in behavior are caused by sensor
olacement (parallel or oeroendicular to the flow direction),
reflections, pressure wave distortions, time constants, frequency
resoonse, particul'ate imoingement, insulation resistance, short
circuits, ooen circuits arn gas cloud geometry, etc.

For this test, 9 of the 11 sensors recorded exhibited profiles as
described above. The exceotions were items 1809 and 1810. which
were on the 10 o'clock leg at 2 and 6 feet.

The overpressure item numbers and peak values for the
overoressure sensors are shown below along with the times in
seconds (in oarenthesis):

2 ft 6 ft le ft 14 ft

1801 1802 1803 1804
2 30.62 psig 12.02 7.57 4.92

o'clock (66.710350) (66.712563) (66.714869) (66.718351)

1805 1806 1807 1808
6 46.52 15.84 5.78 2.53

o'clock (66.710526) (66.712306) (66.715076) (66.718419)

1809 1810 1811
10 17.68 3.54 4.62

o'clock (66.710707) (66.712544) (66.715938)

To easily visualize when the oressure peak passed each station

5
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and in what order, draw circles around each of the above 11 data
groups and connect the circles in seauence according to time,
starting with the 2 o'clock 2 ft sensor. Note the pressure peak
always passed the stations in a 2, 6 and 10 o'clock order except 0
for the 6 foot stations where the order was 6, 10 and 2 o'clock.
This observation may indicate rupture activity favored the 2 and
6 o'clock positions more than the 10 o'clock position. Also, the
oressure magnitudes are larger for the 2 and 6 o'clock positions.

The orassure magnitudes on the 2 and 6 o'clock legs behaved as
exoected. The oressure wave decreased in size as the wavefront
oassed each station.

But, the oressure magnitudes on the 10 o'clock leg behaved in a
oeculiar manner. The first station's resoonse included a
negative oressure, and the remaining two stations recorded
increasing oositive pressure! There was no 14 foot station.
Note there was also oeculiar behavior reoorted for the Bikini
gages located on the 10 o'clock leg. The behavior of the 10
o'clock overoressure data includes oressure profiles with
oscillatory tendencies for the first and third stations and the
sluggish negative oressure at the first station. These
behaviorial characteristics are probably more atributable to
actual performance than to errors in the instrumentation system.
For example, simple signal polarity reversal can be easily
achieved with the amplifier's polarity switch, but the steepness
of the slope of the leading edge would not be changed, and we see
in item 1809 a slowness in the rarefaction not seen in any other
parameter (the adjacent station, 181, is slightly slow compared
to the others). Also, scattered about are small positive
orecursory artifacts on one-half the parameters (including 1809).
If 1809 had been reversed, its artifact would be reversed, and it
isn't. All of this notwithstanding, it still isn't too difficult
to believe 1809 is a reversed channel, particularly when the
graph is turned over and viewed through the paper from the
reverse side (the rarefaction exhibits a slow leading edge, peak,
linear decay, undershoot and a modulated recovery). The
calibration polarity was checked to settle this controversy once
and for all. The calibration polarity was the same as all the
other channels. Therefore, the channel is not reversed. Looking
at the profile again, the analyst suggested that the part of the
graph that crosses 66.7108 seconds is the actual leading edge
followed by a heavily modulated peak and linear decay. This
observation is probably the speculation of choice as the wave
arrival times for the other two 2 foot stations are within
reasonable agreement with this graph's wave arrival time; and,
more imoortantly, the slopes on the leading edges of the
wavefronts recorded by items 1809 and 1810 are almost identical
and are remarkedly slower than the slopes on all the other
overoressures. In other words, the heavy modulations seen on
1809 just about obscures the classic profile and makes it
difficult to see that the slope crossing 66.7108 seconds is
probably the passing of the desired wavefront.

6
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The ITT data analyst, Richard M. Thomsen states:

"FM OVERPRESSURES. The overoressures were digitized at 160,000
samples per second with a 20,000 Hz filter. Each was digitized
with the IRIS timing signal to sync the time scales to olus or
minus 0.125 milliseconds (I sigma). The time was then referenced
to the start of the test with the burst occurring at 66.7097
seconds ($624/7124) or 66.7093 (SG21/7121).

Two of the gauges were calibrated using the peak-to-peak AC
calibration. Both had a bad R4 resistor calibration; on PV2/1892
it was the same as the RO resistor calibration and on PV8/1808 it
was maximum counts (Actually, cal resistors are not used; the
caliorations are full scale voltage substitutions). The AC
calibration Peak-to-oeak maximum and minimum counts over 20
cycles for these gauges was used with that of th PV1/1801 to
determine the calibration coefficients.

Most of the overoressures show a small shift in pressure at the
time of the burst, then one to nine milliseconds later the shock
wave hits, with another following 0.5 to 4.5 milliseconds later.
I cannot determine why there is a shift at the time of the burst,
but on PV1 it is surprizingly strong. I would take this to be
the shock wave except (1) it occurs too soon and (2) the shape is
wrong. Usually the shock wave rises quite sharply and drops off
more slowly, but this pulse does the opposite. I think the pulse
at 66.7104 seconds is the one that travels out to the other
gauges.

The secondary shock wave may be a reflection from the test stand
(fragment oanels). The wild swings in pressure may be oarticles
hitting the gauges." End of ITT text.

7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. An undated ARDE
embrittlement procedure was followed; only the girth area for a
width of about 1 inch was embrittled. Embrittlement was
inhibited, where reouired, with a maskant. Embrittlement was
started at hours on ..... The current level was

---amperes. Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were completed
at -_.._ hours on . the tank was immediately moved from the
shop embrittlement area to the test site, instrumented, hooked up
and tested at -- hours on 18DEC86. The electrolyte was
sulohuric acid; sodium arsenite was added as an ennancer.

0
8
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

82Yiui2D 82C Initial Issue: 16JAN87. Revision A: 6MAY87:
overpressure information added.

miltno!ni testrvl1

pisti§i ARDE, Steve Berko, Dave Gleich
PI, Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerosoace Corp., Dr. Yen Pan
AFRPL, Jim Miller, Mike Dieckhoff, Dick Grove

MSgt Jim Day, John Marshall, Capt
Seidemann

ITT, Richard Thomsen, Dr. Tae-Woo Park
PAFB, Pete Tadie

Office of Primarv Resoonsibility. USAF/AFRPL/TOAE/Edwards CA
93523.
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9.7.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Tank pressure and selected fiber strain

versus time graphs are presented on Figures E-81

to E-86. A 20,000 liz filter frequency and

sampling and plot rate of 160,000 SPS were used

to adequately define the strain spikes. Strain

gages were located in the apex and girth regions

on the 23" and 81* fiber wraps as sketched on

Figures E-87, E-88. Even numbered gages were

oriented parallel to the fibers and odd numbered

gages were perpendicular to the fibers.

E.7.4 Blast Overpressure Data

Blast overpressure sumary data has been

given in prior section E.7.2. Figures E-89 to

E-92 show plots of overpressure versus time for

some key sensors using a 20,000 Hz filter and

160,000 samples per second (SPS). The center of

the test tank is zero feet and "clock"

coordinates are used to define the angular

location of the sensors. Maximum measured peak

overpressures were 46.52 psig at 2 foot radius,

decreasing to 7.57 psig at 10 foot radius,

indicating severe personnel damage potential.
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RV-10

* P/N E4168 S/N 003 STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS

1/2 KEVLAR THICKNESS MS33649-8
EVE GAGES = P/A.PALEL TO RBOO -MS64SIDE

33M36

17 /I20

18D 1 19 I2 3

4• 42 43• 4

="•MS33649-6

INSIDE DIA. =15-2.8 SIDE

METAL UNER THICKNESS = .055 #1 -48-SECTOR#S
FIBER THICKNESS = .078 (1/2 THE THICKNESS OF RV-7 TEST) #1-4=STRAIN GAGE #'S

C:- =STRAIN GAGE

Fig. E-87
E-157



RV-10
P/N E4168 S/N 003 STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS

1/2 KEVLAR THICKNESS MS33649-8

f MS33649-8

EMI GAO = M TO FMES SIDE

21 24
22 23 8

1- 7

1 16

'•"'--MS33649- 6

SIDE

I #1~t -48-SECTORI'S

I#(D--O--STRAIN GAGE #'S
C:3 =STRAIN GAGE

Fig. E-88
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E.7.5 Post Test Insoection

The bikini gages and witness panels (used

to collect fragments) were inspected. Some

fragments penetrated the panels. The test stand

was severely damaged. Test tank fragment

locations in the test area were noted. Metal

fragments were found as far as 500 feet from the

test stand. This demonstrates the severe damage

potential for total catastrophic failure of high

pressure gas tanks. Photographs were taken.

Figures E-93, E-94 show photo views of the

damaged test stand, Bikini gages, overpressure

transducers, witness panels and fiber fragments.

Photographs of typical metal fragments are given

on Figures 2-13 and E-98. A typical fiber wrap

fragment is shown on Figure E-95 and Figure E-

96 shows a fragment embedded in a witness panel

fifteen feet away from the test stand. Post test

liner fragment debris are depicted on the

photograph of Figure E-97.
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Fig . -93 Fig. E-94
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3.8 RV-11 Test (16" 46

3. 8.1 Test Vessel Descriation

* P/N 34168, S/N 004 Revlar Overwrapped 301

Cryo CR3S Composite Sphere Kevlar Fiber (less

resin) Average Thickness - .130 (83% of Baseline

Thickness)

M Metal Thickness - .049

i Inside Radius - 7.64"

* Hydrogen Zmbrittlement Mode - Local Girth Weld

Region

* Electrolyte Solution -

20 cc H SO + 980 cc Tap H2 0
2 4
1000 cc solution

* Solution Additive - S00 mg Sodium Arsenite

* Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

* Charging Current Density - .006 amps/in2 of

surface to be embrittled

* Charging Time - 72 hours

* Hold Time Before Test - 2-1/2 hours

* Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled

3-166
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Figure Z-99 is a photograph of the

instrumented composite tank mounted in the test

stand. Strain gage, displacement gage,

overpressure transducer and bikini gage

instrumentation can be seen and readily

identified in the photograph. Close up views of

typical strain gage and thermocouple

installations on the tank are shown in Figures

1-100 and 1-101.
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Fig. 3-99

Fig. E-101

±ig. E-100
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x.8s.2 'Pee W 46 " ;
INITPlIUNTATION OMUERVTIONM (E nt),V' 2) C,40 A26

KEVLAR TREST 011, 1OCT87. Project number 573096RV. -r/I 9'ZoD/

EXPERINWTAL O3WARVT IONS.

jL_•tL-MC;i2D Vessel S/N 04, P/N E4168, was tested. It was a
16 inch diameter stainless steel sphere and had an 83% thinned
Kevlar overwrap. The vessel was hydrogen embrittled for about
1/2 inch about the girth. It was tested in a vertical
configuration. The tank pressure was increased with pressure
pulses, held for a while, then ramped up until catastrophic
rupture of the liner and overwrap rapidly occurred. Rupture
of the tank generated a debris field with considerable content
centered around the 6 o'clock leg; piezoelectric overpressure
sensors and bikini gages registered a pressure bias toward the 2
o'clock leg.

PCRaSaUizatigM Bum2 aod 99121 2tai~c _RBMt1y.- The vessel was
pressurized with cool helium gas. Initially, the pressure was
increased from ambient pressure to about 290 psig during a cool-
down period, which took about 2 minutes. The tank was vented.
The digital data system was started, and the tank pressure was
kept at ambient pressure for 1.699764 seconds before pressure
was increased with a series of 3 short pressure bursts, 1 long
pressure burst, and another series of 7 short pressure bursts to
the beginning of an 18.8094 second wide plateau, with a nominal
value of 1401 psig. At the end of the pressure plateau, a steady
ramp of pressure was started at 41.599230 seconds, and the high
frequency data system was started. For the most part, the ramp. of pressure was 1 inear and progressed at a rate of 72.599637
psig/second (3274-2548 psig) / (65.0399.592-55.099542 seconds). The
tank ruptured and the main tank pressure transducer, PTANK/1901,
failed at 7/&9. 399858 seconds| Failure of the other tank
parameter quickly followed. row-.401 w 3b41 p$•j

ftlI£r•_n JDnMg21ionL Witness panels and acoustic emission
technology were not used. Scattered about were remains of the
vessel, including many metal fragments and loose Kevlar fibers.
One Kevlar piece was found about 40 feet from the test site; it
was a large piece - about 25% of the vessel. This large piece
did not degenerate into loose fibers, and the resin was still
entact. Some metal fragments were found about 500 feet from the
site. A fragment distribution map was not made, but there seemed
to be more pieces on the blacktop area near the adjacent C-D test
complex and shop area, which is south-west of the test site, than
in the desert area on the north side. Extensive damage to the
vessel's instrumentation wiring and pressurization plumbing was
observed. The two displacement sensors used on this test were
not recovered. The sensors' 3" diameter reference disks were
mounted on the vessel. The disks were aluminum, and these disks
were found 20e feet from the test site. They were no longer
flat, but had been bent around the sensors into a cup shape that
even had the impression of the front of the sensor imbeded in the
bottom of the cup. The sensor support arms were found near the
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mechanics' shop, which is 5M8 ft from the site. The over
oressure sensors are discussed elsewhere.

IMPMSIUON E FOM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

s1rin ki iiL

Strain Sage Locations. The strain gages were located IAW ARDE
drawing dated 9/2/87 J/N 42M1-8-14, page 1 & 2. The even strain
gages are perpendicular to the wrap, and the odd strain gages are
parallel to the wrap. The previous test, testrvl6, had the
opposite -assignments.

Strain Gage Temperature. Not shown on this print are the
thermocouple locations. Their locations are shown by the
following sequences Field #/Thermocouple #/Nearest strain gage
pair. 33/1/1,2; 9/2/5,6; 41/3/7,8; 36/4/9,y18; 4/5/11,12;
44/6/15,16 (from page 1); 38/7/17,18; 6/8/19,20; 46/9/23,24 (from
page 2). The 9 thermocouple loci form a family of curves with
almost identical profiles. Collectively, the gages measured
temperature behavior over a span between 78 and 119 degrees F,
approximately. However, each gage didn't change much. The
typical temperature variation didn't exceed 5 F degrees and
reached its minimum temperature at the bottom of a very slowly
formed single depression near the center of the locus. Of the 9
gages, 5 (55.5%) were measuring temperatures grouped between 78
and 87 degrees F, and 4 (44.4%) were measuring temperatures
grouped between 94 and 119 degrees. Six (66.6%) finished above
their initial conditions; two (22.2%) finished below their
initial conditions; and one (11.1%) finished very near its
initial condition. All had a slight depression in the middle of
the graph. The vessel's temperature behavior is considered to be
within normal limits.

Performance Summary. There were 23 strain gages recorded. All
were functioning, and, during the initial conditions, had much
better than reasonable noise floors. The noise floors are
discused elsewhere under Noise Floors. "11 gages were destroyed
as the tank ruptured.

Sign Convention. Positive strain gage polarity represents
compression, and negative strain gage polarity fepresents
tension.

Noise Floors. Except as noted elsewhere, the strain gage and
other paraueters' noise floors did not include major transverse
or common-mode minus L(di/dt) transients, artifacts, crosstalk,
atmospherics, noticeable RFI, intermodulation, spurious
parasites, or sibilants. However, latent noise or data
manifestations may be obscured in some parameters, and digital
signal processing may be needed for signal enhancement. In
general, the data appeared to be unbiased, precise and accurate.
6088/7188 had the noisiest initial condition, but it only
amounted to about 4.5% of the channel's range

E
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i.4X300lg•I(129/2E66•)Xll*%..4.5%).

Performance Exceptions. Strain gage behavior was within normal
limits with only two exceptions. S817/7117 failed, at tank
rupture, in the same manner as all the other strain gages; but it
did not show any change in strain when all the others changed at
6.93870 milliseconds, which is the start of rupture. Its
performance may be related to its location as it was located in
field 38 at the top of the vessel, and it was parallel to the
wrap. S804/7104 failed almost immediately following the start of
rupture.

Strain Direction. Disregarding the two exceptions, the remaining
21 gages exhibited similiar activity at the start of rupture.
The activity showed tension (negative polarity) strain by 19 of
the gages and compression strain (positive polarity) by 2 of the
gages before all gages are lost about 7 milliseconds after the
start of rupture. The arithmetic mean of the net change in
strain for the 19 gages indicating tension amounted to about 3880
microinches/inch; the minimum change was about 2300
microinches/inch for gage 10 and the maximum change was about
690 for gage 8. For comparison, it is interesting to note that
the strain gages for testrv9 also exhibited tension (negative)
strain activity, and the changes were similiar to those changes
in testrvl1, between 2100 and 7880 microinches/inch. The general
trend of the tension strain is interesting and is discussed
under Pofile Categories. The net change in strain for the 2
gages registering compression was only +500 to +600
microinches/inch.

* Dynamic Performance. All the loci had dynamic activity, which
presented as complex, small magnitude, damped oscillations.
Damping was completed within 5 milliseconds of the 7 millisecond
oeriod preceeding rupture. This behavior is considerably
different than that which was observed in testrvl@. In testrvl0,
"...most (strain gage) graphs progressed into a steady but short
period of prominent undamped oscillation prior to rupture."

Profile Categories. Based on their shape, the loci can be fit,
with considerable imagination, into either of two categoriess the
slope-plateau (SP) category or the plateau-slope-plateau (PSP)
category. Of the 19 gages sensing tension strain, 7 (36%) were
SP and 12 (63%) were PSP. This behavior is different than that
which was observed in testrvl0. In testrv1l, the strain gage
"...graphs enter into oscillation with a small compression
excursion; they reverse direction and continue with a tension
ramp, with modulations by the oscillation, to burst." Although
there were osci.tations in testrvll, they were damped and not
nearly as great as in testrvl8.

Strain Polarization. Of the 19 gages, 11 are odd numbered
(parallel with the wrap) and 8 are even numbered (perpendicular
with the wrap). Of the 11 parallel gages, 8 (72%) polarize
negatively at the start of rupture, and only 3 (27%) polarize
positively. Of the 8 perpendicular gages, only 3 (37.5%)

3
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oclarize negatively at the *tart of rupture, but 5 (62.5%)
polarize positively. At the start of rupture, this makes a total
of 11 (58%) polarizing negatively and 8 (42%) polarizing
positively. At rupture, 7 milliseconds later, only 7 (37%)
polarize negatively, and 12 (63%) polarize positively.
Speculations on the causes of this behavior are reserved. By
comparison, testrv9 had 66% of the gages registering tension,
which is slightly more than the 58% registering tension for
testrv1l at the start of rupture.

Statistical Analysis. Valid speculations about strain gage
behavior may involve biserial correlation of certain dichotomies
(positive-or negative polarization) to assess their associations
(with wrap direction, etc.). For truly dichotomous
distributions, the phi coefficient can be used. Because some of
these dichotomous variables are really continuous (the magnitude
or duration of polarization, and the degree of wrap thickness,
location & direction, etc.) and normally distributed, tetrachoric
correlation may be involved. An expert statistician should be
aoproached with a clear statement of which variables and
associations are important if valid conclusions about some of
these data are to be obtained. An accurate evaluation of which
variables are really dichotomies and which are proportionally
continuous would also have to be prepared and passed to the
statistician.

DIta _Davia.ta o2•_ntlsL. ITT, Richard M. Thomsen, states:

The data for S624/7124 shows the burst occurring at 69.390
seconds (20:43s27.160 IRIS). The spike occurring at 69.468
seconds is only one data point and I would question its validity.
The strain gauge also shows a large shift at 54 seconds.

EM 1wErg gy I._

Four digitizing passes were done. Two Strain gauges on each of
the first three passes did not register, so the fourth picked
these up. All values should be aligned to the nearest tenth of a
millisecond. (For the first pass,) data was digitized at 1880
samples per second using a 188 Hz filter. 8683/7103 shows three
spikes several seconds before the burst. I have seen these same
type spikes on unrelated digitized FM data and would probably say
they are tape dropouts. 9884/7104 shows non-pressure related
stress changes starting at 64 seconds. 9808/7108 has several
shifts in strain. 9619/7110 has 60 Hz hum. So does S817/7117,
DP01/891 and DP02/802. S812/7112, 9814/7114, 9816/7116, and
DPS2/8(W2 have sudden increases prior to the burst. S615/7115
has an unusual downward, decreasing spike prior to the burst.
9620/7128 has stress changes similiar to those of 8604/7104 prior
to burst.

_EMi EgMnEm y ,traein- Og I ijsplacement.
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The sample rate restriction on the Lark drive limited the
frequency resoonse to 16 kHz. The roll-off characteristic of the
Datum 1 kHz filters may be slow enough that higher frequencies
come through. In fact, S897/7101 shows a frequency of 21 kHz for
a millisecond at 69.392 seconds.

The start of the burst occurred at 69.387 seconds (26u43s27. 15743
IRIS) and ended with sharp changes in strain and disolacment
about 7.5 milliseconds later. Each item was aligned using the
IRIS signal to the nearest hundredth of a millisecond."

General Behavior. Both displacement sensors worked very well,
and they remained noise free. DP2/SM2 started with an initial
condition near 22M mils, went positive to near 238 mils, and then
dropped to about 230 mils. DP1/M1 made a much larger
excursion. It started with an initial condition near 217 mils
and finally ended uo near 112 mils. In other words, the gap
sensed by DP2 had a net increase of about 16 mils, and the gap
sensed by DPI had a net decrease of about 15 mils. The start
and end of the displacement sensors' activity correlates well
with the strain gages.

The expansion of the vessel is best represented by DP12, Total
(vessel horizontal diameter) Displacement, which is the sum of
the two (girth) displacement sensors. The sum reflects both
graphs' initial conditions, slopes, inflections and plateaus,
etc., and must be used for correct interpretation of the total
vessel displacement performance.

* Noted in the loci sum is moderate smoothing of the dynamic
constituents seen more prominently in the individual graphs.
For example, the 250 Hz modulations are noticeably suppressed,
and phase distortion is evident during the 3M Hz modulations.
Furthermore, the mean slope characterizing the prevailing
decreasing trend increases about 31% over the mean slope seen in
DP01/861.

The dynamic variations seen by both displacement sensors between
69.3930 and 69. 3946 seconds are phased in such a manner that the
sum displays suppressed magnitude variations. The mean slope
increases just prior to the onset of the variations and then
decreases after the variation. The variation is probably valid,
as it is about 3/4 the way through the 7 millisecond period of
orimary interest. Also, there is nothing to indicate the
aaoarent mean slope changes are invalid. Destruction of the
vessel is obvious and agrees with the PTANK/1901 graph.

Calibration Information. The zero and 8.256" calibration cuts
are shown on the page just prior to the digital printout of the
run data. The polarity is positive for the 0.250" calibration
displacement. After the calibration, the sensors were not moved,
and their initial conditions remain, as expected, near 0.250".

5
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Description of Expected Performance. As the tank expands, the
gaps get less, and the readings shou.d decrease. The general
trend for testrv9, and for testrv11, ýollowed this logic, exceot
for the variations discussed. The general trends of the data
from the two sensors will not necessarily match.

Description of Actual Performance. For testrv11, DPOI/8001 had a
Prevailing decreasing trend in the form of a negative slope with
prominent modulations. The slope is slowly modulated by a 250 Hz
damped oscillations which deteriorates after several cycles.
Riding on top of this carrier is another damued oscillation, seen
more clearly by the other Position sensor, that is oscillating
near 3008Hz and damps out after 6 cycles or 0. W2 seconds.

Surprisingly, DP02/8002 increased slightly, after a very slight
delay which contained no major modulations, and stayed above its
initial condition in a rough plateau containing the heavily
damped 389W Hz freauency.

The frequency oscillations seen on the two graphs may be
mutually related, but they are not necessarily in phase. The
same frequency of oscillation is seen on both displacement
sensors, and it is about 306 Hz (3 cycles/0.001 seconds). This
frequency may also be a component in the stain gage data, but it
isn't immediately obvious on the graphs because of the complex
nature of the freauency domain. Both displacement gages were
lost when the tank ruptured and were not recovered, although the
reference disks were found as discussed elsewhere. Not confirmed
is the speculation DP01/8W1 was located on the tank half nearest
the black top. The still photos show excessive debris in this
debris field, and this may be related to the fact DP@1/8001 had a
slope profile while DPW2/8602 had a plateau profile.

IMPRESSION8 FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEMI DATA.

lgnk e2y£alr3L PTANK/1901 was located on the top of the tank in
the vent line. PVSOUT/1904 was also in the vent line, but it was
located at the valve box about 15 feet from the tank. PTANK/1981
functioned as described under the Pressurization Ramp...
paragrach.

The locations of the transducers was the same as test 10.

PVSOUT/19e4 had readings that started about 10% higher than
PTANK/1901, but changed quickly to about 28% lower for the
remainder of the test. This graph's inspissated locus is due to
a small amount of continuous noise, and there are numerous small
magnitude bipolar spikes appearing about 1.2 seconds apart
throughout the graph; the noise origins were not investigated as
they do not appear to be insidious. The noise is probably not
associated with the test item; it is most likely a systemic
artifact recorded during data acquisition, although there is a
small possibility it may be related to the data reduction
process. The phase performance of PVSOUT/1994 was slightly

-1
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behind PTANK/190l which is consistent with the distant location
of PVSOUT/ 194. The general trends of both graphs agree,
however.

It is interesting to note that when the tank failed, the data
from the two transducers went in opoosite directions. When the
transducer at the tank was torn from the instrumentation line,
its data abruptly went to positive full-scale overload following
a very rapid rate of change. The PVSOUT/194 transducer in the
box wasn't damaged and reflects legitimate pressure loss in the
line as it smoothly underwent a rate of change and progressed
towards zero where it made a slight undershoot, inflected and
quickly -recovered without oscillation to its initial condition,
which was slightly above the abscissa. This behavior is easily
seen in the expanded graphs, but doesn't have much significance
except to confirm the vessel's clinical performance and to verify
the sensor locations.

General Comments. The performance of 9824 is very interesting.
This strain gage duplicated the tank pressure behavior,
PTANK/1901, but there were some deviations particularly during
the final pressurizing ramp prior to failure.

Phase Behavior and Frequency Response. Noted also is the phase
behavior; the two graphs were very close together in the time
domain although the sharp corners seen in the pressure graph
were rounded in the strain gage graph and much less defined.

Behavior During the Final Pressure Ramp. The deviation during
the final pressure ramp manifests itself in gross magnitude and
slope changes. Several abrupt magnitude shifts are obvious.
More obscure are the subtle changes in slope between the
magnitude shifts. With a straight edge, follow the four or five
slopes and note how the slopes get gradually less and less as the
vessel weakens. The abrupt magnitude and slope behavior might be
used in an alarm circuit to warn of impending failure of
overwrapped vessels instead of more complicated non destructive
methods such as acoustic emission. Unfortunately not all gages
show this behavioral pattern. The pattern may be due to gage
debonding, but it probably represents a weaking vessel.

Graph Exoansion at Rupture. The 0 to 75 second plot was blown up
between 69 and 78.5 seconds for a better look at the rupture
noint. A very small glitch was seen, and another graph blow up
was made between 693 and 694.5E-1 seconds to look at the ilitch.
This graph has a locus progressing from a noise free ,itial
condition to tension strain (negative polarity). The progression
follows one smooth cycle of a 54.64 Hz oscillation distressed by
the glitch seen as one negative paroxysm followed by an insipid
minor variation. The glitch's magnitude is about 264
microinches/inch and represents only 0.099% of the full-scale
range (26666 microinches/inch). As ITT indicated, it is only one
data point wide and probably isn't significant although it occurs

7
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at the point of maximum interest.

Qlftr 2ar#j9j2ar2L The performance of the other oarameters was
within normal limits; this was determined by a quick review of
the graphs for items PHXIN/1902, PHXOUT/1900, PTRAIL/1903,
THXIN/219, TBALL/2211. TBSOUT/2210, TBSIN/2209, THXOUT/2101,
TT1/2102, TT2/2103, TT3/2104, TT4/2105, TT5/2201, TT6/2202,
TT7/2203, TTB/2204 and TT9/2205. The time code parameter,
IRIG/388, recorded satisfactorily.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OVERPRESSURE SENSORS.

likinj @Mgg• l A Bikini gage is one piece of bond paper
compressed between two metal plates containing different sized
round holes. The gages are aligned so the paper is perpendicular
to the pressure source. Discrete pressure data can be obtained
and is a function of the location of the damaged paper
diaphrams. The approximate calibration is as follows for the
indicated hole size using bond paper:

HOLE # PSIG SIZE

1 7.3 5/8
2 5.2 7/8
3 3.7 1-1/4

4 2.7 1-7/8
5 1.9 2-3/4
6 1.4 3-3/4

7 1.0 5-3/8

2 o'clock 6 o'clock 10 o'clock

2' all gone all gone* all gone
6' all gone* all gone all gone*

10' all gone 1 left 1,2,3 left
14' 1,2,3,4 left 1,2,3 left 1,2,3,4 left

* denotes those locations whose supports were tipped over
by the overpressure blast.

From the above data, the 2 o'clock leg experienced greater than
7.3 osig at the 2, 6 & 10' locations and less than 2.7 psig at
the 14' location. The 6 o'clock leg experienced greater than 7.3
psig at the 2 & 6' locations; less than 7.3 psig at the 10'
location; and less than 3.7 psig at the 14' location. The 10
o'clock leg experienced greater than 7.3 psig at the 2 & 6
o'clock locations; less than 3.7 psig at the 10' location; and
less than 2.7 psig at the 14' location.

The pressure bias for the 14' pressure data favors the 6 o'clock
leg, and the bias for the 10' pressure data favors the 2 o'clock
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leg and, to a lesser degree, the 6 o'clock leg. These biases
indicate there was an unequal Pressure expansion at rupture, and
the expansion favored the 6 and 2 o'clock positions. The 6
o'clock leg is the leg pointing towards the blacktoo. This
finding is consistent with the density and distribution of the. debris field, discussed elsewhere.

Reconciliation of the bikini overpressures and bias observations
using the results from the piezoelectric overpressure sensors
reveals the overpressures were higher at four of the stations
than the bikini gages indicated. The bias observations are
similiar - both conclude there was excessive pressure near the 2
o'clock leg. The actual values measured were 4.28, 4.88, 7.83 &
15.50 psig for the preceeding 2.7, 3.7, 3.7 & 2.7 psig bikini
entries in the comments following the bikini data.

It is not too suprising the bikini gages don't match the
piezoelectric sensors. The calibrations listed above are not
traceable. In fact, the source of calibration is unknown. The
calibrations will vary depending on the type of paper (bond,
vellum, carbon, rag, linen, etc.) and its thickness and water
content, etc.

•Pi33•j2L13ric Sensgrs. Ideally, each overpressure sensor located
to measure pressure should respond to a passing pressure pulse
with a characteristic graph. The graph's curve should have a
prominent leading edge rising from a stable initial condition.
The typical leading edge should polarize positively and rise to
the curve's maximum peak pressure over a smooth and almost linear
path. At the peak pressure, the curve should inflect, and, at
this reversal, enter into a characteristic depolarization decay
consisting of an almost linear component followed by a distorted
exponential component that returns to below the initial condition
with an undershoot, more fully described below, representing
rarefaction and the start of the refractory period.

More often than not, the linear decay should gradually change
into a sluggish curve containing one prominent inflection,
forcing the plot into the opposite direction, but staying below
the initial condition. Eventually, the pressure rarefaction
should deteriorate completely, and the plot should return
smoothly to the initial condition, ending the refractory period.

Modulations and variations in behavior are caused by sensor
placement (parallel or perpendicular to the flow direction),
reflections, pressure wave distortions, time constants, frequency
resoonse, particulate impingement, insulation resistance, short
circuits, open circuits and gas cloud geometry, etc.

For this test, 12 sensors were recorded. Two sensor circuits
were defective because of noise and were not evaluated, and they
are discussed below (1803 & 1807). Of the 10 operating sensors,
all exhibited profiles as described above with the following
variations. Three had prominent peak distortion (1804, 1805 &
1812); four finished above their initial conditions (1802, 1804,
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1"S9 & 1811); three had a small amount of preliminary undershoot
(I661, 1S5 & 186); four had moderate amounts of noise
throughout the experiment (18lo, 1865, 1806, 1808 & 1812); one
had a moderate amount of noise, but the noise apOeared only after
the pressure pulse occurred (18Q9); one had a non-exponential
decay (1601)1 and one had reduced rise time (1801). Exceot for
the noise, these variations are, for the most part, within normal
limits and can be justified as valid data.
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Shown in the table below are the:

Overpressure sensor item number
Peak values, Dsig
Time in seconds (in parenthesis)
Delta time, same lego in seconds [in brackets]
Velocity, same leg, in ft/sec (in braces>

Note, the pressure values shown are the maximum pressures
exoerienced, which is not necessarily the first peak measured;
three items measured smaller peaks prior to the maximum peak;
they were 1804 (0.99 psig Q 69.394756), 1810 (0.56 osig @
69.394819) and 1811 (1.39 psig Q 69.394795):

2 ft 6 ft 10 ft 14 ft

Ia1 1802 1803 1804
2 123.33 15.65 4.28

o'clock (69.395106) (69.396294) (69.403787)
[0.001188] [0.007493]
(33671 C 1067-

1805 1806 1807 1808
6 37.03 22.11 4.08

o'clock (69.394800) (69.396050) (69.403174)
CO.001250] CO.007124]
(3200) (1123-

1809 1810 is11 1812
10 30.99 18.07 .83 15.50

o'clock (69.394219) (69.396038) (69.398900) (69.401837)
[0.001819] C[.002862] [0.002937]
(2199) (1398) 11362)

To easily visualize when the pressure peak passed each station
and in what order, draw circles around each of the above 10 data
groups and connect the circles in sequence according to time,
starting with the 10 o'clock 2 foot sensor. The pattern
progresses through the above data groups from bottom to top and
through the 2, 6, 10 and 14 foot diameters in a left to right
order. Note the maximum pressure peak always passed the stations
in a 10, 6 and 2 o'clock order with no exceptions. If the order
of arrival of the peak pressure is shown on a plan view of the
facility (draw 4 concentric circles for the 2, 6, 10 & 14 ft
diameters overlayed on a wye representing the 2, 10 and 6 o'clock
legs), a reverse helix is formed; the helix winds its way outward
in a counterclockwise direction through each station (skipping
the 2 missing stations) in the 10, 6, 2 o'clock order already
mentioned. The smaller pressure peaks seen on the three sensors
discussed earlier do not enter into this reconciliation of
maximum oeak pressure.

Using this behavior as a premise to support the conclusion a
major pressure release occurred whose location was biased
away from the exact center of the vessel is one ootion. The
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center of the bias would be somewhere between the 10 and 6
o'clock legs. The helix propagation oattern and debris field
contents support this conclusion.

Another option would be a vessel spin mode, but this is unlikely
from a mechanical standpoint, and the motion picture films don't
back up this idea either; also, multiple pulses with decreasing
magnitudes would be seen by all the stations, and such a pattern
wasn't recorded.

Returning to the first ootion, a check on the velocities of
oropagation of the wave front as it sequentially pasted the
sensors on each leg indicates the peak pressure's velocity
decreased as the oropagation progressed. The following graph
snows the velocities, but they are plotted as if they were
measured halfway betAeen the stations; for example, the table
shows the 10 o'clock, 2 ft velocity is 2199 ft/sec, but it is
graphed as being at 4 ft, which is halfway between 2 and 6 ft.
The graoh isn't very accurate because it was fabricated using
Wordstar, and a curve in the 2-point 2 and 6 o'clock locus is
assumed because the 3-ooint 10 o'clock locus is curved. Draw
the graph using a French curve.

The ITT data analyst, Richard M. Thomsen states:

EM digh Frgguency Overgressures

The digitizing was done using a 16 kHz filter. The 20 kHz AC
calibration signal shows a rolloff of 14 db ((log 50)2-

log(10)2*10) for PV01/1801. Timing was aligned using the IRIS
signal to the nearest tenth of a millisecond.

PV03/1803 was so noisy that the pulse was completely obscurered.
The spikes at 69.4025 and 69.4035 arrive too late and are the
wrong direction, so I would not consider them as the pressure
oulse. PV07/1807 was too noisy to calibrate.

A table of position vs overpressure (osig) is presented I...
elsewhere] for comparison to the bikini gauges."

1280
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE.

Summary. An undated ARDE embrittlement procedure was followed;
only the girth area for a width of about 1/2 inch was embrittled.
Embrittlement was inhibited, where required, with a maskant.
Embrittlement was started at 1130 hours on 28SEP87. The current
level was 0.16 amperes. Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were
completed at 1130 hours on 1OCT87; the tank was immediately moved
from the shoo embrittlement area to the test site, instrumented,
hooked uo and tested at 1315 hours on 1OCT87. The electrolyte
was sulphuric acid; sodium arsenite was added as an enhancer.

Details. Tsgt Dan Hinkle reports "The vessel, ARDE P/N E4168,
S/N 004, was pickled with a mixture of Nitric Acid (22% by
volume), Hydrofluoric Acid (2% by volume), and potable tap water
to equal one liter of total volume. Interior coverage was
insured by rotating and tilting the vessel for a period of 10
minutes, including drain time. The vessel was rinsed with tao
water, then alcohol, and dried with a slow purge of GN2 from 25
SEP87 to 28SEP87.

On 28SEP87 the vessel's interior was masked with Adcoat AC818T
liquid maskant to just above the girth weld. The ARDE technical
representative (Steve Berko) insured this level by using a
boroscope. The vessel was dried with GN2 for one hour, then
filled to 1/2 inch above the maskant with an electrolyte solution
(20 ml of 97.3% sulohuric acid in water to equal 1000 ml total
volume, with 500 mg per liter of sodium arsenite). The
electrolyte was charged by 0.16 amps for a period of 72 hours.
The vessel was drained, rinsed with water, then alcohol, and
dried with GN2 for one hour arior to installation on the test
stand. The vessel was installed and all instrumentation hook-uos
were comoleted at 1315 hours.

The vessel's interior and boss temperatures were cooled with LN2
chilled gaseous helium with a maximum pressure of 250 psig by
cycling the pressurization valve and the test article vent
valves. When the interior gas and boss temperatures were reduced
to 20 degrees F and 60 degrees F, respectively, a ramp up in
oressure to 1400 psig was completed. During a short hold, the
temperatures were checked to insure both temoerature readings
were within the 140 degree F called for in the test directive.
The interior temperature had risen to 128 degrees F, and the boss
temperature had risen to 77 degrees - both well within the
parameter restrictions. A ramp up to 3700 psig was initiated
whereupon the vessel burst at 3575 psig. At failure, the
interior gas temperature was 30 degrees F, and the tank boss
temperature was 67 degrees F."
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

BmtIyjai BS9rEL Initial Issuel 28OCT87. Revision A: 13NOV87;
added text here and there. Revision B: 4DEC87; errors fixed:
*.16 amperes was 1.6 amperes; text added to paragraphs:
PVSOUT/19041 Displacement Sensors. Revision C: 15DEC87; text
added to paragraph Piezoelectric Sensors; other minor changes.

EilIDAhhl testrv11

RiI•£i~M~i2D ARDE, Steve Berko, Dave Gleich
PL, Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerospace Corp., Dr. Yen Pan
AFAL, Jim Miller, Dick Grove, John Marshall,

Dr. Tae-Woo Park
ITT, Richard Thomsen
PAFB, Pete Tadie

Qffjgg 2f EriWAr B21 1b 1AY& USAF/AFAL/TOAE/Dick
Grove/Edwards CA 93534.
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E.8.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-101 to E-107 are selected

measured pressure and fiber strain versus time

plots. Digital data are given on Figure

E-108, Strain gage locations are shown on Figure

E-109. Odd numbered strain gages were parallel

to the fiber wrap and even numbered strain gages

were perpendicular to the fiber wrap.
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Fig. E-108 *u~AA
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RV-I 1
P/N E4168 S/N 004

83X KEVLAR THICKNESS

SGAOE= PRkL 10 FIS• FMS33649-8 SIDE

17 i1 92 0

2 0
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FIGURE E-109 STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR TEST RV-11.
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z.8.4 1 O 5*5UN nata

Blast ovewpressure data have been given in

section 3.8.2 as part of "ZnstrumentatLon

ObservationsO. The maximam pressume measured by

the piezoelectric sensors was 123.33 p1ig at the

2 Loot radius foz L.d 2 o'clock position. At 14

foot radius, the peak overpressure measured was

still 4.28 peig at the 2 o'clock position and

15.50 at the 10 o'clock position. The pressurt

dit, ribution was non-symitrical due to non-

rymsetrical tank rupture, test rig and ground

interference and reflected waves. Radii are

measured from the tank center and clock

coordinates define the angular position of

sensors.

B.8.5 Post Test Inspection

The test stand and surrounding terrain were

inspected for damage and tank fragments.

Photographs were taken. The test stand was

severely damaged and vessel remains (metal

fragments and loose Kevlar fibers) were scattered

over a considerable distance. Some metal

fragments were found about 500 feet from the test

9-193
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stand. Figure Z-110 shown a close up photograph

of the post test damaged test stand and a partial

view of fragment distribution about the test site

is given on the photograph of Figure Z-111. The

large number of fragments and their distribution

over a large area extending far from the blast

initiation site, coupled with the high blast

overpressure discussed in 5.8.4, demonstrates

once again the high damage capacity of

catastrophically failed high pressure gas tanks.

0
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Fig. E-110
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E.9 RV-12 TEST (220 6)

E.9.1 Test Vessel Description

& P/N E4089-2 (Kevlar Overwrapped 301 Cryo CRES

Composite Sphere)

*Kevlar Fiber (less resin) Average Thickness -

.192

*IMetal Thickness - .044

*Inside Radius - 10.3

'Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Boss/Head

Weld Region

*Electrolytic Solution -

20 cc H2 SO4 + 980 cc Tap H2 0

1000 cc Solution

*Solution additive - 500 mg Soldium Arsenite

* Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

OCharging Current Density - .0068 amps/in2 of

surface to be embrittled

'Charging Time - 72 hours

*Hold Time Before Test - 3 hours

*Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled

A pre-test photograph of the instrumented

tank mounted in the test stand is shown on Figure

E-112.
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E.9.2 Test Discussion

Experiment RV-12 (boss/head weld hydrogen

eubrittlement mode) demonstrated again a benign,

stable, leak tank failure type. Liner failure

pressure was low (2500 psig). This test was a

first time hydrogen embrittlement experiment with

the new larger tank/boss size/geometry and

resulted in too much hydrogen gas at the defect

(crack) tips leading to too low liner failure

pressure. No pressure fiber strain data was

obtained because the data acquisition system was

not operative at/near the 2500 psig liner failure

pressure as detailed in the AFAL letter and APAL

Instrumentation observations of E.9.2.1.

The liner failure was verified by a post

test leak check at AFAL and further

proven/defined by viewing the multitude of cracks

on the die check enhanced inside liner surface of

the subsequently cut apart tank at ARDE. The

embrittled boss region was still attached to the

liner head - no boss/head separation occurred.

Figure E-113 shows a post-test close up view of

the tank on the test stand at AFAL. A small

local external fiber wrap damage in the boss/head
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weld region can readily be seen. An overall view

of the liner tangential and radial through cracks

in the boss/head weld HAZ and a close-up view of

the largest through crack (outlined by a black

rectangular marking) are given on the photographs

of Figure E-114 It is to be noted that the radial

cracks are soon arrested by the ductile liner

material outboard of the boss/head weld HAZ.

The local boss/head weld HAZ liner

hydrogen embrittlement mode was investigated

again in experiment RV-12A, discussed next. A

lower liner hydrogen eabrittlement current

density was used to provide the desired higher 0
liner failure pressure.
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1,9.2,1
iN uMENTATION 0PBSERVATIO NS

KEVLAR TEST 012, 26MAY88. Proiect numoer 573000RV.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS.

±ntroouction. Vessel S/N 029. P/N E4089. was tested. It was a
a2 incn diameter stainless steei son--e. The Keviar overwrao was

00o%. The vessel was nvarocen emor cled at the inlet boss. It
was tested in a vertical confiouration.

Tnere were oroblems with this test. It was necessary to conduct
an extended cool-down oerioc because of an intermittent fast vent
valve. Witnesses a±'ege the tank unexoectedly leaked during the
nolo oerioa when critical data was not being acouired. Fracture
verification could not be confirmea visually with the ooroscooe.
out a oost-test leak cnecK at 500 osia proved the vessel had
cefinitely fractured. Damage to the Kevlar was limited; one
fioer bundle was frayeo for acout an inch lona near the
ermorittled flange; some resin deoonding was evident near the
flanse.

Pressurization Proceaure. The line was oressurized, vented and
a data Z-cai at zero Line oressure obtained. The data system was
started. Durino cooi-down, the fast vent valve was intermittent
and oressurization was very slow as the vessel gas temoerature
haa to be keot below 140 dearees F. Cool-down took about one
hour until the vent valve orooiem cleared soontaneously; pressure
was increased to 2500 osig. The data file had filled to
caoacity, and a new data file was reouested. As soon as the new
oata file started, tne tank oressure had droooed to about 1200
osit. and attemots to reoressurize failed. Data acouisition was
nalited urina a 3 minute discussion aoout what had napoened and
what should be done. It was decided not to reoressurize again.
The aata file was startea again to caoture the remainder of the
oressure decay. it has not been determined how much data was
oozainea with the FM taDe data.

EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. The ARDE embrittlement orocedure dated
4MAY89 was followed. The 22" diameter vessel was boss
emorittlea. Emorittlement was imnioited, where reauired, with a
masKant. Embrittlement was started at 0800 hours on 16MAY88.
Tne current level was 0.160 amoeres. Sevent-two hours of
emorittlement was comoleted at i!15 hours on 19MAY68. The tank
was immediately moved from the snoo emorittlement area to the
test site, instrumented, hookea uo, checked and oressure testea
at 1305 hours on 19MAY88. The electrolyte was sulphuric acid.
Sodium arsenite was added as an enhancer. The maskant was just
oelow tne boss weld.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

Revision Record. initial issue: 25MAY88. Revision A: 29AUG89:
Emiorittlement Procedure added. The word "leaked" was
"ruotured."
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AM PCOMc £S?4106MAMM LAWOM CAP=C

9inmW AM PON= &AUMM CALWMA 93340WO

TOAE

Kevlar Test 012, 26 May 88 Project Number: 57300ORV

To ARDE Inc.
500 Walnut St
Norwoodq New Jersey 07648

Aft: Mr Dave Gleich

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS.

Introduction. SIN 029. PIN E4089, was tested. It was a 22 inch diameter stainless
steel sphere. The Kevlar Overwrap was 100 percent. The vessel was hydrogen
embrittled at the inlet boss. It was tested in a vertical configuration.

There were problems with this test. It was necessary to conduct an extended cool-down
period because of an intermittent fast vent valve. Witnesses allege the tan*
unexpectedly fractured during the hold period when critical data was not beig
acquired. Fracture verification could not be confirmed visually with the boroscope, but
a post-test leak check at at 500 psig proved the vessel had definately fractured.
Damage to the Kevlar was limited; one fiber bundle was frayed for about an inch long
near the embrittled flange; some resin debonding was evident near the flange..

Pressurization Procedure. The line was pressurized, vented, and a data Z-cal at zero
line pressure obtained. The data system was started. During cool-down, the fast vent
valve was intermittent and pressurization was very slow as the vessel gas temperature
hod to be kept below 140 degrees F. Cool-down took about one hour until the vent
valve problem cleared spontaneously; pressure was increased to 2500 psig. The data file
had filled to capacity, and a new data file was requested. As soon as the new data file
started, the tank pressure had dropped to about 1200 psig, and attempts to repressurize
failed. Data acquisition was halted during a 3 minute discussion about what had
happened and what should be done. It was decided not to repressurize again. The data
file was started again to capture the remainder of the pressure decay. It has not been
determined how much data was obtained with the FM tape data.

LLER, Project Manager

DICK GROVE, Instrumentation Engineer
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E.10 RV-12A (22N 4)

E.10.1 Test Vessel Description

* P/N E4089-2, S/N 034 (Kevlar Overwrapped 301 Cryo

CRES Composite Sphere)

* Kevlar Fiber (less resin) Average Thickness -

.192

* Metal Thickness - .044

# Inside Radius - 10.3

* Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Boss/Head

Weld Region

0 Electrolytic Solution -

20 cc H2So 4 + 980 cc Tap HO a0

1000 cc Solution

0 Solution Additive - 500 mg Sodium Arsenite

* Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

* Charging Current Density - .0042 ma/in2 of

surface to be embrittled

0 Charging Time - 72 hours

@ Hold Time Before Test - 2-3/4 hours

*Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on areas not to be

embrittled
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A photograph of the test tank being charged

with hydrogen gas during the pre-test hydrogen

embrittlement mode is shown on Figure E- 115.

Figure E-116 is a pre-test photograph of the test

tank mounted in the test stand, shoving strain

gage, bikini gage and blast overpressure sensor

instrumentation. A view of Area 1-52D test pad

showing the motion picture camera tower stations

is given on the photograph of Figure E-117.
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Fig. E-1 15

Fig. E-116
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Strain Gages.

Strain Gage Locations. The strain pages were located IAW ARDE
crawing catec 3/6/89, Revision A. The even strain gages are
oeroendicuiar to the wrap, and the odd strain gages are oarallel
to thne wrao.

Strain Gage Temoerature. Not shown on this Print are the
thermocouoie locations. See the Instrumentation Soecification
Sneet for the locations and item numoers. The 5 tnermocouole
loci form a family of curves witn almost identical olateau
orofiles. Collectively, tne cages measured temoerature cenavior
over a- soan between .... ano __.._.__decrees F, aooroximately.
However. each gage didn't change much during the olateau, anc the
tyoicai oiateau temoerature variation didn't exceed about 5 F
decrees. This small variation was also seen on test 11. Two
thermocouoies, TT3/2104 and TT4/2105 drooned raoidly at leak.
Tnermocouole TT5/220i aroooed sliahtly at leak, and the others
remained steady. The vessel's temoerature behavior is considered
to be within normal limits, and it wasn't investigated with
furtner aetail.

Performance Summary. There were 23 strain gages recorded, and
21 functioned, although several had little activity and some had
noise soikes. During the initial conditions, all gages had much
oetter than reasonable noise floors. The noise floors are
aiscusec elsewhere under Noise Floors. None of the strain gages
were destroyed at tank leak. Two data passes were made. The
first was done at 1000 SPS with a 100 Hz filter. The second was
done at 128,000 SPS with a 20,000 Hz filter.

Sign Convention. Positive strain gage oolarity reoresents
comoression, and negative strain gage Polarity reoresents
t ension.

Noise Floors. Exceot as noted elsewhere, the strain gage and
other narameters' noise floors did not include major transverse
or common-mode minus L(di/dt) transients, artifacts, crosstalk,
atmosoherics, noticeable RFI, intermodulation, sourious
oarasites, or sibilants. However, latent noise or data
manifestations may be obscured in some oarameters, and digital
signal orocessing may be needed for signal enhancement. In
general, the data aopeared to be unbiased, orecise and accurate.
SGi6 was the noisiest but this is a judgement call as several
others had some noise also.

Performance Exceotions. Strain gage behavior was within normal
i mits.

Dynamic Performance, Profile Categories, Strain Polarization.
The ceneral trend for the active strain oaces was a tension
strain oolarization oattern orooortional to vessel oressure. S6
behavior was simi'liar to orevious tests. High frequency dynamic
data included oscillations at leak noted by the analyst on SG01,
08 and 13.

E-2
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maximum SG Values and Performance Trenas. The following coaes

are used oelow:
NWNL noise within normal limits
GRZ gooa return to zero
ARZ aooroximate return to zero
NRZ no return to zero
C comoression strain
T tension strain
NTE not to exceed

OSC oscillation (See ITT text for frequency)
uniDoolar: aata oreoominately in one direction.
Bi-oiar: cata in ooth directions but not necessarily evenly

malanceO between ooiarities. In most cases, the data
carrier was unioolar in tension but contained bioolar
comoression excursions.

Units for strain values are in microincnes/incn

SGOI uniiooar. T NTE 2..500: NWNL. OSC.
SG02 Bioolar, minor C, T not to exceed 6000, NWNL orior to leak.
SG03 -
S604 Bioolar, major C NTE 5200, T NTE 3000, NWNL orior to leak.

SG05 uniooiar, T only NTE 3000, NWNL but some soikes, NRZ.
5606 unioolar, all T NTE 7500, NWNL orior to ooening uo, NRZ.
SG@7 uniooiar, all T NTE 5000, NWNL but xome soikes, NRZ.
S608 BE.oolar, major C NTE 2500, T NTE 5000, NWNL but some spikes,
NRZ. OSC.

SG09 Unioolar, all T NTE 7500, NWNL, NRZ, OSC.
SGIO Bioolar, major C NTE 3700, minor T. NWNL. GRZ.
SGli Bioolar, minor C, T NTE 1/3 of 2500, NWNL, NRZ.
SGi2 Bioolar, minor C. T NTE 1/3 of 2500, NWNL, NRZ.

SG13 Bioolar, minor C, T NTE 3/4 of 2500, NWNL, NRZ.
SGi4 Bipolar, minor C. T 7500. NWNL, NRZ, OSC.
SG65 Unioolar, minor T bumo of short Duration NTE 1/3 of 2500,
NWNL. ARZ.
SG66 No cnange. NWNL exceot for major noise spikes.

BG67 No change. NWNL.
SG18 No cnange, NWNL.
S619 Bioolar, minor C, T NTE 5000, NWNL, NRZ.
SG20 Bipolar, major C&T excursions NTE 7500 ok-to-ok. NWNL, GRZ.

G621 No change, NWNL.
6622 -
SG23 Unioolar, T less than 2500, NWNL, ARZ.

Cerformance Summary: Seven of the 23 channels (30%) recorded
uniooiar data. Ten of the 23 channels (43%) recorded bipolar
cata. Three of the 23 (13%) recorded no change. The maximum
unioolar strain was recorded by SG01 as tension, not to exceed
i2.500 microinches/incn. The maximum bipolar strain was
recorded by 5614, about 7500 microinches per inch, although it 0

3
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was mostly unioolar in nature. SG20/7120 could be consiaerea as
somewhat reoresentative of tyoical strain gage oerformance: it
tracked tne vessel oressure, containea comoression cata as well
as the orecominate tension data. returned to the initiaj.
condition zero value, arid aid not nave any oscillations, noise
smikes or aroo outs. Pnase information correlates well for some
items such as SGI5 & SG11. Pnase information on other oarameters
is sniftea, such as SG,69 & 20. where oolarity is reversec on one
excursion as well, making the observer wonder if such graons are
onase related at all. The above information was determinea by
insoectina the graons and may contain subjective errors.

SzatisticaI Anaivsis. Valia soecuiations aoout strain cage
oenavior may involve oiserial correlation of certain dichotomies
(Mositive or neaative ooiarization) to assess their associations
(wizn wrao airection, etc.). For truly dichotomous
cistrioutions. tne onli coefficient can be used. Because some of
these aicnotomous variaoles are really continuous (tne magnitude
or auration of ooiarization. and the deuree of wrao thicKness,
location & direction, etc.) and normally distrinuted, tetrachoric
correlation may oe invoived. An exoert statistician should be
aooroacnea with a clear statement of which variaoles and
associations are imoortant if valia conclusions about some of
vnese data are to oe ootained. An accurate evaluation of which
variaoies are really dichotomies ana which are orooortionally
continuous would also have to be oreoarea and oassed to the
stat -st:.cian.

Data Analyst's Comments.

"[ITT] 15MAY89 DATA ANALYST CRichard Thomsen] COMMENTS. The FM
s"train �aune data was digitized at 1000 SPS, using an 100 Hz
filter. The IRIG time signal was used to alian the time scale to
within 0.00025 seconds.

Almost all of tne olots snow soikes that are orobably taoe droo-
outs.

SG03/7103 ana SG22/7122 were oad for the whole test.
5G09/71@9 was baa wntil 184 seonds.
SG18/7118 was oad from 159.4 to 166.7 seconds.
SG08/7108. SGIE/7112, SG14/7114 and SG16/7116 showed shifts in
strain level prior to the burst.

Several of the oauges snowed ringing after the aurst."

"[iTTJ 25JUL89 DATA ANALYST [Richard Thomsen] COMMENTS. The
!RIG time signal was used to align the data to the nearest 10
microseconds. This was cue to the distorted shaoe of the IRIG
signal with very sharo soikes.

Strain gauges SG03/7i03 and SG22/7iE2 were bad [no graohs].

SGOi noes oad at 286.887 seconds.
SG02 goes bad at 286.888 seconds.

4
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SG06 goes bad at 286.887 seconds.
S616 has noise solKes.
SG0i nas an interesting 19K"z ring.
SG06 has an interesting 2E5Kz rine.
SGi3 has an interesting 22xHz ring.
SG16, 17. 18. ana 21 show little cnanne.

The overoressures PV01/8901 ana PV12/8912 nad no cname so
a-mrocessino was only cone on PVi2. as it may snow electrostaticaiscnarge."

Enc of 1I"T text.

ImPRESSiONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA.

TanK Pressure. PTANK/1901 was located on the too of the tank in
the vent line. PVSOUT/i904 was also in the vent line, but it was
locatec at the valve box aoout 15 feet from the tanK. PTANK/190,
functioned as described under tne Pressurization Ramo...
oaracraon.

-ne locations of the transducers was the same as test 10.

QVSOT/i1904 oata were similiar to PTANK/190 except for the
recuced freauency reoonse oecause of the long oressurization
I .ne.

SG24. S624 tracked the vessel pressure profile with corrections
for oolarity. etc. This oarameter, as in the previous tests, was
only recoroed on the DACS for cuick-look purposes.

General Comments. The performance of SG24 is very interestinm.
This strain mane duolicated the tank pressure behavior,
PTANK/190i, but there were some deviations particularly during
tne final oressurizino ramp Just orior to failure.

Phase Behavior and Freauency Response. Noted is the ohase
behavior:. the two praohs were very close together in the time
domain.

The -raohs were excanded at leak to enhance the details at leak.
S624 at leak snows about a cycle and a half of oscillation, which
is not seen on the tank pressure graon.

Other Parameters. The performance of the other parameters was
witnin normal limits; this was determined by a auick review of
tne graphs for items PHXIN/1902. PHXOUT/1900, PTRAIL/1903,
T-XIN/2100, TBALL/2211. TBSOUT/22iO. TBSIN/2209. The IRIG Time
Code, IRIG/3808 TIMING, recorded satisfactorily and can oe
referenced to the motion oicuture data.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OVERPRESSURE SENSORS.

Bixtni Games. A Bikini maoe is one piece of bond paoer

5
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comoressed between two metal olates cortainina different sizeo
round holes. The gages are aiicnea so the oaoer is oeroencicular
to the oressure source. Discrete oressure data can be oo, aineo
and is a function of rhe location of tne aamagea oaoer
diaohrams. The aooroximate caiibration is as follows for tie
inaicated hole size using oonoa aoer:

HOLE * oSIG* SIZE PSIG**

i 7.3 5/6 4.4
2 5.2 7/8 3.3
3 3.7 1-1/4 2.4

4 2.7 1-7/8 1.7
5 i.9 2-3/4 1.25
6 1.4 3-3/4

7 i.@ 5-3/8

*The source for this calibration data is unknown, out these cata
nave been used since at least i964 by the Astronautics
Laboratory. ***The source for tnese calibration oata is from a
reoort THEORY, CALIBRATION.. AND USE OF DIAPHRAGM BLAST METERS by
W. T. Read, Division 2 National Defense Research Committee of the
Office of Scientific Research and Develooment, NRDC Reoort No. A-
392, OSRD Reoort No. 6463, Figure 18, Pace 27, DEC45; this report
was obtainea from the Naval Surface Weaoons Center, Silver
Sorinas MD and was referenced in footnote (2) on oade 3 of
another reoort, OPERATION SANDSTONE JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN TASK

* GROUP 7.1 BLAST MEASUREMENT SECTION. LAJ-8, PART II, Chaoter 5.-,
USE OF FOILMETERS ON OPERATION SANDSTONE, oreoarea oy J. J.
Meszaros and J. F. Moulton, Jr., 7JUN48, Fort Snafter, Oanu, T.
H. This reoort indicates "For a corsideranle number of years air
blast oressure measurements were made with the Aoeraeen aaoer
meter. The measurements obtained cave some indication of the
oeak oressure oresent. Early in the war Princeton University,
under the ausoices of NDRC, conducted an extensive exoerimental
study. The orimary results of these basic exoerimental
sudies..." rare shown in footnote (2) aiscussed aoove. It is
not clear when the terms Bikini and Aberdeen were first useo to
designate aiaohragm overoressure sensors. Nevertheless, tne
cages were used at Bikini [atoll in the N Pacific, Marshall
Islands] in the 1946 atomic comb tests (Crossroads Project) and
aoain at Eniwetok in 1948 (Sanostone P roject) and again in 195.
(Greenhouse Project). Most of the aoove information came from
the DoD Nuclear Information ana Analysis Center (DASIAC) on
12MAY88 and is the result of a lead orovided by HQ/BSD/MYEB/Lt
Col Don Gage to AL/TOAE/Dick Grove in FEB88. [Eaitor's Note:
HQ/BSD was HQ/BMO prior to 21APR89 and AL was AFAL orior to
21APR89 and AFRPL prior to 22MAR87].

Reconciliation of the bikini overoressures and bias observations
using the results from the oiezoelectric overoressure sensors
reveals overpressures sufficient to burst the oacer diaohrams

0 6
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were not reached. All of the paper diaonrams were intact.

Piezoelectric Sensors.

There was no overoressure oulse. Overoressure cnannei DV12 was
temoorarily assigned to record any electrostatic discharge (ESD)
on the exterior of the Keviar case, but the channel contained no
noticeable ESD data. This crude, ooint contact measurement was
done to rule out Kevlar as an ESD generator. In an unrelated
exoeriment, significant ESD was seen by a similiar oarameter
durina raoid oressurization of a Peacekeeoer case, and the
Kevlar was only one of several oossible unidentified
contributors. The observation of no ESD is probably correct in
this exoeriment, out should oe investigated further, for ESD is a
macor oroblem in the Erocket] inventory.

As indicated in earlier exoeriments, the overoressure sensors, if
used, would have behavea as follows:

ideally, each overoressure sensor located to measure oressure
shoula resoono to a oassina oressure pulse with a characteristic
graon. The graoh's curve should have a orominent leading edge
risina from a stable initial condition. The tyoical leading
edge snould oolarize positively ana rise to the curve's n.aximum
oeak oressure over a smooth and almost linear oath. At the peak
oressure, the curve should inflect, and, at this reversal, enter
into a characteristic oepolarization decay consisting of an
almost linear comoonent followed by a distorted exoonential
comoonent that returns to below the initial condition with an
unaershoot. more fully described below, representing rarefaction
and the start of the refractory oeriod.

More often than not, the linear decay should gradually change
into a sluggish curve containing one orominent inflection,
forcing the olot into the oooosite direction, but staying below
,the initial condition. Eventually, the oressure rarefaction
should deteriorate completely, and the olot should return
smootnly to the initial condition, ending the refractory period.

Modulations and variations in behavior are caused by sensor
placement (parallel or perpendicular to the flow direction),
reflections, oressure wave distortions, time constants, freauency
resoonse, particulate imoingement, insulation resistance, short
circuits, open circuits and gas cloud geometry, etc.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. The ARDE
embrittlement procedure dated 21MAR89 was followed. The 22"
diameter vessel was boss emorittled. Embrittlement was
inhibited, where required, with a maskant. Embrittlement was
stared at 0800 hours on 3APR89. The currrent level was 0.055
amoeres, a significant decrease from the 0.160 amoeres used on
test 12. Seventy-two nours of emorittlement were completed at
1110 hours on 6APR89. The tank was immediately moved from the
shoo emorittlement area to the test site, instrumentd, nooked uo,
checked and oressure tested at 1235 hours on 6APR89. The 0
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electrolyte was suionuric ac~d. Socium arsenite was added as an
ennancer. The maskarit was just below the boss weld.

~~ev:.s~~on -eoo n~al Zssue: 280C787. R~evisionr P~: 13NOV87:
acced rex-s nere ano ;t.ere. Revision B~: 4DEC87: errors fixed:
~.6ammeres, was 1.6 araoeres: textv acoso to oaraprapns:

PVSOLiT/.90-4: Disoiacear.aen Sensors. Revision C: IDECB7: text
acceo to oaracraon -.iezoelectric Sensors: otrier minor cnances.
.'evz-sion D: aftIv.88; m'inor changes. Revision E: 29AUG89; minor
crmances and some accitions; eroorittlement oroceoure aodea;
current level adaeo. ITT comments acced. Distribution Liszt
cnareec.

.7711enarte: v est rv 13

Disiriouion: PROZ, Aris Escolonka, Dave Gleicn
;51. Dr. Pius %Cnih msu Cnao
Aerosoace Coro..? Dr. Yen Pan
AF" Jim Miller. Dick Grove,

Dr. Tae-W'oo Parx
P~.Ricnard Thomsen

DAFB. Pete Taciie
40/BSD/MYEB/Lt Col Don Sage

Q Offce 0% Primary Resons-i til Ty. USAVIAFALITUAEIDick
G-ove/--cwarcs CA 93534'.
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0
E.10.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-118 to E-129 give pressure versus

time and selected strain versus time plots.

Strain gage locations are sketched on Figures E-

130. Odd numbered gages are parallel to the

fiber wrap and even numbered gages are

perpendicular to the fiber wrap. The photograph

of Figure E-132 shows test control console

activity in the test control building during the

test.

E.10.4 Post Test Insnection

The tank was first inspected on the test

stand Imediately after the test. The tank fiber

shell was intact. Some exterior fiber damage in

the vicinity of the hydrogen embrittled boss and

to a lesser extent near the other boss, were

observed as shown in the photographs of Figures

E-133 and E-134. Liner failure was verified by a

leak check. The test tank was shipped to ARDE

where it was cut apart and the liner inside

surface was die checked and photographed. The

E-216 liner was in one piece. The tangential
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Fig. E-132
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through cracks in the embrittled boss/head weld

HAZ did not run completely around the entire

circumference. Discrete radial cracks running

outboard from the HAZ were also found as shown on

the photographs of Figures E-135 and E-136. It

is to be noted that the radial cracks were

arrested by the adjacent ductile liner material

outboard of the embrittled boss/head weld region.
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0

E.11 RV-14 Test (16" 6&

E.11.1 Test Vessel DescriDtion

* P/N E4168, S/N 006 (Kevlar Overvrapped 301 Cryo

CRES Composite Sphere)

* Kevlar Fiber (less resin) Average Thickness -

.143

* Metal Thickness - .052"

0 Inside Radius - 7.66"

* Hydrogen Embrittlement Mode - Local Girth Weld

Region

* Electrolytic Solution -

20 cc H2 SO + 980 cc Tap H 20

1000 cc Solution

0 Solution Additive - 500 mg Sodium Arsenite

# Sensitize Liner Inside Surface (cold pickle)

* Charging Current Density - .006 ms/in2 of surface

to be embrittled

0 Charging Time - 72 hours

0 Hold Time Before Test - 3-1/2 hours

0 Adcoat AC818T liquid maskant on area not to be

embrittled
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E.11.2 Test Discussion and Instrunentation Observations

As detailed in the memorandum on the

following page, and the instrumentation engineers

observations herein, the liner inside surface was

pickled to sensitize it and the local girth weld

HAZ region was hydrogen embrittled. The tank was

internally pressurized with helium gas to 3800

psig operating pressure. The test pressure was

increased to 3900 psig operating pressure. The

test pressure was increased to 3900 psig when no

liner failure was noted at 3800 psig after about

six (6) minutes from pressurization start. The

3900 psig pressure was vented after eight (8)

minutes when all recording tape was expended. No

liner failure occurred as confirmed by post-test

inspection and test record review.
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MEMORANDUM

Date: Jun 26, 1989

To: D. Gleidi / S. Berko pc: EW/KP/RK

From: A. Escalcna

Subject: J/N 42001-0-18 - RV-14 Eqperiment: 90; Kevlar Wrap
Ticdmess, Maugin Fiber Fail Article

Test Date: Hydrogen Etrbrittlemn•t - June 19th to 22rd 1989

Pressurization - Jue 22nd 1989

Test Facility: EAFAL, Edwards APB, California

Test Procedure: Described in AR4E Ietter #42001-IMB-174

a) Strain ges -24 . . . . ......... . OKb id•.I: d . . . . . . .." ." ." . .. . . . . .C

c) Rinsed with water, 2 volumes . . . . . . . . CK

d) IPA rinsed & N2 dryr . . . . . . . . . . . . CKe) Mskn 9.31" .from boss top.• .• ...
f) Drained & N2 dried (1 hr) . .... .... CK
g) Electrolyte 8.75" ftm top. . . . . . . . K
h) Charged 160 ma for 72 hrs. .... ... CK
i) Drairied, rinsed with water, 2 vol . . . ..C
j) IPA rinsed & N2 dried. . . . . . . . . .CK
k) Tested in 3.5 hrs

Chilled at 1400 to 1500 psi
Ramped to 3800 psi - held for 4 min. - no leak

aseto 3900 psi - held for 2 min. - no leak

Note: Test was aborted just prior to FM tape ran out.
Total test time was 9.7 MIM.

AES:sr A. Escalona /s/
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KEVLAR -EST 014. Date: E.JLJN69. Project Numoer 57300ORv.

-XPERI sENTAL OBSERVAT IONS.

Ontrocuctior. vessel S/AN 006. P/N E468 was testec. it was a W6
:ncn diameter stainiess steel sonere arc nac a W0% Kevlar
overwrao. The vessel was nycropen emorittiec aoout the c:rrn.
it was testec in a vertical configuratior. The tank. pressure was
increasec with oressure ouises, hei for a wnile at Q00 osi.
tner ramoec uo to a plateau tnat was mairtainec betweer 3832 osig
arc 3716 os_.: over a time curatior externairn from 175.099064 to
40. 7%664 seconcs. Plateau oressure was mairtained with five
snort oressure oursts which were scatterec tnrouncout tne
olateau. A seconc oressure ramo was started at 421. 799664
seconcs. ar. ;nss snort ramo encea after only 13 secoras at
434.699574 seconas arc 39!4 osig. The new olateau, starting at
one erc of the secora ramo, eroec at 3881 osig arc 534.1,_9i46
secoros. rhe new olateau contairec orly ore oressure correct ion.
The vessez. cac rot leaK. and tank. oressure was vented at the enc
of tne new oiateau.

Ventirg was cone with tne vent valve. The vent orofile was
clearly cemarcatec. almost linear, core at a rate of
amoroximateiv -170.66 psip oer second, ny- recordea near the
erc. not stoooec for reoressurization atev.ots, unremarsaole ana
witnan normai lirmits.

As in previous tests, S624 arc the other strain pages were
Oimoressive mirror images of tne aressure orofile. Case strain ir
comoosize cases can oe ceteczed arn is orooortional tc, case
oressure. out a caliorat•on factor must be cetermined. The SG
neoforrm.ance orofaies will be sligntly noiser than the vessel
oressure oarameter arc retain the risK of SG aeooncdir.

Post-rur irnsoect ion. witness panels, disolacement gapes arc
acoustic emission tecnnolocv were not used. Extersive aamage to
tne vessel's instrumentation wiring and oressurization piumoin•
was rot ooservec. The over oressure sensor data showed no change
anc are cscussed elsewnere. No Kevlar damage was observec arc
fravyri was not oovious near eitner ooss. The Kevlar remainec
intact. No major aamage to tne resin was ooservea.

!YPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

Strain Gages.

Strain Gage Locations. "-e strain gapes were locatea IAW ARDE
crawino catec 3/7/89, Revision A cated W1MAR89, accomoaning a
2,iMAR89 cover letter. The even strain capes are peroendicular to
tne wrao. anc the odc strain pages are oarallei to the wrao.

Strain Gage Temoerature. Not shown or this orirt are the
rnermocounle locations. See the instrumentation Soecificatonr:
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Sheet for the locations anc item numbers. TieI 9 thermocouoie
~o:,: form a family cof curves wirn almost icentical orofiles.
.:oIlcrtvely. the paces measurca ternoerature oehaVicor over a soars
oetween 115- degrees Farnc 105 ceprees F, aoorceximate.1v.
-owever. each cace cicn~z cnanoe much curine the miateau. anc tne
.yoical olateau ternoerazure variaTic'n ca-crilt exceec aoout 8
ce:rees. A sirwialiar smail;.~ variataort was aiso seens on test .
ra t nermocouole, T -,2 VI'Za. naa a very steady rise rate. Other,

:nIermocouoles. TT3/E±iQ,4, TrT950/ iaE0 5. for examnole, had major
.9moerature decreases miocu..atirno tne rise rate in the last one
t;nirc of the first o-'ateau. Ali temoerature orofilies containec
sra.4 nioolar MOCU~azicors. some noise near the start ana finish

Vie- arof i e anc reasc'rao ie noise * oors. Th-re vessel's SG
emer1D~azure oen~av:,.-or is considered to oe within normal limits,

anc -t: wasn't :rnves~imatec witn further cetaii.

ýjerform'~arxce Summary. nere were 23 strain paces recorded on the
!T!a:e recorcer. arc E4 'rurnct ionec. Most boits Mac suostantial

act a v: .v4  anc rrost oiozs iac 6 to 12 noise SoiKes. Durina the
.'a±conc1ici-1 ors. :i ac-es Mac much netter than reasconable

n.as e 41c'ors. .-ic nicase -:;loors arec iscuseo elsewhere under
!%oise Floors. ;i.4ore o-,ý zme strain caues were destroyed by tank
cemc-esslni zat :on.

6-.=,n Cc'onvention. co sitv stai aalaritv reoresents
comioression, arnd necatave strain pace Dooarity reoresents
1. en-sl on

i\o0se 'z.loors. Exceot as noted elsewnerc, the strain oace and
oter oarameters' noise fioors did not indluce mnaior transverse
or common-moce minu-s L %C /cz) transients. art ifacts. crosstalk,
atmosanera os, not iceable rFi 1 ni etrrnoc uiat 1con, sourious
marasizes. or saoiiants. however, latent noise or data
nr.anires-cam ions rmay oe closcurec in somte parameters, ana diaital
SI:'r~a- orocessinq may me neeoec for signal enhancement. In
menerai. rne data aooeared to be unoiased, orecise ana accurate.
;nere was no oarticular 66 thaz could be icentifed as the

noiasiest out this is a iucoemenz call. SGaI tnrouch 6617 ano
tG618 rnrcouaf SG, had rinose curingo venting.

aer-rormance Ezxceotions. Strain cage oenavior was within normai
.ý'amaITcs. exceot as notec. !Ile foliowina comments are based on

- rtroretations of the 00 Hz cata mass.

i ceneral, strain oaae Denaviaor was similiar to orevious tests.
.ne oeneral trend fo'r the active strain naces was a tension

st.rain ooiarization oazttern orc'oortionai to tank~ oressure witn
corrections for alitcnes, molarity, shifts aria some cossiole
ce-3onding, etc. Tne dvynamic oerformance aid riot include major
0sci--a'ations. Alii zraons Mad noise -Ioors within normal limits.
prost craons naa a +ew mlcns Plots for SGi'O thro~ugh S617 ana
!3-.Cts for 66286 thlrcouof SG3 had noise durina the vent onerat ion.
Lioets for SGOI tnrougn S60~9 cia riot olot data much bast 440'
seconds, out the co~ umnar cata is oresent uo to 599. 99810Z
seconds.
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;raximurn BG Vaiues anc Oerformance Trenos. ine followinn coces
are usecoe*@.ow:

NWNL noise witnin nrosma±' .~irnits
GRZ good return to zero
RRZ acoroximate return to zero
NRZ no return to zero

C comoression strain
tension strain

NTE not to exceeo
cISC osci~i'atiorn
unaiooiar: c~ata oredorn2nately in one airectiors.
rimoi.ar: data in ootm cirections out not necessarily everniv

3Da.lancea between moiarities. in some cases, tne cara
carrier was unioolar in tension out containec oioo'lar
comoression excursions.

units for strain values are in rnicroincnes/incn

6 ib- unloo.'.ar. 7. no c-ata oast !55 seconas.
5 1 in 1 loo iar.
6&0~3 oac4.
SG@tZ4 Binolar. T & C. cornoare wit-n G

S6GI5 -ini-olar. T
560'6 L r;i !3olja r.
S60Z7 Qniaolar,
SG06 unioolar.T

S6GI9 Linioolar.T
SG10 unioolar, 17 but tne oiateau is susuiciousiy too flat.
S6±l oac
S~±E: Esi~oiar, & C, cornoare witn SG04.

SG..3 Unimolar,
SG±'4 unioojar,
SG1.5 unioolar, T, Exnioited tne maximum net tension strain cnance
S616 unsiooiar.T

EGi7 Unioolar. T. Reoresents a most tyoicai orofile
SG18 Uniool"ar, 5
S51.9 jn i oo Iar, T_
S62Z1 Eiooiar, & Min2al~ C

S G 24 Unioolar,, T
SG22 Unioolar, T
SG23 unioolarg T

SG24 Unioolar, T, Recorced on tne DACS only. Not on FM.

cier~eermance Summary:

A.11 cnarnnels included codes: T and NRZ. Out of tne 23 S6
cmarne.6*s recoc'rea on the FM taoe recorder. two cflanneis were bac.
Twenty cmanneis nac uniooiar tension behavior. Three channels
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naa oiooiar strain activiry, DroDaoly cue to cemonci.g or
legitimate aoruot changes in strain.

Tne maximum strain cnanpe was seen on S•6.. wnicn startec :,ut
witn a strain of 158* uri./ir at 60.79981 secorcs at he ±00:
osig oressure olateau ana cecreasec to a -E545 unin/ir ternsionr
value at 44!.79981 secocs an the 59!* osic oressure olazeau.
wnicn is a not change in tensioDn of !584 - 1-2545) = 4129 uinin.
"n:s channel was reoortea to nave noisv cal cata althougn tne
D±ot curing the run was witnin normal noise iimxts: tnerfore. tne
run cata rmcnt oe conslcerec cuestionaole.

Miore tyoicaiiy, most strain gapes uncerwent a net tension strain
of only WOO unin/in. S6K7 is reoresentative of a tvoicai SG.

£naorwant to note is rne sensitivitv of tne 6G cnanneis to tne
-ressurization maintenrance mulses. which is the oasis for
discarding SGiO data as not valic because of tne excessivelv fiat
olateau. Practicailv all of tne SG oiots reflect the oressure
maintenance oulses.

Note also tnat some some plots con't wracK Tne slooe of the
oressure Wiaveau very well. in a couole of Kcts thne siooe is
minimal or fiat, as in SGQ5 anc S316. Wnile others the sHooe is
m,,ore orominert as in SG 13 ari SG17.

if thne n,_ ner frecuency oata mass contains information not
_nc2_catea ov the WO hz cata oass, a revision will be issued anr
tnose cifferences will De ascussec.

;Ne aoove information was aeermirnec by insoectng tne graons anc
may contain suojective errors.

Statistical Analysis. Valid soeculations aoout strain pee
Dehavior may involve oiseriai correlation of certain aicnotomies
(oositive or negative oolarization) to assess their associations
(witn wrao cireczior,, etc.). For truly aichoctomous

ciszrioutions, thne oni coefficient can oe used. Because some of
these aicnotomous variaoies are really continuous (the magnituce
or duration of oolarization, aria tne cegree of wrao thicKness,
iocation & cirectson, etc.) anc normally oistrioutec, tetrachoric
correlation may oe involvec. An exoert statistician snoula oe
aooroacnec witn a clear statement of wnich variabies ano
associations are important if valia conclusions aoout some of-
tnese data are to be ootainea. An accurate evaluation of wnicn
variables are really dicnotomies arc which are orooortionaily
continuous would also nave to oe oreoaree aria oassea to tne
stat ist ician.

Data Analyst' s Comments.

Tne iTT Data Analyst, Ricnard Tnomsen. indcicated on tne front
sheets of the three WO0 Hz masses "No oata on DP0i, DPW. DPi2M
ana "SG01/7i01 goes oaa at 155 seconas. SG03/7103 is baa. No
!RIG timing sipnal" anr "SG!5/7i15 noisy cal aata. SG61/711i is

4
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cao. No !RIG timing siaonai."

1MPRESSIONS FROM TME 007CK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISIT!ON
SYSTEM DATA.

TanK Pressure. PTANK/190! was locateo on the too of tne tariK in
hne vent line. PVSOUT/.904 was also in the vent line, out it was
±ocateo at tne valve box aoour 15 feet from the tank. PTANK/190!
functioneo as describec uncer tne Pressurization Ramo...
oaragraon.

The iocotions of the transaucers was zne same as test 10.

OVSQU7 /•i94 cata were simiziar to PTANK/190 exceot for the
reouced frecuency reoonse oecause of the long oressurization

line.

SG24. S624 tracKec the vessel oressure orofile with corrections
for oolaritv. etc. This marameter, as in the orevious tests, was
only recordec on the DACS for CuicK-looK purooses.

Phase Benavior ana Freauencv Resoonse. Noted is the ohase
oenavior; the two oraons were very close together in the time
coma in.

Otner Parameters. The oerformance of the other oarameters was
witmin normal limits, exceot as noted below; this was aetermined
by a CuicK review of the oraons for items PHXIN/1902,
PHAOuY/1900. PTRAIL/1903. THXIN/2i00. TBALL/2211. TBSOUT/2210,
TBSiN/2209. THXOuT/2Oil Heat Excnanaer Output shows 6 major
soikes wizn noticeaoie aecay times. The soikes are aooarently
cue to minus L(Ci/Ct) transients from the Pressurization efforts
neeced to maintain a oressure olateau with the oressurization
valve. Suooression witn a diooe at the valve solenoid is
recuirec to stoo the Droolem. or the soikes may be disregaroea.
The soikes aooear as alitcnes on oressure oarameters sucn as
PHXIN/i902, PHXOUTi1900, PTRAIL/1903 and as very small
deflections on temoerature oarameter THXIN/2100.

The iRIG Time Code. !RIG/3608 TIMING, dia not. recora
satisfactorily on the FM.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OVERPRESSURE SENSORS.

The vessel did not leak. There was no overoressure oulse.
Overoressure data was not recucea.

The following text aoolies to overoressure sensors and is
retainec for reference.

Bikini Gaces. A Bikini cage is one oiece of bond oaoer
comoressed oetween two metal oiates containine different sized
round holes. The cages are aligned so the oaoer is perpendicular
to the oressure source. Discrete oressure data can be ootaineo
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a&a is a function of tne location of the oamacea oaoer
oiaonrams. The aooroximave calioravion is as foiiows for the
indicatea hole size using oond oaoer:

HOLE W PSIG* SIZE PSIG**

i 7.3 5/8 4.4
2 5.2 7/8 3.3
3 3.7 1-1/4 2.4

4 2.7 1-7/8 1.7
5 1.9 2-3/4 1.25
6 1.4 3-3/4

7 J.0 5-3/8

*The source for rnis calioration data is unknown, out tnese data
nave 3een usec since at ieast 1964 bv thne Astronautics
Laooratory. ***The source for these calibration aata is from a
re-csrt. THEORY. CALIBRATION.. AND USE OF DIAPHRAGM BLAST METERS Dy
W. T. Reac, Division 2 National Defense Research Committee of the
GC÷•ce of Scientific Research ano Deveiooment, NRDC Reoort No. A-
39-2, OSRD Reoort No. 6463, Figure 18. Page 27, DEC45; this reoort
was obtained from the Naval Surface Weaoons Center. Silver
Sorings MD and was referenced in footnote (2) on oage 3 of
another reoort, OPERATION SANDSTONE JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN TASK
GROUP 7.1 BLAST MEASUREMENT SECTION, LAJ-8, PART II, Chaoter 5.1,
USE OF FOILMETERS ON OPERATION SANDSTONE, oreoared by J. J.
Meszaros and J. F. Moulton, Jr., 7JUN48, Fort Snafter, Oanu, T.
H. This reoort indicates "For a considerable number of years air
blast oressure measurements were made with the Aberdeen oaoer
meter. 7he measurements ootained gave some indication of the
oeak oressure present. Early in the war Princeton University,
under the ausoices of NDRC. conoucted an extensive exoerimentai
stucy. The orimary results. of these basic exoerimental
sucies... :are shown in footnote (2) discussed above3. it is
not clear wnen the terms Bikini and Aberoeen were first usec to
oesionate aiaonragm overoressure sensors. Nevertneless, the
gages were used at Bikini [atoll in the N Pacific, Marsnall
1slands] in the 1946 atomic bomb tests (Crossroads Project) and
acain at Eniwetok in 1948 (Sanastone Project) and again in 1951
(Greennouse Project). Most of tne above information came from
tne DoD Nuclear Information and Analysis Center (DASIAC) on
12MAY88 and is the result of a iead orovided by HQ/BSD/MYEB/Lt
Col Don Gage to AL/TOAE/Dick Grove in FEB88. [OPR's Note: HQ/BSD
was HQ/BMO prior to 21APR89 and AL was AFAL orior to 21APR89 and
AFRPL orior to 22MAR87].

Reconciliation of the bikini overoressures and bias ooservations
was not cone as there was no overoressure oulse. All of the
oaoer diaonrams were intact.

Piezoelectric Sensors.

6
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Tmere was no overoressure ouise.

Qs indicated in eariler exoerimemts, the overnressure sensors, if
used, would nave oenavec as foi!ows:

:deally. each overoressure sensor iocated to measure oressure
shoulo resoond to a *assi oressure ouise with a characteristic
craon. The graon's curve snoulo have a orcmirnent leading edge
rising from a stable initial conaition. The tyoical leadinq
ecge should ooiarize nositively anc rise to tne curve's maximum
seaK Dressure over a smooth ano almost linear oath. At the oeak
oressure, tne curve snouua inflect., ana, at tnis reversal, enter
irnto a- characteristic oeoolarization oecay consisting of an
alnost linear comoc.rent followea by a distorted exoonentiai
comoorrent that returns to oeiow the initial condition with an

trioersnooz, more fully Cescrioeo below, reoresenting rarefaction
anc the start of toe refractory oerioc.

more often t'an not. tne iinear decay snould graoually change
into a sluppish curve containing one orominent inflection,
";orcin tne oloz into Tne oomosite direction, out staying below
the ir.itiai concition. Eventually, the oressure rarefaction
snouic oeteriorate comoleteiy, ano the olot should ineturn
smoothly to tme initial concition, endino the refractory Period.

Moaulations ar, variations in oenavior are caused by sensor
niacement (oaraile! or oeroendicular to the flow direction),
reflections, oressure wave distortions, time constants, frequency
resoonse, oarticulare imoingemenz, insulation resistance, short
circuits, ooen circuits ano gas cloud geometry, etc.

DESCRiPTION OF TME EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. The ARDE
emorittlement orocecure cated 21MAR89 was followed. The 16"
ciameter vessel was girtn emorittled. Emorittlement was
inhioitec, where recuirea, with a masKant. Emorittlement was
starec on i9JUN89. The currrenz level was 0.160 amoeres.
Seventy-two hours of emorittlement were comoleted at 22JUN89.

-e tank was immediately movea from the shoo emorittlement area
to tne test site, instrumented, hooked uo, checked and oressure
;estea on 22JUN89. The electrolyte was sulonuric aced. Sodium
arsenite was adced as an enhancer.

7
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ADMINISTRATIVE !NFORIATION.

Revision Recora. Initial issue: 8SEP89. Distrinution cnanmeo.
Revision A: 19SEP89. Removed Draft Status from oocumenz. !ace
maoor corrections oar ARDE recuest. 16". 19JUN89. girth. 0.0i6
and 22JUN89 were 22", 3APR89. 0.055 ana 6APR89. APded ib mz SIS
cata oass information to Maximum SG Values and Performance
Trenas.

Fiiename: testrv14

Disr~rioution: ARDE. Aris Escolona, Dave Gleicn
P, Dr. Pius Cnih Hsu Cnao
Aerosoace Coro., Dr. Yen Pan
AFAL. Jim Miller, Dick Grove,

Dr. Tae-Woo Park

ITT, Richard Thomson
OAFB, Pete Tadie
HC/BSD/MYEB/Lt Col Don Gaae

Of'fice of Primary Resoonsibility. USAF/AFAL/TOAE/Dick
Grove/Eawarcs CA 93534.
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E.11.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Pressure and selected strain versus time

plots are shown on Figures E-137 to E-139. Odd

numbered strain gages are parallel to the wrap

and even numbered gages are perpendicular to the

fiber wrap. Strain gage locations are indicated

on Figures E-140 and E-141.
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RV- 14
P/N E4168 S/N 006

90X KEVLAR THICKNESS

EMI GAO PARAL TO FIBE

MS33649-8 SIDE

21 24

1,3 1 I.1516

30 31
29 / 32

SMS33649-6 SIDE

FIGURE E-141 STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR TEST RV-14.
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E.II.4 Post Test Inspection

The vessel was intact and no Kevlar damage

was observed. Leak checking confirmed that the

metal liner was undamaged and intact.
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E.12 RV-14A Test (16" 6)

E.12.1 Test Vessel DescriRtion

Same as RV-14 test except:

(a) Prior test (RV-14)

(b) Charging Current Density - .0066 ma/in 2

(10% increase over RV-14 test)

(c) Hold Time Before Test - 3 hours
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1.12.2

INBTRMENTATION OMSRVATIONS( nirwt.wu
14A

KEVLAR TEST SW. Date: 20JUL89. Proiect Number 57300ORV.

. EXPERIMENTAL ODSRVTIONS.

j•jgG~ Vessel S/N 006. P/N E4168 was tested. It was a 16
inch diameter stainless steel schere ano had a 90% Kevlar
overwrao. This exoeriment was a reaeat of the orevious test.
which did not leak. The vessel was hydrogen embrittled about the
girth. It was tested in a vertical configuration. Tank oressure
increases were ramos created with salvos of short oressure
pulses. The tank oressure was increased from a steady state
pressure of 1452 osig to about 1802 osig with five oressure
pulses. The tank oressure was held for about five seconds near
1802 osig. The tank oressure was increased at 58509.280
milliseconds with eleven more oulses and held for about five
seconds near 2224 osig. At 81509.884 milliseconds the tank
oressure was increased with twenty more oules to exactly 3112
asig. At this oressure the tank began an immediate leak at
112.209 seconds.

At leak. the tank oressure decreased following a smooth but
abrupt knee in the rising tank oressure orofile caused by the
twentieth oulse. The oressure decreased over a linear
deoressurization rate that terminated in an exoonential decay.
The exoonential oressure decay decreased to below the 1500 psiq
initial condition and abruotlv changed slooe below 80 osio when
venting was started. The pressure aaoroached an assumed final
zero asvmogtote. Noted in the oressure decav orofile is the lack
of ringing, and lack of prominent periodic modulations, major
asoerites, data drooouts and major glitches. Two moderate
glitches mar the smoothness of the exoonential decay, but the
cause of these modulations remains unexolored.

The exoanded olots show the 66 behavior around the leak between
112.0 and 113.5 seconds. The exoanded SG olots at leak show
interesting variations from the tyoical olot. S805 has been
selected to reoresent tyoical S6 behavior about the leak.
Activity deviations from the tyoical olot includes almost no
activity, S923, to very active, S606. These selections are
*judoemental, and other interoretations and soeculations mav also
be valid.

Venting was done with the vent valve. The vent profile started
after 80 psig. and it was clearly demarcated, almost linear, done
at a rate of aDoroximately -46.29 psig per second, not recorded
near the end. not stopped for reoressurization attemots,
unremarkable and within normal limits.

As in orevious tests, S624 and the other strain cages were
imaressive mirror images of the oressure orofile. Case strain in
comoosite cases can be detected and is orooortional to case
oressure, but a calibration factor must be determined. The SG
oerformance orofiles will be sliohtlv noiser than the vessel

1
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oressure oarameter and retain the risk of SS debonding.

in•tfign E[r 22t• F•2mQnn1- Intstrumentation technicians.
engineers, suoervisors and oanel ooerators must note the data
loss near 50 to 58 seconds was due to encountering acauisition
control file number 1, according to the Data Center orintout
(aooarentlv the file was exited & reentered for some reason: or
another exolanation may exolain the loss as there is not loss on
the auick look orint out for tank oressure Plot immediately after
the test). Also note the FM taoe was started too late to caoture
the start of the test. There is about 8 minutes of taoe time,
and the start of the final ramoing is imoortant to capture, for
the net strain chance during ramping is reauired. The taoe
recorder should be started just prior to the start of the
oressure salvos after the oause at the initial Pressure condition
is comoleted. The oause at 1452 osig was done to check for leaks
and to establish thermal and oressre equilibrium near 1500 osic.
Advise electricians to olace a soark suooression diode in
oressurization solenoid circuit to stoo the minus L(di/dt) noise
oroblem seen on PHXOUT/1900, etc. Refer to the discussion on the
orevious test for details.

Post-run Insoection. Witness Panels, displacement gages and
acoustic emission technology were not used. Extensive damage to
the vessel's instrumentation wiring and oressurization olumbing
was not observed. The over oressure sensor data showed no change
and are discussed elsewhere. No Kevlar damage was observed and
fraying was not obvious near either boss. The Kevlar remained
intact. No major damage to the resin was observed.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DIGITIZED FM DATA.

Strain Gaces.

Strain Gage Locations. The strain gages were located IAW ARDE
drawing dated 3/7/89, Revision A dated 21MAR89. accomoaning a
21MAR89 cover letter. The even strain gages are perpendicular to
the wrao, and the odd strain gages are oarallel to the wrao.

Strain Gane Temoerature. Not shown on this Print are the
thermocouole locations. See the Instrumentation Soecification
Sheet for the locations and item numbers. The 7 thermocouole
loci form a family of curves with almost identical orofiles.
Collectively, the gages measured temoerature behavior over a soan
between 103 degrees F and 125 degrees F, approximately. For
example, TT5 ranged from 117.1 to 123.4 decrees F. and TT7 ranged
from 103 to 110 degrees F. TT3 read the highest temoerature:
125.6 degrees F. All temoerature orofiles contained reasonable
noise floors. The vessel's SS temoerature behavior is considered
to be within normal limits, and it wasn't investigated with
further detail.

Performance Summary. There were 23 strain gages recorded on the
FM taoe recorder, and 20 functioned. Most Plots had valid
activity, and most Plots had no noise spikes. During the initial

2
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conditions, it is assumed all pages had much better than normal
noise floors as most olots were very clean uo to leak although
data recording was delayed and was not started until after 80
seconds. The noise floors are discused elsewhere under Noise
Floors. Ncei of the strain gages were destroyed by tank
deoressurization although two (681 & S62) didn't follow the
family orofile of mirroring the tank oressure profile. S61 went
very flat at leak, and S62 raoidly changed at leak and finished
with a exceotionally flat exoonential curve.

Sion Convention. Positive strain page oolarity reoresents
comoression, and negative strain gage oolaritv represents
tension.

Noise Floors. Exceot as noted elsewhere, the strain gans and
other oarameters' noise floors did not include major transverse
or common-mode minus L(di/dt) transients, artifacts, crosstalk,
atmosoherics. noticeable RFI, intermodulation, sourious
oarasites, or sibilants. However, latent noise or data
manifestations may be obscured in some oarameters, and digital
signal orocessing may be needed for signal enhancement. In
general, the data aooeared to be unbiased, orecise and accurate.
681 was clearly the noisiest in the grouo. Again, most plots
were very clean.

Performance Exceotions. Strain gage behavior was within normal
limits. exceot as noted. The followino comments are based on
interoretations of the 100 Hz and 1000 Hz data passes.

In general, strain cane behavior was similiar to orevious tests.
The aeneral trend for the active strain gages was a tension
strain oolarization oattern prooortional to tank oressure with
corrections for glitches, polarity, shifts and some oossible
debonding, etc. The dynamic oerformance did not include major
oscillations, exceot for S601. Exceot as noted, all araohs had
noise floors within normal limits. Only a few graohs had
glitches. There was no noise on the SG olots during the vent
ooeration.

Maximum SG Values and Performance Trends. The following codes
are used below:

NWNL noise within normal limits
GRZ good return to zero
ARZ aooroximate return to zero
NRZ no return to zero
C comoression strain
T tension strain
NTE not to exceed
OSC oscillation
EXP exoonential decay
Unioolar: data oreoominatelv in one direction.
Bioolar: data in both directions but not necessarily evenly

balanced between oolarities. In some cases, the data
carrier was univolar in tension but contained bioolar
comoression excursions.

3
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Units for strain values are in microinches/inch

S601 Unioolar, T.
many noise saikes. flat following burst, OSC @ 28.000 Hz
s*en on high freouency data oass for 5 msec duration.

S602 Unioolar, T, clean, but has raoid decay
S603 Uniolar, T, EXP,3 noise soikes,
S864 bad on 100 and 1000 Hz oasses

9605 Unioolar, T, EXP, 2 noise soikes
6806 Unioolar, T, EXP. 3 noise soikes
6607 Unioolar, T, EXP
S608 Unioolar, T, EXP

SG09 Unioolar. T, EXP
SG10 Unioolar, T, EXP
S611 Unioolar, T, EXP, I noise soike
S612 Unioolar, T. EXP. Overload due to bad cal cut on 100 & 1000

ýz passes

SGI. Unioolar. T. EXP. 1 noise soike
S614 Unioolar. T. EXP
S615 Unioolar. T, EXP, 1 noise soike
6616 Unioolar. T, EXP, 1 noise soike

S617 Unioolar. T, EXP, 1 noise soike. bad on 1000 Hz oass
SG18 Unioolar, T, EXP. 1 noise soike
6619 Unioolar, T, EXP
S620 bad on 100 Hz oass 0

S621 bad on 100 Hz oass
S622 Unioolar, T, EXP. 1 noise soike
SG23 Unioolar. T, EXP. 2 noise soikes

S624 Unioolar. T. EXP. Recorded on the DACS only. Not on FM.
Quick-look showed no data interruots, but Data Center data had
interruots which are discussed elesewhere.

Performance Summary:

All channels included codes: T, NWNL. Out of the 23 S6 channels
recorded on the FM taae recorder, three channels were bad. All
channels had unioolar tension benavior. Two channels had
abnormal bioolar strain activity, orobably due to debondino (SG2
& S63).

Because data recordino did not start until after the 1500 osig
initial condition, net maximum strain change during the oressure
ramo was estimated as shown below.

A tyoical strain page underwent a net tension strain of only 2000
unin/in. SG18 is reoresentative of a tyoical SG. The strain at
the initial 1500 osin condition was determined by estimating the
strain after drawing in the missing orofile by extending the
graoh using the slooe shown in the olot and the critial time

4
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ooints on the tank oressure plot. In this case the strain at
1540 osig was estimated 100e uin/in. and the olot oeaked at 3000
unin/in.

If the higher frocuencv data oass contains information not
indicated by the 1i0 Hz data oass. a revision will be issued and
those differences will be discussed. Refer to the ITT Analyst's
comments for information on the higher freauency data pass.

The above information was determined by insoectino the oraons and
may contain subjective errors.

Statistical Analysis. Valid soeculations about strain pace
behavior may involve biserial correlation of certain dichotomies
(oositive or negative oolarization) to assess their associations
(with wrao direction, etc.). For truly dichotomous
distributions, the ohi coefficient can be used. Because some of
these dichotomous variables are really continuous (the magnitude
or duration of oolarization, and the degree of wrao thickness,
location & direction, etc.) and normally distributed. tetrachoric
correlation may be involved. An exoert statistician should be
aocroached with a clear statement of which variables and
associations are imoortant if valid conclusions about some of
these data are to be obtained. An accurate evaluation of which
variables are really dichotomies and which are crooortionallv
continuous would also have to be oreoared and oassed to the
statist ician.

W # analyst!* Cgmmenist si*A

The ITT Data Analyst. Richard Thomsen, reoorts: "Kevlar Test 15.
Low Samole Rate FM Strain Gauges. The data were aligned to the
nearest millisecond. The burst occured at 112.197 seconds
(20:02:57.623 IRIS-B). Bad calibration cuts orevented orocessino
of SG04/7104. S617/7117. S620/7120 and S821/7121. There was also
a cyclic noise on these channels. The noise aooeared to clear uo
after the cal cuts on S812/7112, so this channel was clotted.
even though the cal cuts were bad, for qgulitative ourooses
2.-y. Some channels had noise spikes that are orobably tace
droo-outs. Channels S801/1701 and S816/7116 overranced after
burst."

The ITT analyst continues with the followina comments on the hiah
freauencv data oass: "Kevlar Test 1 5 . High Freouency FM Strain
Sages. The FM strain gauge data was digitized at 160,000 SPS
using a 20.000 Hz filter. All channels were aligned to the
nearest tenth of a millisecond. The vessel ruotured [leaked] at
112.197 seconds (20:t2:57.620 IRIS-B). S894/7104. SG12/7112,
SG17/7117 had bad calibration values. Processing was completed
for 6812 for gualitative ourposes only. Almost all channels
showed noise beginning at 112.197 seconds, endinc at 112.201
seconds. S801 showed an 28,000 Hz vibration beginning at 112.204
seconds and increasing until it ends at 112.209 seconds."

0
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IMPRESSIONS FROM THE QUICK-LOOK AND DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM DATA.

TIn! iyali-a£1 PTANK/1901 was located on the too of the tank in
the vent line. PVSOUT/1904 was also in the vent line, but it was
located at the valve box about 15 feet from the tank. PTANK/19S1
functioned as described under the Pressurization Ramo...
oaragraoh.

The locations of the transducers was the same as test 10.

PVSOUT/f964 data were similiar to PTANK/190 exceot for the
reduced freauency reoonse because of the long oressurization
line.

SG24. SG24 tracked the vessel pressure profile with corrections
for oolarity, etc. This oarameter, as in the orevious tests, was
only recorded on the DACS for ouick-look ourooses. Note the
comment elsewhere concerning skiped data near 50-58 seconds for
the Data Center data, although the ouick-look did not have any
skiooed data.

Phase Behavior and Freouency Response. Noted is the ohase
behavior; the two graohs were very close together in the time
domain.

Other Parameters. The oerformance of the other oarameters was
within normal limits, exceot as noted below: this was determined
by a ouick review of the graphs for items PHXIN/1902,
PHXOUT/1900, PTRAIL/1903. THXIN/2100, TBALL/2211. TBSOUT/2210,
TBSIN/2209. THXOUT/2101 Heat Exchanger Outout shows major
soikes without noticeable decay times, as seen on the orevious
test. The soikes are aooarently due to minus L(di/dt) transients
from the oressurization efforts needed to increase tank oressure
with the oressurization valve. Suooression with a diode at the
valve solenoid is reouired to stoo the problem, or the spikes may
be disregarded. The spikes aooear as glitches on oressure
oarameters such as PHXIN/1902, PHXOUT/1900, PTRAIL/1903 and as
very small deflections on temoerature parameter THXIN/2100.

The IRIG Time Code, IRIG/3808 TIMING, did record satisfactorily
on the FM.

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OVERPRESSURE SENSORS.

The vessel only leaked, and did not burst. There was no
overoressure oulse. Overoressure data was not reduced.

The following text apolies to overpressure sensors and is
retained for reference.

Bikini Gages. A Bikini gage is one piece of bond oaper
comoressed between two metal olates containing different sized
round holes. The gages are aligned so the oaoer is perpendicular
to the oressure source. Discrete oressure data can be obtained

6
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and is a function of the location of the damaged oaoer
diaohrams. The approximate calibration is as follows for the
indicated hole size using bond paper:

HOLE * PSIG* SIZE PSIG**

1 7.3 5/8 4.4
2 5.2 7/8 3.3
3 3.7 1-1/4 2.4

4 2.7 1-7/8 1.7
5 1.9 2-3/4 1.25
6 1.4 3-3/4

7 1.0 5-3/8

*The source for this calibration data is unknown, but these data
have been used since at least 1964 by the Astronautics
Laboratory. ***The source for these calibration data is from a
report I~ggB Gq6JAIJQg O Wg QE DIAPHRAGM ?6AST MTIgBR by
W. T. Read, Division 2 National Defense Research Committee of the
Office of Scientific Research and Develooment, NRDC Report No. A-
392., OSRD Report No. 6463, Figure 18. Page 27, DEC45: this report
was obtained from the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver
Springs MD and was referenced in footnote (2) on page 3 of
another reoort, OPERATION _NDSTOgN JOINT TASK FORCE LVyEN TASK
@RQUE Zd. U L@I RLOUREMEN_ SECT IO LA8 9L PART POU Chager 5&IL
* U QE EQ1g! IEgR ON OPgRAIIgN SANDSQNE, prepared by J. J.
Meszaros and J. F. Moulton, Jr., 7JUN48, Fort Shafter, Oahu, T.
H. This report indicates "For a considerable number of years air
blast pressure measurements were made with the Aberdeen paper
meter. The measurements obtained gave some indication of the
peak pressure present. Early in the war Princeton University,
under the auspices of NDRC, conducted an extensive experimental
study. The primary results of these basic experimental
sudies..." Care shown in footnote (2) discussed above]. It is
not clear when the terms Bikini and Aberdeen were first used to
designate diaohragm overoressure sensors. Nevertheless, the
gages were used at Bikini Catoll in the N Pacific. Marshall
Islands] in the 1946 atomic bomb tests (Crossroads Project) and
again at Eniwetok in 1948 (Sandstone Project) and again in 1951
(Greenhouse Project). Most of the above information came from
the DoD Nuclear Information and Analysis Center (DASIAC) on
12MAY88 and is the result of a lead provided by HQ/BSD/MYEB/Lt
Col Don Gage to AL/TOAE/Dick Grove in FEB88. [OPR's Note: HQ/BSD
was HQ/BMO orior to 21APR89 and AL was AFAL prior to 21APR89 and
AFRPL prior to 22MAR87].

Reconciliation of the bikini overoressures and bias observations
was not done as there was no overoressure pulse. All of the
paoer diaohrams were intact.

Piezoelectric Sensors.*
7
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There was no overoressure oulse.

As indicated in earlier experiments, the overoressure sensors, if
used, would have behaved as follows:

Ideally, each overoressure sensor located to measure oressure
should resoond to a oassing oressure oulse with a characteristic
craoh. The graph's curve should have a prominent leading edge
rising from a stable initial condition. The tyoical leading
edge should polarize oositively and rise to the curve's maximum
oeak oressure over a smooth and almost linear oath. At the peak
oressurd, the curve should inflect, and, at this reversal, enter
into a characteristic deoolarization decay consisting of an
almost linear component followed by a distorted exoonential
comoonent that returns to below the initial condition with an
undershoot, more fully described below. reoresenting rarefaction
and the start of the refractory period.

More often th~nvnot, the linear decay should gradually change
into a sluggish curve containing one orominent inflection,
forcing the olot into the oooosite direction, but staying below
the initial condition. Eventually, the pressure rarefaction
should deteriorate comoletely, and the plot should return
smoothly to the initial condition, ending the refractory period.

Modulations and variations in behavior are caused by sensor
olacement (oarallel or oeroendicular to the flow direction),
reflections, oressure wave distortions, time constants, frequency
resoonse, oarticulate imoingement, insulation resistance, short
circuits, open circuits and gas cloud geometry, etc.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBRITTLEMENT PROCEDURE. The ARDE
embrittlement orocedure dated 21MAR89 was followed. The 16"
diameter vessel was airth embrittled. Embrittlement was
inhibited, where reouired, with a maskant. Embrittlement was
stared on 17JUL89. The currrent level was 0.176 amoeres.
Seventy-two hours of embrittlement were comoleted at 20JUL89.
The tank was immediately moved from the shoo embrittlement area
to the test site, instrumented, hooked up, checked and pressure
tested on 20JUL89. The electrolyte was sulohuric ac*d. Sodium
arsenite was added as an enhancer.

8
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.

Bgyi~ii• Bg2ro, Initial Issue: 3NOV89. Note sionificant delays
were encountered in data reduction following the 20JUL89
experiment. The FM oasses were finally orovided on 3NOV89. Test
RV15 is the same as RVl4A. The 15 designator is used because of
limits on the filename size.

Filenmye: testrv;9

2i2rb ___ ARDE, Aris Escolona, Dave Gleich
PI. Dr. Pius Chih Hsu Chao
Aerosoace Corp., Dr. Yen Pan
AFAL, Jim Miller. Dick Grove,

Dr. Tae-Woo Park
ITT, Richard Thomsen
PAFB. Pete Tadie

L0ffi•t of Primary B21 !ibilit& USAF/AL/TOAE/Dick
Grove/Edwards CA 93534.

E

p
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E.12.3 Pressure and Strain Versus Time Plots

Figures E-142 to E-148 give pressure versus

time and selected strain versus time plots.

Figures E-140 and E-141 are sketches showing

strain gage locations. Even numbered strain

gages are perpendicular to the Kevlar wrap and

odd numbered strain gages are parallel to the

wrap.

E.12.4 Post Test Insoection

The Kevlar shell was intact after the test

with no fiber damage noted upon inspection with

the tank still attached to the test stand. A

leak-check confirmed liner leakage. The tank was

cut apart, photographed and inspected visually at

"APAL. Figures E-149 and E-150 show the cut apart

tank. Girth cracks in the local girth embrittled

zone were visually observed. The cut apart tank

was shipped to ARDE for further inspection. At

ARDE, the cut apart tank liner was die checked to

enhance the visibility of the cracks and then

photographed. Figures E-151 and E-152 show

photographs of portions of the cracked liner

inside surface. Continuous connected hoop cracks

run around the entire girth in the local

embrittled area.
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APPUNDXI - Pull Scale Teat Data Correlation

This appendix contains test data correlation examples and

supporting measured pressure and fiber strain information.

Calculations given below show that the fiber strains

resulting from the liner ductile, stable crack growth leak-

before-burat (LBB) mode are small, and, therefore, unimportant,

compared to the liner sudden unstable crack growth brittle

failure mode.
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V.1 Ductile Failure Me

Figure F-I illustrates the geometry for the case in

which a ductile crack forms in the metal liner. The full

tank pressure is suddenly applied to the overwrap over the

area which becomes exposed. The centorline in this sketch

denotes either an axis of symmetry, for a circular hole, or

a plane of symmtry, for a linear crack.

For simplification of analysis, we replace the liner

by the equivalent static pressure, P w it transmits to the

fiberwrap boundary. From the results of Appendix A, we

have,

a ( R )P w R.I (p*+P1 ) --- (A-33), withV -~ 2h
2 h w

w

initial stress pressure, P and incremental

static fiber wrap stress pressure, P* given by,
"Pi a 2 h W a wi "'". (A-34, )

R

P* = p ... (A-35)

1 + hMaM

haw w

For typical numerical values,

hM - .05, h - .23, a - 6.76 x 10 ,
N w w

am = 27 x 106, R = 7.64,
.7

9, = .0035 and P = 4000, we obtain the fiber wrap

static equilibrium pressure,

P P* + P 4000 +
1 + A.05 x 17/.7

.23 x 6.76

2 x .23 x 6.76 x 1061 .Oo03S
7.*"

P w 1785 + 1425 - 3210 psig
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Computing now as an approximation, stresses and strains

relative to equilibrium values, we define the problem as the

effect of the sudden application of a pressure PM -P -Pw - 4000

- 3210 - 790 psig to the exposed portion of the fiber wrap.

With this approximation, the simplified problem of a sudden

stable ductile liner fracture is sketched on Figure F-2.

Assuming the liner remains attached to the fiber overwrap,

we estimate the overwrap straius noting that if the crack opening

is small compared to the liner thickness, the largest strains

will be associated with shear. A force balance on the exposed

piece of fiber overwrap gives the average shear strain ac. £s the

thickness of the overwrap at a distance "d" from the centerline

(Figure F-2) as 7 - - Pd (linear crack) ... (A-36)
Gh

w

7 - PMd (circular crack) ... (A-37)

2Gh w

For a crack with an opening equal to the overwrap thickness

(2d - hw), for example we have for G - 1.74 x 106 psi, hw - .23

and PM - 790 psi, static shear strains, 7, of .00023 in/in for a

linear crack and .00011 in/in for a circular hole. These strains

are very small compared to the static equilibrium strains in the

fiber wrap, even if one assumes a maximum possible dynamic

amplification factor of two on static shear strains.
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F.2 Brittle Failure Mode

The critical liner brittle failure mode was analyzed and

test data correlated using the two-dimensional PICKS 2D finite

difference transient computer code assuming as a worst case an

instantaneous comqplete girth circumference brittle crack model.

In addition, simplified lumped 1D spherically symmetric

structural models were utilized. These 2D and ID models have

been discussed in detail in Appendix A.

F.2.1 PICKS 2D Computer Proaram Data Correlation

PICKS 2D computer runs were made for the brittle failure

mode baseline tank (100% fiber thickness) and off-baseline fiber

thickness tanks to assess the effects of fiber overwrap

thickness, metal liner/fiber interface boundary condition (*slip"

or "bond") and pressure, as well as to compare the theoretical

PICES 2D results with applicable test data and the simplified 1D

spherically symmetrical structural models.

?.2.2 Effect of Fiber Wrap Thickness

For a given fiber wrap thickness, the maximum fiber strains

were found to be meridional at an angle of 20'6 from the pole

where fiber thickness is minimum, as shown on Figure 2-15. In

general, when comparing one fiber wrapped tank to another having

the same type of wrap pattern, peak fiber strains are

approximately proportional to the average lumped fiber thickness

of each tank.
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F.2.3 Iffect of Liner/Fiber Interface Boundary Condition

The "slip" interface boundary condition (no friction and no

cohesion) gave larger fiber strains, as shown on Figure 2-15, and

correlated better with the test data compared to the "bond"

interface boundary condition (infinite friction and infinite

cohesion) case.

F.2.4 PICBS 2D Results Comnared to Test Data

The peak fiber strains computed by PICZS 2D were

reasonable, but conservative, since they were greater than the

test as illustrated by the following data.

PICKS 2D peak computed meridional strain for 4000 psig

pressure was 17,600 micro-inch/inch, including a 3000 m
inch

prestrain (Figure 2-14). The maximum delta meridional strain

computed by PICIS 2D was then 17600 - 3000 - 14600 micro in.
inch

Typical measured maximum meridional delta micro strains were

10,600 - 11,900 and 10,600 for pressures of 3800 and 3700 psig,

respectively, for tests RV-7 and RV-9 as given in Table F-1.

Taking strain proportional to pressure for small pressure

changes, we project computed delta microstrains of 2& x 14600 -

40

13,870 and 37/40 x 14600 - 13,505, respectively, at 3800 and 3700
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psig pressure. The PICKS 2D computer model calculated strains

are thus conservative which can be soon by comparing 13505 to

13870 computed delta microstrains with 10600 to 11900 measured

delta microstrains. On the average then, PICIS 2D computed fiber

strains are 22% higher than measured values.

F.2.5 Comparison of PICKS 2D Results With 1D Lumped Spherically

Svmmaetric Model Predictions

The PICKS 2D computed fiber strains were greater than those

predicted by the simple ID transient model as shown on Figure 2-

14. In view of the good agreement between test results and the

fiber strains predicted by the simple iD model, as subsequently

discussed in section F.2.6, and the higher computed fiber strains

of the PICES 2D, subsequent test data correlation efforts using

the PICSS 2D computer code were stopped. Instead of modifying

the PICKS 2D model in the search for improved results, all

subsequent test data efforts were performed using the simple 1D

structural model(s) for program cost and schedule advantages.

0
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O.2.6 Siomle ID Sohericallv Svmmstric Transient Model DatA

Figures F-3 to F-6 and 2-17 are test data plots of typical fiber

delta strains measured from the tank's prestrained state, i.e.,

total strain minus prestrain. Superposed on these plots are the

delta fiber strains t - C') and (C - C )

calculated by use of the simple ID transient spherically

symmetric model defined in Appendix A. Table F-1, constructed by

utilizing the data of Figures F-3 to F-6 and 2-17, summarizes the

comparison between measured and calculated fiber delta strains.

It is seen that the agreement between the simple ID analytic

model theory and test data is reasonably good.
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F.3 Determination of Effective Dynamic Amlification Factor For

Liner Sudden Brittle Runture Case

The one-dimensional (MD) model involving the concept

that at sudden liner failure an additional pressure of

dynamic amplification factor 4 times the equilibrium

pressure the liner was carrying before failure is

transferred to the fiber wrap, has been discussed in detail

in Appendix A. Recasting those results in a form

convenient for calculating dynamic amplification factor 0

from test data gives,

Fiber equilibrium strain increment,

Ae - (RP (kf/kM) ... (A-38)

f f l+kfkM

Fiber dynamic spike strain increment -

Ae fs- It J=) (. I ... (A-39)

Eftf l+kf/kM

Fiber strain increment - (ef - fi) - Af -

Ae f + Aefs - =) ( 1 )(.L. k, + 1...(A-40)
E f tf l+kf/k1 M~ k

Solving (A-39) and (A-40) for dynamic amplification factor

* yields
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I - t f (1 + k fk1A) (Alfa) . . . (A-41) and

APR

alternatively,

*-u3tf (l+k /kM) (Atf)--(k) ... (A-42)

APR kN

Computations utilizing the test data for the critical

liner girth embrittled mode and the local boss head weld

eimbrittled mode in equation (A-41) and/or (A-42) gave values

of dynamic amplification factor, 0, in the range of 1.5 to

1.7. Typical calculations are given below.

F.3.1 Girth Weld HhZ Embrittled Node Data Test RV-11

R - 7.64, tN .049, tf .13, eL M .00425,

AP = 3 6 00, f -19 x 10,6 27 x 10 6

Nm - .7

Ef M .02 (fibers failed)

kf/kN - 19x i13/2 - .6534 (see section A.3.2)
17/.7 x .049

Aef - 6f - , =- .02 - .00425 - .0157S

Using numberical values in (A-42) gives,

0 - .01575 (1.65341 x 19000 x 130 - .6534 - 1.69

7.64 x 3600
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R- 7.64, tM - .044, tf - .154, AP - 3800,

Ef - 19 x 106, 27 - 2 1.L.06 , spike &efs - .0083 (in/in)
.7

1 + kf/kN - 1 + 19 x .154 - 1.8622
27 x .044
.7

Substituting in (A-41) yields,

9 - .0083 x 1.862 x 19000 x 154 - 1.56
3800 x 7.64

Test RV-9

R - 7.64, tM - .053, tf - .156, AP - 3700,

E f- 19 x 106, 17 x 6, &efs . .009 (in/in)
.7

l+kf/kN - 1 + 19 x .J - 1.7249
222 x .053

.7

Using (A-41) gives,

* - .009 x 19000 x 156 x 1.7249 - 1.63
3700 x 7.64
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F.3.2 Boss/Head Weld HAZ Embrittled Mode Data

Membrane theory is not strictly applicable in the boss

region since there are bending effects in the liner there.

Use of the extensional strain based fiber to metal

stiffness ratio, kf/kM - Eftf/ , defined in Appendix A, in

test data correlation is, therefore, somewhat questionable.

Instead, the approa.ch to test data correlation is

to derive values of an effective kf/kN stiffness ratio

based on measured fiber strain data in the vicinity of

the embrittled boss/head weld heat affected zone (HAZ)

region. Noting that the fractions of the pressure carried

by the metal and fiber are proportional to the ratio of its

stiffness to the sum of metal and fiber stiffness, one

proceeds as before to calculate the dynamic amplification

factor, 0. The calculations are given below.
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From Figure X-121 (strain gage 2) in the boon/head

weld embrittled area vicinity, the delta fiber strain prior

to liner failure at 3750 psig is, At fo 3500 micro - in/in.

Substituting numerical values (R - 10.3, -f M 19 x 10 6 , tf =

.192, AP - 3750) into equation A-38 and solving for the

effective fiber to metal stiffness ration,

kf/k., one obtains kf/kM - .4938.

Noting from Figure 3-121 that the fiber delta strain

spike at liner failure, Atf- M (14,900 - 3500) - 11,400 micro

strain and using kfc/kX - .4936 together with prior defined

numerical parameters in equation A-41, gives the dynamic

amplification faction, 0, value, 0 - 1.61.

Similar calculations utilizing test data from strain

gage 1 (Figure 3-119; for which A&fo - 3400 micro strain End

A fs = 11,200 micro strain gave a dynamic amplification

factor of 0 - 1.56.
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APPENDIX G - LM7TTIM TUST OF FIMM AND TAU

Thi.js appeudix contains a detailed list of figures and

tables used to sauport and mplify the text of this report. For

owige of reference, the following em is used to aid

figure/table ready identificatian/locatico.

1. In gwwral, the first character (number or letter) of a

figure or table number (e.g., 1-2, 2-3, A-I, C-2, etc.)

identifies the report section or appedix in which it is

located.

2. An exception is figure and table numbers with letters (A, B,

C ... G) after the numerical digit (e.g., 3C) which refer to

figures and/or tables in prior i dependently prepared

documentaticn used to support this report text.
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